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ABSTRACT
Background: Product temperature during the primary drying stage is a critical process parameter in the freeze drying of
biopharmaceutical drug products and for a successful optimum drying process, ice interface temperature should stay just
below the collapse temperature which is few degrees above the glass transition. The ice interface temperature is determined
by manometric temperature measurement (MTM) and tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) but only
provides batch average temperatures whereas the glass transition/collapse temperature is determined using offline lab
techniques employing sample conditions that do not mimic those in the freeze drying process.

Aim: The aim of this project is two-fold: The first is to establish whether it's possible to determine the vapour pressure
within the chamber in the space above the vial using a THz and laser absorption approach from which ice interface
temperature can be determined. The second is to establish the use of impedance spectroscopy for the in-vial determination
of the phase behaviour of surrogate formulations of mannitol and sucrose, with a view to determining the Tg’ and
crystallization characteristics that are relevant to the effectiveness of the lyophilization cycle.

Method: A Multiplex PAT freeze dryer system (including a silicon oil cooled shelf) was designed and built with the water
vapour sensors (PATs): THz-TDS, laserIR system and Optidew installed for vapour measurement, CFD modelling and
TVIS were used to study vapour distribution in chamber and thermal behaviours of mannitol formulations respectively.

Results: THz-TDS measurements of VP in chamber identifies 3 important absorption frequencies including 1.153 THz,
2.242 THz and 3.135 THz where water vapour absorption resonance demonstrates high values of SNR. It suggests an
uncertainty of 35 µBar with a limit of detection (3α) of 105 µBar cm-1 and the uncertainty dependent temperature for
measured and extrapolated data at -40 °C are +1.6/-1.9 °C and +0.5/-0.5 °C respectively. LaserIR demonstrated sensitivity
to WVP in the chamber at 26 oC but was unable to measure down to concentration relevance to freeze-drying (e.g., below
1750 mBar) due to absorption by other gas molecules in addition to noise and turbulence in the chamber while Optidew
measurement showed up to 92% agreement with theoretical data and this was confirmed by the CFD simulation. TVIS
technology demonstrated ability to measure 𝑇𝑔ʹ and crystallization events of freeze-drying sample in the vial.

Conclusions: Although the attempts to develop the novel approaches to vapour measurement in freeze-drying chamber
failed to deliver a satisfactory outcome, Optidew has been identified as a new alternative for localised WVP measurement
in freeze-drying chamber. The most significant finding of this study was the successful application of TVIS technology to
identify mannitol glass transition (𝑇𝑔 ʹ), crystallization and polymorph transition within original container.
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SYNOPSIS
Background:
Freeze-dried biopharmaceutical product quality can be delivered, along with more economical processes, if products are
dried at a temperature close to, but not exceeding, the collapse temperature, 𝑇𝑐 .
It follows that the product temperature during the primary drying stage is a critical process parameter in the freeze drying
of biopharmaceutical drug products and this has been extensively predicted (in lieu of thermocouple) by process analytical
technologies, such as manometric temperature measurement (MTM) and tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy
(TDLAS). However, both techniques rely on the dryer having a separate chamber for the condenser, and are restricted to
the prediction of a batch average temperature and average drying rate (Gieseler et al., 2007a; Tang et al., 2006a; Patel et
al., 2010), rather than considering the distribution of temperature and drying rates across, and between, the shelves of a
freeze-dryer, which are an inevitable consequence of the heterogeneity of temperatures in the dryer. With MTM and
TDLAS technologies, the vapour pressure inside the chamber is assumed to be uniform at all locations. However, CFD
simulation of the process (Barresi et al., 2010) and the use of miniature wireless pressure sensors (MicroPiranis) distributed
around the drying chamber (Strongrich and Alexeenko, 2019) have shown that this is not the case, with vapour pressures
in the centre ~27% that in the edge. In addition, the saturated state whereby the chamber vapour pressure is equal to the
total pressure in the chamber only holds true for the first period of the primary drying stage. While MTM and TDLAS
technologies are limited to batch measurements, through vial impedance spectroscopy (TVIS technology) is currently in
use for single vial measurements at a few locations around the dryer. While this technique has been demonstrated to provide
individual vial ice interface temperatures (Smith and Jeeraruangrattana, 2018) it is limited in reach by the requirement
for hard-wired cables of the measurement vials. There are currently no technologies for the measurement at the intermediate
scale, for example a measurement across a shelf which would account for heterogeneity of temperature and drying rate in
a chamber, to support the batch and single vial measurements.
The other issue is that most studies of the critical temperatures under-pinning the collapse process, i.e. the glass transition
(𝑇𝑔 ʹ), eutectic temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑢 , melting point 𝑇𝑚 (Kett at al., 2003; Pansare and Patel, 2016), collapse temperature 𝑇𝑐 etc
are undertaken with small sample volumes and under process conditions that may not represent the true characteristics of
the product.
Aim:
The aims of this PhD include: 1) to establish whether it is possible to measure average concentration of water vapour above
a collection vials within the freeze-drying chamber by using terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) and laser-IR
system (and using a dew-point sensor for calibration purposes) from which the corresponding localised drying rate
(d𝑚𝐿 /d𝑡) and then, the ice interface temperature 𝑇𝑖 can be estimated, 2) in order to assess these two technologies, a small
scale dryer had to be designed and built with a shelf to accommodate a cluster of 35 vials and with ports for the transmitter
and detector of the THz signal and the laser and detector for the NIR system, 3) to deploy CFD modelling to map typical
vapour pressure distributions in the chamber and to check whether the distribution might be observed in practice by using
the chilled mirror hygrometer to measure the vapour pressure at a short distance away from the ice interface where the
vapour pressure can be predicted from the ice interface temperature according to the Clausius Clapeyron equation, and 4)
To apply TVIS technology for non-invasive thermal characterization of lyophilized sample within its original container in
order to assess the phase behaviour of a crystallizing excipient (in this case mannitol), including the in vial measurement
of the glass transition temperature.
The prospects (future applications) for the optical vapour sensing technologies (if proven to be effective) is that the localised
vapour pressure (𝑣𝑃L ) could be used in the equation for predicting the ice interface pressure (𝑃i = 𝑑𝑚/𝑑𝑡 =
𝐴i (𝑣𝑃i – 𝑣𝑃L )/𝑅sp , and hence ice interface temperature 𝑇i from 𝑇i = −6144.96/(ln𝑃i – 24.02), where the pressure is
given in Torr. The other parameters in the model are (1) 𝐴i the ice interface area (assumed to equal the cross sectional area
of the vial), (2) the drying rate (d𝑚L /d𝑡) (where the subscript L again denotes a localised measurement) which could be
determined either by (i) a gravimetric method involving weighing individual vials at the start and at a time point some way
through the primary drying cycle, e.g. when 15% of ice has been sublimed, (ii) by using the equation, 𝑑𝑚/𝑑𝑡 =
𝐿 𝑑𝑞/𝑑𝑡 = 𝐿 𝐾v 𝐴v (𝑇b – 𝑇s ) which assumes that all the heat of sublimation is drawn from the shelf at a rate that is
dependent on the difference in temperature between the base of the ice (𝑇b ) and the shelf (𝑇s ), the vial heat transfer
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coefficient (𝐾v ) and the latent heat of sublimation (𝐿), or (iii) by TVIS in up to 5 of the 35 vials, and (3) the product dry
layer resistance, 𝑅sp which could be taken from literature values of similar product formulations or from the TVIS method
developed by Jeeraruangrattana et al., (2019).
Method:
The freeze dryer system was designed and built with major components including a drying chamber with ports for various
process analytical technologies, a silicon oil cooled shelf, a condenser unit, vacuum pump with pressure regulator, and a 5channel thermocouple instrument. Water vapour sensors (PATs) installed were the chilled mirror dew point sensor,
terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) probe and receiver, and IR laser system were attached to the dryer at
different locations to separately measure the mean water vapour pressure above ice in the chamber. The setup investigated
whether it was possible (using any of the PATs) to measure the localised vapour pressure (𝑃𝑙 ) above a collection of vials
within a region of the dryer. The Multiplex PAT freeze dryer and the bespoke shelf were further evaluated by CFD
modelling while TVIS was used to study thermal behaviours of mannitol in sub-ambient temperatures.
Results:
THz-TDS measurements of humid air (33% RH, 11.1 mbar) in the chamber of 20 cm pathlength at 26 oC presents 3
important absorption frequencies including 1.153 THz, 2.242 THz and 3.135 THz where water vapour absorption resonance
demonstrates high values of SNR (Figure 2.7). However, results in this report have been taken from 1.153 THz because it
demonstrates the closest agreement with literature. WVP measurement at 26 °C in a chamber of 20 cm pathlength suggests
an uncertainty of 35 µBar with a limit of detection (3α) of 105 µBar cm-1 and a limit of quantification (10 α) of 350 µBar
cm-1 (Error! Reference source not found.). An assumption of the measurement in a larger dryer with a path-length of 2 m g
ave a better resolution of 10.5 µBar cm-1 with the corresponding LOQ of 35 µBar cm-1. From the uncertainty in WVP, the
uncertainty dependent temperature for measured and extrapolated data at -40 °C are +1.6/-1.9 °C and +0.5/-0.5 °C
respectively (Table 2.5 & Table 2.6). Following the assumption that water vapour in the chamber is uniform, then ice
interface pressure (𝑃i = 𝑑𝑚/𝑑𝑡 = 𝐴i (𝑣𝑃i – 𝑣𝑃L )/𝑅sp and hence ice interface temperature 𝑇i from 𝑇i = (−6144.96/ln𝑃i
– 24.02) can be predicted. The calculated uncertainties therefore means that for every measurement of vapour pressure
above vials, e.g., 128 µBar which is equivalent to -40 oC, the degree of unpredictability is ~ +1.7 oC for such a small
chamber (20 cm pathlength) but this will reduce in industrial freeze dryer or in higher temperatures. LaserIR demonstrated
sensitivity to WVP in the chamber at 26 oC but was unable to measure down to concentration relevance to freeze-drying
(e.g., below 1750 mBar) due to absorption by other gas molecules in addition to noise and turbulence in the chamber
(Figure 3.55).
WVP measurements performed in the Multiplex PAT freeze dryer using Optidew (humidity sensor) demonstrated
temperature and VP response times of 1.2 min and average of 2.6 min respectively under vacuum condition (Figure 3.39,
Figure 3.41), which is predicted to be lower if the ~6 cm gap between sensor head and ice interface is further reduced.
Comparison between measured data and theoretical data calculated from Clausius-Clapeyron equation shows some
agreements to the degree of 92% (i.e., 8% disparity) for measurements performed without vacuum (ambient chamber)
(Figure 3.35) and 13% for measurements under vacuum (1.3 mbar) (Figure 3.39) with measurement uncertainties in
temperature equivalent of +1.0 °C in ambient and +1.3 °C in vacuum (Table 3.13). Although both measurements
demonstrated similar degrees of fluctuation, measurements under vacuum demonstrated better stability which is suggested
to be down to uneven VP distribution in chamber during ambient measurements. Temperature measurements under vacuum
condition showed 37% decrease from the ones measured under atm pressure in the chamber (Figure 3.42). This suggests
that both temperature and pressure measurements in vacuum can be affected by vacuum condition.
Heat transfer study of the bespoke shelf shows that thermal mass has a significant effect on heat transfer shelf; the
temperature variation between heat transfer fluid in shelf channel and shelf surface was 4.3 °C while the difference between
inlet and outlet temperature is ~1 °C (Figure 3.28).
CFD simulation of fluid flow temperature in shelf shows 1.1°C temperature difference between inlet and outlet (Figure
4.4), similar to that observed in the practical measurement (~1 °C). Edges of shelf are warmer than centre during cooling
of water by ~ 10 °C (Error! Reference source not found.). Vapour flow simulation in chamber presents a heterogenous d
istribution of VP in the chamber (with ~10% decrease in VP from ice surface to the position of Optidew sensor) (Figure
4.6) and increased rate of sublimation as pressure gradient increases between chamber and condenser (Figure 4.10). Vapour
flow velocity was greatly reduced to average of 0.02 m/s in choke flow condition which was experienced when Pi ~
Pcond (Figure 4.8).
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TVIS profile C′ (0.2MHz) shows the glass transition Tg’ of mannitol at -32 oC (Figure 5.11), crystallization and
recrystallization to new polymorph few minutes after the Tg’ event (Figure 5.15). It was observed in this study that a low
concentration of mannitol when mixed with sucrose (e.g., 3% + 1% w/v man-suc or 2% + 1% w/v man-suc) does not
crystallise on freezing (Figure 5.14), but crystallised to β and δ-form during reheating depending the position of vial in the
shelf (Figure 5.15, Figure 5.9). RelaxIS dielectric spectral modelling was further employed to illustrate the mechanistic
physical behaviour of mannitol solution during freezing stage, e.g., initial crystallization of mannitol -32 oC (Figure 6.21)
and impact of Maxwell Wagner polarization (Figure 6.20).
Conclusions:
THz showed some promise in that an approximately linear relationship could be found between the absorption line at
1.15THz and water vapour concentration. However, it was limited by difficulties in the alignment of the transmitter and
detector which then limited the pathlength that could be realised in practice. The major limitation of the IR laser in its
application in the vacuum chamber is that it was strongly affected by vacuum, absorption by other gas molecules and
vibrations from the neighbouring instruments. It can be concluded that the attempts to develop the novel approaches to
vapour sensing failed to deliver a satisfactory outcome so that it was not possible to integrate one of these techniques with
the TVIS measurement for the purpose of dry layer resistance prediction.
Instead the chilled mirror experiments were used to demonstrate that there could be as much as 10% disparity between the
theoretical/predicted ice interface vapour pressure at that measured at a distance of 6 cm between ice surface and chilled
mirror sensor. The magnitude of these differences was supported by the CFD data given that simulation showed
heterogenous distribution of VP in the chamber with indication of 10% decrease concentration from ice interface to sensor
position. It is projected that reduction of the sensor-ice interface gap and the use of baffle to homogeneously distribute VP
in the chamber can improve the agreement between measured and calculated VP and response time.
The most significant finding of this study (and the contribution to knowledge) was the successful application of TVIS
technology to identify mannitol glass transition (𝑇𝑔 ʹ), crystallization and polymorph transition within original container in
sub-ambient temperatures. Results showed that annealing is highly recommended in a formulation involving concentration
of mannitol less than 4% or mannitol-sucrose in close ratio to instigate both complete crystallization and transition of
polymorph to the more stable forms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Freeze Drying
Freeze drying (FD) or Lyophilisation is widely used for pharmaceutical formulations to
improve the stability and long-term storage stability of labile drugs, especially protein
therapeutics. In the biotechnology industry, proteins, antibodies, cells and vaccines are
lyophilized in order to prolong their shelf life while retaining the original quality during
storage. The process involves a time and energy consuming primary drying stage which can
lead to an increased cost of production as freeze-drying cycle can take days to complete. As
a high energy expending process, industrial freeze drying is capable of consuming close to
1.5 million BTU of energy with close to 80kg CO2 (Franks and Auffrett, 2007) which is
about 4-8 times more than what is generated in other form of drying (Liu et al., 2008; Flink,
1977; Ratti, 2001).

1.1.1 Freeze Drying Process
There are basically three major steps in freeze drying process cycle: freezing, primary drying
and secondary drying:

1.1.1.1 Freezing
Method of freezing is essential to the entire lyophilisation process and so can affect the rate
of sublimation. The degree of super-cooling which is the extent product temperature goes
beyond its equilibrium freezing point prior to formation of first ice crystal and ice
crystallization rate will determine the primary drying efficiency (Khairnar et al., 2013).
Slow freezing results in the formation of large crystal sizes which form larger pores during
sublimation and consequently leads to faster drying rate. In the inverse manner, small ice
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crystals are produced with a high degree of super-cooling which causes tiny pore size during
the sublimation of ice through the dry layer. This poses a great resistance to the water vapour
transportation from the drying boundary, hence, resulting to reduced rate of drying. The
thermal conductance properties of the solid, the size of the solid, and the crystal size of the
ice are factors that are capable of affecting the rate of drying.

1.1.1.2 Annealing
Annealing can be treated as part of the freezing step in freeze drying which involves holding
the freezing temperature momentarily above the final freezing temperature to crystallize the
potentially crystalline components in the formulation such crystalline bulking agent (Lu and
Pikal, 2004). An annealing step is important, but it is optional depending the formulation. A
previous study suggested that low concentration of mannitol in a formulation may not
crystalize out during freezing but can crystalize with annealing (Ogugua et al., 2019). The
study also showed that annealing can further crystallize the remaining excipient to result in
complete crystallization in high concentration of mannitol solution which would have not
crystalized in freezing step. Annealing step allows efficient crystallization of the crystalline
bulking agent. It is necessary to crystallize the bulking agent before the primary drying stage
to avoid compromising the storage stability by crystallizing from the solid during storage
(Lim et al., 2018), and with propensity to crystalize during storage which has water content
implication at that stage.

1.1.1.3 Primary drying
This is the next stage after freezing of the product (with annealing completed if included)
where product temperature is gradually increased while the pressure is lowered in the
chamber to favour ice sublimation. It is important to keep the chamber pressure lower than
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the vapour pressure at the sublimation interface to create a gradient between the two points.
This helps to create a driving force for sublimation when vapour pressure gradient is created
between the sublimation interface and drying chamber downstream to condenser chamber
where water vapour is deposited; sublimation rate is dependent on the magnitude of pressure
gradient between ice interface and the condenser. Continuous heat supply to the product is
required for sublimation to be sustained but excess temperature above critical formulation
temperature (eutectic meting temperature for crystalline material and glass transition for
amorphous material) leads to ‘melt back’ or loss of the required structure (collapse) of the
product (Khairnar et al., 2013). The critical formulation temperature can be observed by the
use of Freeze-Dry Microscopy (FDM) which makes it possible to observe the drying cake
structure at different temperatures (Hawe and Friess, 2006). However, extreme low product
temperature which leads to a corresponding low vapour pressure increases the primary
drying time (Tang et al., 2005). Report has it that 10C increase of product temperature can
reduce total time of primary drying by 13% which is a great saving to the manufacturer
(Pikal, 1990).

1.1.1.4 Secondary drying
This is otherwise known as the desorption stage. The moment all ice has been removed,
product temperature is increased to salvage and desorb unfrozen water from the dried
product. The intent is basically to reduce the residual moisture content within the dried
material to less than 1% as this will increase the stability of the lyophilized product (Hsu and
Ward, 1992). This process may set in before the end of the primary drying phase, but it is
typically characterised with an elevated shelf temperature usually maintained until the end
of the process; however, thermal stress property of API especially proteins needs proper
consideration to avoid denaturing molecular structure. It is advisable to take good caution
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with the ramp rate to the above temperature; it is advisable to be moderate between
0.1°C/min and 0.3°C/min for amorphous substances in order not to surpass the glass
transition temperature of the freeze-dried product to avoid shrinking the cake structure. The
rate of desorption is dependent on the diffusivity and diffusion within the cake structure of
the product. There is no need to further reduce the chamber pressure at this point (Pikal et
al., 1990). Optimum stability for some protein formulations has been observed at moisture
contents between 1-3% RM (Breen et al., 2001).
1.1.1.5 Formulation
With respect to the quality by design (QbD) approach, ensuring product quality includes
selecting the excipients for formulation considering that they can impact both the process
and end product. The agents to consider during freeze dried product formulation include:
lyoprotectants, buffers, bulking agents, tonicity adjusters, stabiliser. Crystalizing salts may
however be used to increase the critical temperature during drying or addition of amorphous
excipients that have high glass temperature values such as cyclodextrins or dextran
(Carpenter and Pikal, 1997). Formulations with high crystallizing solutes content will form
a crystalline lattice if lyophilized which gives mechanical strength to the cake with elegant
structure. High ratio of mannitol-sucrose formulation can be dried at high temperature, for
example, addition of mannitol to the sucrose formulation does not only provide elegant cake
but can go through primary drying process with a higher product temperature (for example
−10 °C) without collapse considering that mannitol has eutectic temperature of −1.5°C
(Jonson et al. 2002). Hence, primary drying time is greatly reduced to ensure low-cost of
production and efficiency. It is important to make the right choice of stabilizer for product
stability throughout the shelf life (Chatterjee et al., 2005).
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Materials considered for use in freeze dried product formulations

Agents

Example

Bulking agent
Stabilizer
Buffer

Sucrose, mannitol, some disaccharides
Trehalose, glucose, sucrose, maltose
Phosphate buffers, citrate, tris, histidine
buffers
Mannitol, sodium chloride, glycerol, glycine

Tonicity

1.1.2 Fundamental principle of freeze drying
The basic principle of freeze-drying anchors on the concept of sublimation of ice.
Sublimation is the transition of ice water into gas without initially melting to liquid. It is a
physical process that can only occur at certain conditions of temperature and pressure. This
can be illustrated with phase diagram of water in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1

Phase diagram of water showing some phase transition processes with respect to
temperature and pressure
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Water molecule at surface of ice requires enough energy at certain pressure to escape from
the surface of the ice mass and this is supplied by the shelf. At atmospheric pressure, when
pressure value is equal to 1 atm and temperature is 0 °C, water can take a liquid form. The
first stage of freeze drying is freezing where temperature is gradually reduced below
freezing/melting point and the product in liquid form is transformed to solid form. The solid
begins to sublime into gas as soon as pressure is reduced below the triple point (Figure 1.1B)
provided the temperature stays below the triple point. The ice will melt back to water if
temperature increased above the triple point. The sublimed vapour is transported to the
chamber where it is trapped.
Other phase transition that happens in freeze drying is deposition which occurs in the
condenser chamber. In this case, the water gas coming from the product chamber is trapped
by the very cold condenser coil, and automatically turns to solid.

1.2 Heat transfer mechanism in freeze drying
There are three mechanisms through which heat is transferred to the vials during freeze
drying process, these are: 1) heat transfer by conduction from the shelf, 2) heat transfer by
radiation from the walls of the chamber and 3) heat transfer by conduction due to pressure
around the vials including pressure in the space between shelf and the bottom of the vials.
At the beginning of primary drying only heat transfer by conduction causes the initial vapour
flux from the surface of the ice (Pisano et al., 2011) and there is not much resistance to flow
of vapour. Vials close to the wall of drying have been reported to dry faster than those in the
centre due to heat transfer by radiation. Reduced vial contact with the shelf due to vial bottom
curvature has reduced heat transfer by conduction.
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Mechanisms of heat transfer to the vial during freeze drying

Heat transfer in freeze drying can be estimated experimentally or by calculation. It has been
widely reported that vial heat transfer coefficient, Kv, can be calculated using heat transfer
equation:
𝐾𝑣 =

𝑄
∆𝐻 𝑀
=
𝐴𝑏 (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑏 )
𝐴𝑏 (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑏 )

Equation 1.1

where, 𝑄 is the heat flow to the vial, 𝐴𝑏 is the area of the outer bottom of the vial, 𝑇𝑠 is the
average temperature of the shelf fluid, 𝑇𝑏 is the product temperature in the bottom, ∆𝐻 is the
heat of sublimation and 𝑀 is the rate of sublimation (Hibler et al., 2012).
According to Scutella et al., (2017), due to the difficulty experienced in obtaining product
temperature, the following equation was used to calculate 𝑇𝑏 theoretically:
𝑄=

𝑌𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝐴 (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑖 )
𝐿𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑏

Equation 1.2

where, 𝑌𝑖𝑐𝑒 is the thermal conductivity of ice, 𝐿𝑖𝑐𝑒 is the thickness of the ice, 𝐴𝑖𝑛 is the area
of the internal bottom of the vial, and 𝑇𝑖 is the temperature of the ice vapour interface. 𝐿𝑖𝑐𝑒
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was estimated from the average between the initial thickness and sublimed ice thickness.
The 𝑇𝑖 has also been calculated using the Antoine equation (Trelea et al., 2007):
𝑇𝑖 =

6139.6
28.8912 − 𝐼𝑛(𝑃𝑖 )

Equation 1.3

where 𝑃𝑖 represents ice interface pressure.
As pointed out earlier, the three contributions of heat transfer coefficient, 𝐾𝑣 , are summed in
equation:
𝐾𝑣 = 𝐾𝑐 + 𝐾𝑟 + 𝐾𝑔 (𝑃𝑐 )

Equation 1.4

where 𝐾𝑣 𝑖𝑠 heat transfer coefficient, 𝐾𝑐 is heat transfer due to conduction, 𝐾𝑟 is heat
transfer due to radiation and 𝐾𝑔 (𝑃𝑐 ) is heat transfer due to convection between shelf and
vial bottom and by the wall of vials (Pikal, 1985). 𝐾𝑐 + 𝐾𝑟 are independent of chamber
pressure (𝑃𝑐 ) unlike 𝐾𝑔 which contributes the highest heat transfer, 𝐾𝑣 (Pikal et al., 1985).
At low pressure, the effect of heat transfer by convection Kg is negligible but its effect
increases with increasing pressure. Scutella et al., (2017) showed that heat transfer by both
conduction, 𝐾𝑐 and radiation, 𝐾𝑟 reduces from 30% at 4 Pa to 10% at 50 Pa whereas heat
transfer coefficient contribution by convection of gas, 𝐾𝑔 increases from 25% at 4 Pa to 80%
at 50 Pa. Other factor apart from chamber pressure that affect heat transfer are the geometry
of drying chamber and vial, and the curvature of the vial bottom. Large curvature reduces
the contact between the shelf and the vial thereby limiting heat transfer (Nail, 1980).

1.3 Pressure and its impact in freeze drying
Literatures have demonstrated the indispensability of temperature and pressure as the two
major critical process parameters in freeze drying process. The success of lyophilisation is a
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function of how well the parameters are optimally controlled to avoid collapse and maximise
drying time. To a reasonable extent studies have been performed on heat transfer and its
management and control during freeze drying but this is not the case with its counterpart,
vapour pressure, in the process. Freeze drying vapour pressures have been relatively
neglected majorly due to limited understanding of its mechanisms and impacts on
lyophilisation process. There is a common impression that the rate of drying of products in
shelves is not uniform in different positions of the freeze-drying chamber; the problem that
is more prominent in large volume industrial dryers. The reason is basically due to uneven
distribution of temperature and vapour pressure in the shelves or chambers (Zhang and Liu,
2012).
A successfully freeze-dried product is the one whose product temperature was well managed
during the primary drying phase. This is basically a function of the control of both shelf
temperature and chamber pressure as appropriate to individual products. One of the rules
that must be observed during freeze drying operations is that vapour pressure above the ice
at the sublimation interface must be higher than the pressure above the vials in the drying
chamber which in turn must be greater than vapour pressure in the condenser in order to
create a pressure gradient that forms the driving force for sublimation. Without such pressure
drop between the ice interface/chamber and condenser, sublimation ceases to occur;
resulting in pressure build up in chamber which cause product collapse.

Barresi et al., (2010) clearly demonstrated the obvious pressure variation across the shelves
in both laboratory and commercial freeze dryer and the impact has been analysed. With the
application of CFD, it was shown that vapour pressure above the ice interface was 25 Pa at
-32°C and has dropped by 32% across the stopper to create pressure gradient with
sublimation rate of 1kg/hr/m2. Considering the important of the pressure gradient, if the
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above pressure drop was less than 32%, then sublimation rate would be reduced. It was also
observed that pressure gradient between centre and the wall of the chamber pressure has
dropped by 2.4% and 8.2% in two different positions of the drier with 0.3m2 shelf area.

Pressures at the centre of the dryers are higher than those closer to the walls; pressure
decreases with distance from the centre to the walls of the chamber Barresi et al., (2010).
With the impacts due to the pressure gradients, the big question is how we can estimate the
pressure value above the ice interface
Pressure as a mechanism of heat transfer to the vials by convection needs to be monitored
and controlled.
Also, variation in pressure at different positions of shelf has been shown to be one of the
factors that cause non-uniformity of batch. Impact of pressure variation in chamber is more
obvious in industrial dryers than the pilot or laboratory freeze dryers. Water molecules tend
to accumulate more in centre (above vials) and gradually move towards the edges of shelves
and evacuating port with decreasing pressure and increasing velocity from the centre.
However, impact of pressure variation is much reduced in chambers with high shelf
clearance.

1.4 Process analytical technology (PAT) for freeze drying
The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) defines PAT as a technique
designed to analyse, and control pharmaceutical manufacturing processes by measuring the
associated Critical Process Parameters (CPPs) which determine the Critical Quality
Attributes (CQAs). There are several PATs currently available for the measurement of
freeze-drying critical parameters; they all come with individual benefits and limitations such
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as product contamination, unrepresentative of the entire batch, operational complexity etc.
However, research scientists have been working tirelessly for the development and invention
of efficient methods that can mitigate the identified shortcomings. PAT tools for freeze
drying can be classified into single vial measurement and batch measurement techniques.

1.4.1 Single Vial Measurement Technique
1.4.1.1 Thermocouple (TC)
TC is used to measure process parameters including nucleation temperature, product
temperature and endpoint of freeze drying when product temperature becomes equivalent to
the shelf temperature. The technique is invasive because its sensor is placed inside the
sample in a test vial or tray and few samples are measured for the whole batch. However, it
has been established that TC results are not representative of the entire batch as vials
containing TCs have been considered to nucleate earlier and dry faster than vials without
TCs. Thermocouple provides a nucleation focus in the product solution and acts as extra heat
transfer source to the product which can cause a faster rate of drying (Roy ML, 1989;
Rambhatla and Pikal, 2003). Literature showed that nucleation temperature for TC vial was
1.4 °C higher than the control vials in a small-scale freeze dryer, and the difference is
believed to be up to 10 °C in a large-scale dryer (Roy ML, 1989). Hence, it is recommended
to allow ~10 – 30% primary drying times as soak period to ensure the complete primary
drying other vials without TCs (Tang and Pikal, 2004).

1.4.1.2 Microbalance
This is a gravimetric measurement technique that involves measurement of the weight of the
samples by the used of vacuum microbalance which estimates the sublimation kinetics at
different pressure concentration and temperatures (Pikal et al., 1983, Xiang et al., 2004). The
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instrument works by momentary lifting the sample and placing it back on the shelf after 10s
within which weight measurement is recorded, and the method has been recommended as
appropriate for primary drying rate measurement (Roth et al., 2001). Xiang et al., (2004)
reported vacuum microbalance results which showed that small increase in chamber
temperature can impact a significant change in sublimation rate and pressure change from
30 mTorr to 1000 mTorr in very low temperature (-35 °C) was discovered to reduce
sublimation due reduced pressure gradient.
Limitations with this technique include a reduced heat transfer by conduction due to less
vial-shelf contact which can influence thermophysical behaviours of the product. Again,
only one sample vial is investigated which is not loaded with others in the conventional
hexagonal packing and volume of sample is restricted to 50 g (Xiang et al., 2004). It is not
batch representative.

1.4.1.3 TempRIS
TempRIS is a wireless temperature remote interrogation system which measures temperature
remotely. It is a system of three major units including wireless sensors which are place inside
sample vials (one for each), a transmitter which is normally mounted some distance away
outside the chamber, and software for temperature data recordings. This technique has
demonstrated efficient product temperature measurement as it has shown good agreement
with TC over the entire freeze-drying process cycle (Schneid and Gieseler, 2008).
Compare to TC, TempRIS offers several advantages which include compatibility with
automatic loading and flexibility in placing inside sample vials. However, it has a drawback
due to its invasiveness; placing sensor in the sample vial may influence and alter the actual
temperature profile of the product during freeze stage (Rambhatla and Pikal, 2003), leading
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to changes in some physical or morphology of product. This technique has been reported not
be batch representative based on study report (Patel and Pikal, 2009).

1.4.1.4 Near Infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)
This technique has been used for non-destructive, non-invasive off-line moisture content
determination in freeze drying many years for the off-line determination of moisture content
of freeze-dried products (Kamat et al., 1989). The instrument is designed with two fibres of
~500 μm thickness representing the IR signal source and receiver of the reflected signal from
the bottom of the sample vial where it is positioned. Sublimation endpoint is determined
based on the drop in intensity of the water absorption peaks. Report shows its good
agreement with product temperature data which indicates its validity for use in monitoring
lyophilization cycle (Brülls et al., 2003).
Once again, NIRS has been met with the limitation of invasiveness; physical events in the
process can be altered by placing the probe directly inside the product. In addition,
measurement can be compromised if some excipients absorb in the designated region for
water (Grohganz et al., 2009).

1.4.1.5 Raman spectroscopy
The application of Raman spectroscopy basically lies on the principal of light scattering
whereby the propagated light at certain wavelength through a medium is either absorbed or
dispersed across the medium or material. Signal can intensify based on the concentration
and absorption of the target molecules or materials which is the basis of its use for product
mapping (Ryder et al., 2000). Its applications in freeze drying include polymorphic
characterisation of excipients, ice crystallization, and ice sublimation onset (Romero-Torres
et al., 2007, De Beer et al., 2007). Application of this technique in monitoring sublimation
rate is limited by its weak spectral peaks of water molecules in the Raman band. Its limitation
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is further worsened by the difficulties in its installation on freeze dryers in industries and
poor data presentation during drying process (Patel and Pikal, 2009).

1.4.1.6 LyoRx sensor
The LyoRx sensor can measure the electrical resistance with temperature of the product. It
has two pin electrodes between which PT100 RTD probe is located which measures the
product temperature. LyoRx is in contact with solution in vial and the electrical resistance
of the solution increases as the temperature decreases from the ambient to sub-ambient
condition through nucleation to solid. Resistant curve flattened and become plateaued as
soon as the solution solidified. It can be used to estimate end of solicitation.
This technique is also invasive so it cannot be batch representative considering the
possibility of the electrodes to influence the temperature events of the solution under study.
Placing probes in a vial can compromise vapour pressure flow form the sublimation
interface, thereby impaction drying rate.

1.4.1.7 TVIS technology
Through vial impedance technology (TVIS) has been used in the thermal characterization of
freeze-dried drug products and it is a non-invasive, in-vial and in-line electrical impedance
measurement technique which has demonstrated auspiciousness in thermal characterization
of freeze-dried biopharmaceuticals. Its uniqueness is based on its ability to measure sample
through the glass of the conventional freeze-drying vials, hence the name ‘through vial
impedance spectroscopy’. With this technique, the changes in the electrical properties of the
vial and its contents as a composite reﬂect the physical nature of the product under
investigation during lyophilization cycle (Smith et al. 2017). The technology involves a pair
of electrodes attached to the external surface of the glass vial and when AC current is passed
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through the electrodes (between which are vial and its contents) the electrical properties of
the composite will be measured within the measurement frequency range of 10 Hz – 1 MHz.
TVIS technology has been applied to measure freeze-drying process parameters including
nucleation onset, solidification endpoint and crystallization events during freezing period,
and process temperatures including glass transition, product temperature (Smith and
Jeeraruangrattana, 2018) and drying rate during primary drying. However, its limitation is
heavy cabling within the chamber which does not favour automatic loading.

1.4.2 Batch Measurement Techniques
1.4.2.1 Tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS)
Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) is designed to directly measure the
concentration of water vapour in connecting duct between freeze dryer chamber and
condenser chamber. It is designed with two fibre optics emitting laser beams such that one
is directed to the flow of vapour while the other directed against the vapour flux. The mode
of operation of TDLAS is based on the principle of spectroscopy in the measurement of
absorption of radiation by water vapour in transmission mode (Gieseler et al., 2007a). When
laser beam is propagated through a mixture of gasses containing a measurable amount of the
target vapour the beam is tuned to the corresponding absorption frequencies of the target gas
(water vapour); quantitatively, the intensity of absorption is proportional to the concentration
of water vapour
The other beam set to the direction of moving vapour in the duct measures the doppler shift
in wavelengths of the propagated beam compare to the reference gas to estimate flow
velocity. Flow velocity (u) has a relationship with the mass flow rate (𝑑𝑚/𝑑𝑡) in the
equation (Patel and Pikal, 2009, Gieseler et al., 2007a):
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Equation 1.5

where 𝜌 is the density of the vapour and 𝐴 is area of the duct. TDLAS has been established
as a PAT tool for drying rate determination, endpoint determination (when vapour
concentration suddenly drops to a specified benchmark) (Patel and Pikal, 2009).
It is also used to estimate temperature from the calculated vapour flow rate where the
following equation is applied:
(∆𝐻𝑠 . (𝑑𝑚⁄𝑑𝑡))
𝑇𝑏 = 𝑇𝑠 − [
]
𝐴𝑣 . 𝐾𝑣

Equation 1.6

Where 𝑇𝑏 is the ice temperature in the bottom, 𝑇𝑠 is the shelf temperature, ∆𝐻𝑠 is latent heat
of sublimation, 𝐴𝑣 is the cross sectional area of the internal vial dimension, 𝐾𝑣 is heat
transfer coefficient, and 𝑑𝑚⁄𝑑𝑡 is the mass flow rate.
Although TDLAS is widely used in monitoring freeze drying, it has a major limitation, its
measurement is restricted to average parameters for the entire batch which does not provide
adequate information of the whole batch. Ideal PAT should be able to measure drying rate
or any other critical parameters at different locations of the shelf considering the literature
evidence that temperature/pressure and by extension sublimation rate varies across the
freeze-drying shelf or chamber. For instance, there is evidence that product temperature and
drying rate of the edge vials are higher than those in the centre of shelf.

1.4.2.2 Manometric temperature measurement (MTM)
MTM measures product temperature when valve between chamber and condenser is
momentarily closed (about 25s) to analyse pressure rise within the short time in the interval
of 0.5 – 1 h (Tang et al., 2006a; Patel et al., 2010). It is non-invasive since temperature sensor
is not placed inside the sample vial, and importantly this technique measures batch average
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temperature contrary to those of the single vial measurement techniques previously
discussed. Calculation of product temperature at the sublimation interface is done from the
values of the pressure rise time. The chamber pressure becomes equal to the calculated
vapour pressure of the ice at the end of primary drying.
SMART freeze dryer has been commercialised which has the principle of MTM and can
efficiently measure the vapour pressure at ice interface and mass transfer resistance for
freeze drying development (Gieseler et al., 2007b, Tang et al., 2005).
Limitations of MTM include the fact that it only measures average parameters for an entire
batch which does not provide localised critical parameters given heterogeneity of freezedrying batches due to uneven distribution of pressure and temperature in the chamber. MTM
measurement of high amorphous solid content was found to be inaccurate in primary drying
phase due to vapour adsorption within the dry layer of product as a result of pressure rise
(Patel and Pikal, 2009, Johnson et al., 2009). Again, closing the valve between chamber and
condenser can cause a momentary disturbance or obstruction to sublimation (Patel and Pikal,
2009).

1.4.2.3 Comparative Pressure Measurement (Pirani with Capacitance Manometer)
This technique involves pirani and capacitance manometer where the former operates with
the principle of thermal conductivity of gas and the sensor reads erroneously high during the
primary drying in the presence of water vapor in the chamber. Reason is that water vapour
has approximately 1.6-times thermal conductivity of nitrogen which is the reference gas for
pirani (Patel et al., 2010). However, the later, capacitance manometer measures the absolute
pressure in the chamber during the drying process and it is not affected by the presence of
water vapour, so it controls the vacuum (Nail and Johnson, 1992). In a dry, empty and
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refrigerated freeze dryer, pressure reading difference between pirani and MKS is relatively
small. Having both pressure gauge in the chamber in primary drying stage means that pirani
gauge is expected to be erroneously ~60% higher than capacitance manometer (MKS
Baratron) since water vapour constitutes essentially the major gas in the chamber in this
stage. As the endpoint of primary drying approaches, the erroneous wide margin between
the two readings begins to decrease until the difference is small as it should be in the absence
of water vapour.
The drawback in the use of Comparative Pressure Measurement device as an ideal PAT for
determining endpoint of primary drying is that it is also restricted to entire batch
measurement and is unable to measure local parameters, e.g., localised end of sublimation
or pressure distribution in the chamber. Again, the platinum filament on the pirani can
undergo oxidation due to continuous use leading to increased emissivity, thereby
compromising the readings.
1.4.2.4 Residual Gas Analyzer
This analyser encompasses a quadrupole mass spectrometer which detects ionic entities of
the residual gases with respect to their mass to charge ratio. Just like the TDLAS, it is
installed between the product chamber and the condenser where sorts to estimate water
vapour concentration of the chamber is carried out (Patel and Pikal, 2009, Michael
Wiggenhorn, 2005). This technique records a sharp decrease of water vapour content to
indicate the endpoint of sublimation process (Connelly and Welch, 1993), this has been
reported to yield in agreement with the pirani gauge measurements (Patel and Pikal, 2009).
This method is significantly sensitive to secondary drying stage and is indicated on the curve
as the second upwards spike due to desorption.
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This is used to detect endpoint of primary drying and once again with limitation of batch
average measurement.

1.5 Gap in the Knowledge
Manometric temperature measurement (MTM) and Tuneable diode laser absorption
spectroscopy (TDLAS) technologies are the most used techniques for predicting the product
temperature during primary drying. These are limited to the prediction of batch average
temperature, rather than considering the distribution of drying rates across, and between the
shelves of a freeze-dryer. With MTM and TDLAS technologies the chamber pressure (𝑃𝑐 )
within the dryer is assumed to be uniform with respect to the water vapour pressure while
evidence from literature/modelling have suggested that pressure is not evenly distributed
within the chamber (Barresi et al., 2010), and this is a major cause of heterogeneity of
temperatures in the dryer and cause unexpected collapse when pressure rise in a location
e.g., centre of shelf. Hence, there is therefore an unmet need for a technique, or a
combination of techniques that can determine localised vapour pressure from which
localised ice interface temperatures might be predicted, thereby enabling more accurate
modelling of the primary drying kinetics.
Another potential issue which arises from attempts to drive the drying process at higher rates
is that a condition of choked flow can occur when the vapour above the vials becomes
saturated (𝑃𝑐 ~ 𝑃𝑖 ) and drying rates are substantially reduced. It is important to explore
mechanistic modelling of vapour flow in during primary drying by CFD (CFX) to simulate
and establish positions of problems during the process for appropriate prognosis, mitigation
and solutions.
Freeze-drying development has experience limitations in the area of methods used for
material characterization e.g., glass transition (𝑇𝑔 ʹ), eutectic temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑢 , melting point
𝑇𝑚 , collapse temperature 𝑇𝑐 which are mostly performed invasively, outside original
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container, or in a different process conditions which may not represent the true situation of
product. A non-invasive, real-time and in-vial may be ideal.

1.6 Aim
The aims of this PhD are four-fold:
1) To establish whether it is possible to measure average concentration of water vapour
above a collection vials within the freeze-drying chamber by using terahertz time domain
spectroscopy (THz-TDS) and laser-IR system (and using a dew-point sensor for calibration
purposes) from which the corresponding localised drying rate (d𝑚𝑙 /d𝑡) and then, the ice
interface temperature 𝑇𝑖 can be estimated.
2) In order to assess these two technologies, a small scale dryer had to be designed and
built with a shelf to accommodate a cluster of 35 vials and with ports for the transmitter and
detector of the THz signal and the laser and detector for the NIR system.
3) To deploy CFD modelling to map typical vapour pressure distributions in the chamber
and to check whether the distribution might be observed in practice by using the chilled
mirror hygrometer to measure the vapour pressure at a short distance away from the ice
interface where the vapour pressure can be predicted from the ice interface temperature
according to the Clausius Clapeyron equation.
4) To apply TVIS technology for non-invasive thermal characterization of lyophilized
sample within its original container in order to assess the phase behaviour of a crystallizing
excipient (in this case mannitol), including the in-vial measurement of the glass transition
temperature.
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1.7 Concept of vapour measurement in freeze drying chamber
If it is possible (using a vapour sensor technology) to measure water vapour pressure (WVP)
in the chamber 𝑃𝑐 above a collection of vials across the centre region of the shelf 𝑃𝑐𝑐 or
across the edge region of the shelf 𝑃𝑐𝑒 , then it may be possible to estimate average partial
pressure of ice across the corresponding centre of shelf 𝑃𝑖𝑐 or across the edge of shelf 𝑃𝑖𝑒
respectively by applying a modified rate equation:
𝑃𝑖𝑥 =
where

(

𝑑𝑚
) × 𝑅𝑝𝑥
𝑑𝑡

𝐴𝑖

+ 𝑃𝑐𝑥

Equation 1.7

𝐴𝑖 is the surface area of the sublimation interface, 𝑃𝑖𝑥 is ice interface pressure at

𝑥 location, 𝑃𝑐𝑥 is chamber pressure at 𝑥 location, 𝑅𝑝𝑥 is the resistance due to dry layer of the
product at 𝑥 location, and 𝑑𝑚/𝑑𝑡 is the sublimation rate at the same location 𝑥. Note that
‘x’ in the equation could be any of the locations including centre and edge region of the shelf
or any location in product chamber.
Figure 1.3 demonstrates a practical understanding of the concept; it is the graphic method
of the project idea presented in algorithmic manner. It shows the step-by-step process of
achieving the ice interface temperature and sublimation rate. The intent is to measure ice
interface temperature relatively at the beginning of primary drying when dry product layer
on the top of ice has not yet developed to pose any resistance to vapour flow, or simply put,
when product resistance is 100% (unitary). The model equation consists of several variables
and possible methods of estimating each of them have been discussed in the subsequent
paragraphs.
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Graphic method and schematic representation of water vapour measurement concept
for monitoring freeze drying cycle.

As stated in the literature, resistance due to dry layer of product is not significant at the
beginning of primary drying, therefore only resistance posed by the stopper is considered at
the beginning of primary drying (if freeze drying is performed with vial covered with
stopper). However, dry layer of product is always inevitably formed at some point during
primary drying thereby combining to the resistance caused by the stopper. Summation of all
the resistance at various point gives the total resistance to the mass flow rate which
determines the drying rate.
The variable 𝑑𝑚/𝑑𝑡 which represent drying rate can be obtained using Through-vial
impedance spectroscopy (TVIS), or
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CFD simulation of the process which can demonstrate the mechanistic modelling of freezedrying process from which localised vapour pressure and flow velocity can also be
determined. The product dry layer resistance, 𝑅sp could also be taken from literature values
of similar product formulations or from the TVIS method developed by Jeeraruangrattana et
al. (2019).

If CFD process simulation is used, water vapour flow velocity can be directly determined by
the colour mapping when CFX streamline is used to trace a molecule of water gas from
origin to transport destination. Vapour pressures at two points can be used to determine
pressure drop from which mass flow rate is calculated.
Then, a localised ice interface temperature can then be estimated from:
−6144.96

𝑇𝑖 = (ln𝑃

𝑖

)

Equation 1.8

− 24.02

where Ti is in K and Pi is in Torr.
Again, average kinetic energy can be determined by the temperature of a gas which is a
measure of its average kinetic energy, and there is a relationship between kinetic energy of
a particle and its velocity according to the following equation:
𝐾. 𝐸 =

1
2

𝑚𝑣 2

Equation 1.9

where 𝑚 is the mass, K.E is kinetic energy, and v2 is the velocity of the particle squared.
Velocity and kinetic energy affect each other such that an increase in one leads to increase
of the other. So, it follows that temperature will increase the movement of a molecule.
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In the development of TDLAS, the relationship between flow velocity and mass flow rate in
a rate equation with respect to the flow area was used to model vapour transport in the duct
that connect product chamber to the condenser (Patel and Pikal, 2009, Gieseler et al., 2007a)
as follows:
𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐴. 𝜌. 𝑣

Equation 1.10

where dm/dt is mass flow rate, 𝜌 is density of gas, 𝐴 is the cross-sectional area of
sublimation and 𝑣 is gas velocity (Pikal, 2009, Gieseler et al., 2007a). This can also be
applied here.
The other methods to determine the drying rate (d𝑚/d𝑡) in the equation 2.1 include: (i) a
gravimetric method involving weighing individual vials at the start and at a time point some
way through the primary drying cycle, e.g. when 15% of ice has been sublimed, (ii) by using
the equation, 𝑑𝑚/𝑑𝑡 = 𝐿 𝑑𝑞/𝑑𝑡 = 𝐿 𝐾v 𝐴v (𝑇b – 𝑇s ) which assumes that all the heat of
sublimation is drawn from the shelf at a rate that is dependent on the difference in
temperature between the base of the ice (𝑇b ) and the shelf (𝑇s ), the vial heat transfer
coefficient (𝐾v ) and the latent heat of sublimation (𝐿), or (iii) by TVIS in up to 5 of the 35
vials.

1.8 Project Outline

1.8.1 Feasibility Assessment of Concept (Bench Top Studies)
i.

Optical (THz/laserIR) measurements of water vapour in a range of vapour pressures
in atmospheric pressure to establish absorption with respect to frequency and vapour
concentration

ii.

Measurements at low vapour pressure: Blank and Stability assessment of the optical
system in air to determine level of optical resolution of the technique at a near-zero
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concentration of water vapour (similar to the range of concentrations at the end of a
real freeze-drying process)

1.8.2 Design, manufacture and measurements in the ‘Multiplex PAT Freezedryer’ (Mini-Lyophilizer)
i.

Study of technique for alignment of THz beam on the optical bench and observe the
effects of increasing path length on the THz signal intensity. The technique for
achieving required alignment will be transferred to the subsequent experiments
involving the Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer. The use of additional lenses (planoconvex lenses) to will be studied for the possibility of increasing the path length.

ii.

The design and manufacture of a modular dryer (Multiplex PAT freeze dryer) which
meets the requirement of the established pathlength from the previous objective and
project concept to be completed. Companies including Micron Design Ltd, Leicester,
MDC Vacuum Ltd, OMEGA Engineering, Thorlabs Inc. etc for supply of instrument
parts and fabrication. The objective also comprises the designed and manufacture of
bespoke freeze dryer shelf – collaboration with an engineering firm, Micron Design
Ltd, Leicester.

1.8.3 Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) modelling of Multiplex PAT freezedryer
i.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling of the designed Multiplex PAT
freeze-dryer. With the use of computer aided drawing, solid structure of the dryer to
be subjected to the mathematical solution of CFX solver to validate measurements
in the Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer experiments and to predict vapour pressure
distribution in the chamber.

ii.

Development of model for heat transfer mechanism is part of the objective including
demonstrating the velocity of sublimated water molecules in different locations of
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the prototype dryer. Hence, the impact of physical design, shelf loading, temperature
and pressure on drying will be understood
1.8.4 Through Vial Impedance Spectrometer (TVIS) Application for in-vial
determination of freeze-drying parameters and characterisation of
product attributes
i.

Determination of mannitol critical behaviours in frozen aqueous solution during
freeze drying cycle.

ii.

Polymorphic Transformation of Mannitol in Lyophilisation Process and Suppressive
Impact of Sucrose moiety on Mannitol Crystallisation

iii.

RelaxIS application for process modelling
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2 FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT OF CONCEPT

2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Sublimation of vapour flow mechanism
Sublimation process produces the water vapour that is available for transport and the
concentration of water vapour ready for transport is dependent on the rate of sublimation.
As the process proceeds dry layer begins to appear from the top of the ice at the sublimation
interface, thus, vapour flow resistance begins to set in from the drying boundary. Resistance
to vapour flow in any form by any factor can reduce the rate of sublimation. Factors that can
pose restriction to vapour transport in freeze drying are dry layer, stopper resistance,
clearance or shelf gap and the geometry of the duct that connects the chamber to the
condenser. The moment heat is transferred to the ice in the vial molecular bonds of solid
water tends to break free with sufficient energy and sublime at the appropriate temperature
and pressure. The resultant partial pressure of water above the ice cannot move freely due to
the dry layer (not early stage of drying) of the product and this condition leads to pressure
drop in the head space of the vial. In the absence of dry layer (at the beginning of drying),
there is no pressure drop between the pressure at the surface of the ice (𝑃𝑖 ) and the pressure
in the head space of the vial (Oetjen, 2003). It is expected that pressure above the ice 𝑃𝑖 is
always greater than that above the dry layer which is in turn higher than chamber pressure
(𝑃𝑐 ) to drive sublimation:
𝑃𝑖 > 𝑃𝑣 > 𝑃𝑐
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(𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑣 )
= 𝐴𝑣 (
)
𝑑𝑡
𝑅𝑝𝑠
where,

𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡
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= mass flow rate, 𝑃𝑖 = pressure at the sublimation interface, 𝑃𝑣 = pressure in the

vial, 𝐴𝑣 = area of the vial, 𝑅𝑝𝑠 = resistance of the stopper and product.
It is suggested that a phenomenon of venturi effect can be experienced in a condition of
vapour flow resistance due to dry layer. In fluid dynamic, venturi effect is a situation
whereby pressure of a fluid drops but increases its velocity as it flows through a constriction
in accordance with principle of mass conservation. This principle can be likened to pressure
drop observed when water vapour flows from sublimation boundary to the condenser
through series of constrictions like evacuation port and valve. Venturi effect can also be
experienced in the duct connection chamber and condenser. These pressure gradients at
various points during freeze drying are essentially caused by flow resistance and are
collectively the driving force for freeze drying.
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic diagram of GEA industrial scale freeze dryer shelf (1219 mm
x 1524 mm x 120 mm with capacity of 47,360 vials) indicating constrictions (with venturi
experience) at different locations as it affects mass flow concentration from the ice
sublimation interface to condenser chamber.
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m2

Figure 2.1

Schematic diagram of GEA industrial scale freeze dryer shelf (1219 mm x 1524 mm x
120 mm with capacity of 47,360 vials) showing constrictions at different locations as it
affects mass flow concentration from the ice sublimation interface to condenser chamber

Figure 2.1 shows different stages where vapour flow may experience changes in terms of
velocity, v, and pressure, p, due to change in cross sectional area, A, in the stage. At the
sublimation interface, A2, is bigger than the neck region which has 0.56m2 cross sectional
area, A3, just before the headspace above the vial. The water vapours in the clearance move
out of the shelf through a total constriction with area, A4, 0.22m2. At each constricted point,
velocity of the vapour flux increases while the pressure momentarily reduces to balance
kinetic energy of the process as described in venture effects. They affect drying rate. In the
absence of a stopper it has been shown experimentally that the pressure drop across the neck
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of the vial is negligible, since to all intents and purposes the area of the neck is close to that
of the surface area of the ice layer and so the vial neck does not pose any additional resistance
to vapour flow (Oetjen, 2003). There are different kinds of stoppers with varying degrees of
resistance to vapour transport from vials depending on the amount of opening created after
placing the vial. Morphology of stopper can impact the rate of drying; stoppers with more
opening after placing on the vials allow more vapour flux through the neck of the vials
thereby increasing the rate of sublimation. The ones with smaller openings pose greater
resistance to the outflow of vapour, thus, impending the drying rate. Shelf-gap has also been
shown to create pressure variation, pressure variation increased linearly with sublimation
rate in the range of 0.5 to 1.3 kg/h/m2 (Ganguly et al., 2017).

3.1.2

Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS)

Results from a few studies have been documented with respect to the application of
Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy especially in the pharmaceutical industry and useful
information and hypothesis for future applications were proposed. Terahertz radiation is also
referrers to as submillimetre radiation and it is a component of electromagnetic spectrum
found in between the microwave and infrared region where frequencies are within range of
0.06 and 10THz (Chamberlain, 2004). Its applications basically rely on femtosecond laserbased THz-TDS. Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) has gained much
popularity in the recent time due to its non-invasive nature and great spectroscopic
applications in terahertz gap (Withayachumnankul et al. 2007b). With THz system, short
pulse is produced and detected at its frequency range with the technology of ultrafast
femtosecond laser. Some of the properties of THz wave include finer resolution compared
to microwaves and more penetrability than infrared. This wave is considered safe to humans
(non-invasive) due to its relatively small photon energy (meV). The above features of THz
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wave have been the reason for the recent growing application of the technique in various
research. Slocum et al., (2013) believed that the mechanism of its application is identifying
the frequency dependent optical constants, example, absorption coefficients and refractive
index of the material under investigation using sub-picosecond THz pulse. Lack of
appropriate laser source and detector has posed a great limitation in its application. However,
last few years has recoded great advances in the application of THz technology such as
analysis of tablet coating, dissolution of tablets, characterisation of polymorphs, tissue
analysis and characterisation, spectroscopic imaging etc.
In the region of terahertz radiation frequency polar gas, water vapour, possesses typical
rotational transition energies that provide spectral resonances (Mittleman al., 1998). This
characteristic is the basis for its unique fingerprints in the presence of water vapour, hence,
THz-TDS can be used for gas detection and classification. However, this feature has posed
a limitation for other applications of THz in an open setting where water vapour is
unavoidable.
Water vapour is said to be the 3rd most abundant gas in nature, it has been found that water
has numerous rotational and vibrational resonances in the terahertz region (van Exter et al.
1989). Measurement of sample using THz ray in an open environment is difficult because
of the sample’s spectral fingerprint would mix with that of the water vapour in the domain
frequency to generate a false absorption spectrum. This causes undesirable prints that tend
to mask the signals of the required result. The problem of undesirable effects of water vapour
during terahertz analysis of sample can be solved by purging an enclosed THz radiation path
with dry air or a non-polar gas such as nitrogen since they do not have transition energy
levels in the THz band region. It may not be possible to perform some experiment in an
enclosed environment in some applications, in such case calculation is performed to partially
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cancel out effect of water vapour, where reference measurement is subtracted from sample
measurement (Federici et al. 2005; Kemp et al. 2006). The clear understanding of the
characteristics of water vapour in the THz frequency range would provide opportunity for a
meaningful interpretation and numerical interpretation of THz spectra for vapour pressure.
Influence of relative humidity on the THz spectrum was studied (Van Exter et al., 1989) and
narrow-band absorption lines produced by rotational modes of water molecules were
observed as shown in the Figure 2.2:

Figure 2.2

Relative amplitude for water vapour absortion lines (Van Exter et al., 1989)

Theuer et al., (2011) also carried out a similar experiment in ambient humidity (31%
humidity) to study the absorption lines in THz gap due rotation modes of water molecules
within the frequencies. The absorption pattern along the frequency domain is shown in the
Figure 2.3. This covers frequencies between 0.2THz and 4.5THz with a maximum SNR at
1.2THz. The SNR is frequency dependent and typically better than 1000:1 at the maximum
frequency.
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Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy Absorption spectrum in 31% RH in ambient
temperature (Theuer et al., 2011)

It may be possible to apply THz-TDS technology in pharmaceutical formulation, the aspect
of freeze drying of labile therapeutics which involves removal of aqueous content by
sublimation. Since water vapour is involved, monitoring the process using terahertz
spectroscopy is success eminent. This project is designed to investigate whether Terahertz
Spectroscopy technology can be used to measure concentration of water vapour above vial
in the chamber and then estimate ice interface temperature.
Aim:
This study aims to measure optical absorptions of water vapour pressure (WVP) within the
freeze-drying relevant chamber pressures, normally in the range of 40 µBar to 1750 µBar
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which is equivalent to an ice interface temperature of –50 to –15 °C by using transmission
mode of the TeraView TPS Spectra 3000 Spectroscopy.
Objective:
-

Determination of frequencies of water vapour absorption

-

Determination limit of detection (LOD) and uncertainties of THz technique

-

Calculation of measurement uncertainties of target ice interface temperatures

-

Extrapolation of data to industrial scale application

2.2 Material and Method
2.2.1 Materials
Nitrogen gas (50 ppm H2O) was used for chamber purging. Sample was atmospheric air.
The instruments used in the experiments include:
i.

Optidew (an expensive chilled mirror hygrometer and temperature sensor) supplied
by Michell Instruments was used to determine humidity and temperature readings. It
gives fast dynamic response to changes in humidity or vapour pressure in Pascal,
millibar or ppm etc. It also can measure temperature parameters including frost point
and dew point. The chilled mirror hygrometer has accurate measurement to ±0.15°C
dew point, ±0.1°C temperature and wide measurement range from -40 to +120°C
dew point.

ii.

Watson-Marlow peristaltic pumps from Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology Group
was used to pump humid air into the observation chamber.

iii.

Teraview TPS Sperctra 3000 is expensive instrument from TeraView Ltd
Cambridge.
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Collection of instruments used in the experiment and setup

2.2.2 Measurements at various partial pressures
Purpose: This experiment was designed to determine intensities of absorptions and
frequencies of THz water vapour measurement and the degree of THz response to VP in
different concentrations within the freeze-drying vapour range.
Procedure: Required parameters were set up on TeraView TPS Spectra 3000 as follow:
Number of scan: 900; Resolution: 1.2 cm-1; Start delay: 0; Scan frequency: 30; Number of
repeats: 30; Vitesse system statues: mode lock; Verdi power: 2.20 W; Repeat delay: 0 sec;
Time: 30 sec.
TeraView TPS Spectra 3000’s chamber is ~20 cm pathlength and was purged with nitrogen
gas at temperature 26 oC for 10 minutes for reference measurement to be taken. This is a
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measurement taken when observation domain is assumed to be blank or void of target
sample.
After the reference measurement, series of sample measurement were performed for 5
different concentrations of WVP. For each of the measurements, humid air and nitrogen
were bled into the chamber at the same time until equilibrium was reached during which
chilled mirror hygrometer readings became stable. Watson-Marlow peristaltic pumps was
used to bleed humid air into the chamber (in a low rate) while nitrogen flow rate was adjusted
appropriately (from 5 L/m down to 1 L/m) to change water vapour concentration for the next
measurement. Optidew was used to measure the partial pressure of water in the chamber
while THz measurements were only taken when the Optidew became steady with WVP
readings.
Important notes about reference measurement:
It is important to start every sample measurement with a reference measurement. In THz
measurements of WVP, blank measurement is initially taken before the sample
measurements and this will be subtracted from each sample value to obtain the actual sample
value for that measurement. TeraView TPS Spectra 3000 is configured such that the above
mathematical solution is automatically carried out and only actual sample value is displayed
on the PC interface ready for use for analysis directly. The instrument is automatic such that
it does not allow for sample measurement unless reference measurement is initially taken.
This means that reference measurement determines the resolution of the sample
measurement; it is therefore pertinent to be careful with reference measurement to minimize
systematic errors. If the observation chamber was not thoroughly purged with nitrogen gas
to totally ward off the humid air in the chamber, this would interfere with the results in which
sample signal is reduced by the same proportion of WVP remaining in the chamber before
reference measurement was taken, hence, resulting to poor resolution. This problem is also
evident in absorption spectrum where part of absorption peaks can cut into negative peak
values.
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2.2.3 Measurement at low vapour pressure: Blank and Stability assessment
Purpose: 1) To determine level of optical resolution of the technique at a near-zero
concentration of water vapour. 2) To demonstrate applicability of THz technique in a freezedrying-like low vapour pressure chamber.
Procedure: After reference measurement was taken using the same setup as described in
the previous experiment (section 3.2.2), N2 and humid air were bled in the chamber of 20
cm pathlength at temperature 26 oC and allowed to equilibrate at 75 µBar where THz
measurement was taking for 180 seconds. This process was repeated for different sample
concentrations: 100 µBar and 260 µBar. Optidew (chilled mirror hygrometer) was used to
monitor the VP while peristaltic pump was used to bleed in humid air and THz measures the
water vapour absorbance.

2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Determination of frequencies of water vapour absorptions
Initial measurement at 11.1mBar in ambient temperature was used to prepare the background
of the feasibility study which was designed to examine the sensitivity of THz-TDS to water
vapour in an enclosure within a range of frequencies, degrees of absorption and signal-tonoise ratios. In this case data were collected at the frequency range of 0.3 - 4.0THz where
water vapour absorption lines are relatively high compare to the background noise. Figure
2.5 shows a typical water vapour absorption line spectrum for THz-TDS measurements.
Many resonance peaks can be clearly seen on the spectrum and they all represent the
absorption lines of the water vapour detected in the chamber by the THz-TDS.
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Typical water vapour absorption spectrum. The peak circled in black is the optimum
frequency 2.242 THz with both maximum absorbance and low-level noise in low WVP.
The frequency was selected partly due to its stability in response in low and high THz
energy observed in time domain signal.

Literatures have showed that water vapour has absorption lines at specific frequencies from
low to high frequencies and in agreement, this experiment detects water vapour absorption
peaks at the following frequencies and SNR were analysed: 0.55THz, 0.75THz, 1.09THz,
1.153THz, 1.39THz, 1.58THz, 1.65THz, 1.69THz, 1.78THz, 1.85THz, 1.89THz, 2.242THz,
2.43THz, 2.94THz, 2.98THz, 3.11THz, and 3.300THz, (see Figure 2.5).
However, comparing the measured data to the literature (Theuer et al., 2011) obtained under
similar conditions, the absorption spectra showed high level of agreement in the lower
frequencies than the higher frequencies in terms of the positions of the absorption
frequencies. Figure 2.6 illustrates the comparison where spectrum B which was obtained
from the current measured water vapour pressure at 33% RH at 26 oC was aligned with that
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of spectrum A obtained from THz measurement of water vapour at 31% RH in ambient
temperature (Theuer et al., 2011) as a reference to inspect peak positions.
Some frequencies were selected based on the prior knowledge of water vapour absorption
frequencies for signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) estimation.

Figure 2.6

Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy absorption spectrum in equivalent relative
humidity and ambient temperature for both spectra. Spectrum A is obtained from
literature (Theuer et al., 2011) performed under 31% RH in ambient temperature while
spectrum B is the measured data at 33% RH at 26 oC.
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2.3.1.1 Method precision/validation: signal-to-noise evaluation
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) was then evaluated to establish the frequency of maximum
absorption, so the frequencies with high absorption of water vapour were selected and were
investigated; average absorbances in steady state concentration of water vapour and standard
deviations for the selected frequencies were calculated using equation 3.3.
𝑆𝑁𝑅 =

𝑨𝑽𝑬𝑹𝑨𝑮𝑬 𝑺𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒂𝒍

Equation 2.3

𝑺𝑫 𝒏𝒐𝒊𝒔𝒆

Table 2.1 shows the absorbance of VP at different frequencies indicating the highest

attenuation frequency of 2.242 THz which also demonstrated the highest SNR value
observed in the frequencies between 0.3THz and 4.0THz. From the results of the calculated
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.7, it is clear how the frequency 2.242
THz stands out with SNR of 275 and one the lowest percentage noise. With these results,
2.242 THz is said to be the best frequency for data collections for the purpose of this
investigation. The current implication is that THz-TDS method has a promise for the
intended purpose (not considering other investigations such as pathlength studies which will
be done later).
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Table 2.1. Signal-to-Noise (𝑆𝑁𝑅) calculation in 33%RH

Figure 2.7. Showing degrees of signal to noise ratio for different absorption frequencies

Having established that 2.242 THz is a good absorption frequency for water vapour
measurement, there are other frequencies that have demonstrated similar results and are also
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good for water vapour measurement given their SNRs, these include 1.153 THz and 3.135
THz. One of these has already been previously established in the literature which selected
1.153 THz as the maximum absorbance frequency in water vapour measurements (Van Exter
et al., 1989; Theuer et al., 2011). Most researchers have collected data towards the lower
frequencies (e.g., 1 – 2 THz) within the THz band, this is majorly due to the perceived high
levels of noise toward the high frequencies (Withayachumnankul et al. 2007b). This research
has included observations in slightly higher frequencies (2 – 4 THz) and have noticed that
2.242 THz and 3.135 THz are also good for collecting data in water vapour measurements
(Figure 2.7). Subsequent measurements reported in this thesis have been carried out at 1.153
THz considering its popularity.

2.3.2 Determination of limit of detection (LOD) and uncertainties of THz
technique in ice interface temperature measurement
Figure 2.5 is a typical water vapour absorption spectrum, this was obtained from THz
measurements for a range of vapour pressures of relevance to the freeze-drying process (40
µBar to 1750 mBar, which is equivalent to an ice interface temperature of –50 to –15 °C).
The experiments were undertaken in the chamber of 20 cm pathlength and at temperature 26
o

C with a background air at atmospheric pressure. Calibration curve at 1.153 THz for the

low WVP (experiment 2) suggests uncertainty of 35 mBar with a limit of detection (3α) of
105 µBar cm-1 and a limit of quantification (LOQ = 10 α) of 350 µBar cm-1. Assuming
scalability to a larger dryer with a path-length of 2 m the LOD would reduce by factor of 10,
hence, 10.5 µBar cm-1 with the corresponding LOQ of 35 µBar cm-1.
Notice that absorbance was directly proportional to vapour concentration at low level which
demonstrates linearity in the calibration curve with WVP uncertainty, hence, a good
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approach to modelling the relationship between THz response and water vapour pressure
(WVP).

Table 2.2 Table for calculation of important parameters for THz measurement of water vapour

𝛿=√

∑(𝑌(𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓)2 )

Xerror =

Equation 2.4

𝑛

Yerror

Equation 2.5

Gradient

𝐿𝑂𝐷 = 3. 𝑆𝐷

Equation 2.6

𝐿𝑂𝑄 = 10. 𝑆𝐷

Equation 2.7

Note: SD is standard deviation, LOD is limit of detection, LOQ is
limit of quantitation.

2.3.2.1 Measurement at low vapour pressure and stability of measurement
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The absorbance over 180 sec for each of the different steps of vapour concentrations (75
µBar, 100 µBar and 260 µBar) have demonstrated a fairly stable measurement (Table 2.3). It
was observed that average absorbance was 0.008, 0.0181, and 0.0247 respectively with their
uncertainties 0.29, 0.059 and 0.075 respectively.

Table 2.3

Table for various water vapour concentrations and their average absorbance

Notice an area enclosed with squared dotted line in Error! Reference source not found.; it i
ndicates region of interest which is the most relevant in lyophilization process and it is in
the range of 40 µBar to 1750 µBar; it is equivalent to the ice interface temperature of –50 to
–15 OC. Importantly, this region has demonstrated linearity in the calibration curve with
WVP uncertainty of 35 µBar. The linear regression in the region makes an area of good
approach to modelling the relationship between THz response and water vapour pressure.
We always correlate WVP with their corresponding temperatures because of their dependent
effects. It should be remembered that the whole essence of this study is not only to
periodically determine water content during freeze drying but to determine product
temperature. Vapour pressure above ice has a dependence on temperature of the ice. Partial
pressure of water measured above the vials can be used to estimate saturated vapour pressure
of ice which would be subsequently used to determine ice interface temperature as described
in chapter 1.
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Figure 2.8

A single fit from Table 2.2 (data for high WVP concentration) and Table 2.3 (data for
low WVP concertation). Note the region marked in dotted square indicates region of
relevance in freeze drying cycle as it operates within –50 to –15 OC with WVP
equivalence of 40 to 1750 µBar

Table 2.4

Important measurement parameters calculated for Error! Reference source not found.

Parameter
RMSD
Gradient
Uncertainty in WVP
Uncertainty in Temp -40 °C
LOD
LOD at 2 m

Calculated value
0.001794
0.00005
35 µBar
+2/-3 °C
105 µBar
10.5 µBar

The two different measurements presented in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 have been plotted
together as in Error! Reference source not found.. This represents all measurements taken i
n low water vapour pressures as relevance to primary drying which has demonstrated
uncertainty in temperature of -40 OC as +2/-3 OC. The uncertainty and the LOD obtained
from this experiment implied that the THz technology is capable of measuring the end point
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of primary drying since a higher partial pressure of water is recorded at end of primary drying
(Searles et al, 2017), this is in addition to measuring the ice interface temperature which it
has shown.

2.3.3 Extinction coefficient
Beer Lambert equation:

𝐴 = 𝜀𝑙𝑐

Equation 2.8

Where 𝐴 = absorbance, 𝑙 = path length (cm), 𝑐 = concentration (g/L)

𝜀=

𝐴

Equation 2.9

𝑙𝑐

Ideal gas law:
𝑃𝑉 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇

Equation 2.10

Where 𝑃 = Pressure of gas (atm), 𝑉 = Volume of gas (L), 𝑛 = Amount of substance of
gas (mole), 𝑅 = Ideal gas constant (0.08206 L·atm/mol·K) and 𝑇 = Temperature (K)

𝑃𝑉 =

𝑚 (𝑔)
𝑅𝑇
𝑀 (𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙)

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐. (𝑔/𝐿) =

𝑃 ×𝑀 (𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙)
𝑅𝑇

Equation 2.11

0.000257𝑎𝑡𝑚 ×18.02 𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐. (𝑔/𝐿) = 0.08206 L∙𝑎𝑡𝑚/𝑚𝑜𝑙∙𝐾 ×244.15 K
C = 0.00023 g/L
Therefore, extinction coefficient at 1.153 THz in 260 µBar in chamber path length of 20.32
cm and absorbance of 0.0247 is given:
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= 5.26 L g-1cm-3

For the WVP concentrations in pressure unit (Bar), the absorptivity has been calculated
simply from the slop of the curve Figure 2.8, where gradient is divided by the chamber path
length in centimetres to obtain 0.3 Bar.cm-1.

2.3.4 Implication of the uncertainty value
With the estimated uncertainty value in WVP (as 35 µBar) from the calibration curves in
low vapour pressure concentrations, it is required to interpret this in terms of temperature.
As stated earlier, we are highly interested in ice temperature Ti during freeze drying which
must be closely monitored against TC in as much as water content would be considered
during the process cycle.

Calculating uncertainty in temperature from uncertainty in WVP
Assuming an uncertainty in WVP was 25 µBar in low concentrations of WVP, this can be
converted to temperature uncertainty using equation 2.12 and 2.13. Since Pi is in Torr in the
equations, all values of pressures must be converted to Torr before plugging into the
equation.
Converting microbar to Torr: 1 μBar = 0.00075 Torr, therefor, multiply values of the
Wvp by 0.00075 Torr.
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The uncertainty in WVP 0.0375 Torr is added and subtracted from the target values and then
used in the equations 2.12 and 2.13 respectively:

+ 𝑇𝑖 = (−

− 𝑇𝑖 = (−

6144.96
(𝐼𝑛(𝑃𝑖 + 𝑃𝑖))

6144.96
(𝐼𝑛(𝑃𝑖−𝑃𝑖))

– 24.02)

– 24.02)

Equation 2.12

Equation 2.13

where + 𝑇𝑖 and − 𝑇𝑖 are respectively the upper and lower values of the target temperature
in K, 𝑃𝑖 is WVP of target temperature in Torr, 𝑃𝑖 is uncertainty in WVP in Torr.
For example, at target temperature, 𝑇𝑖 −40 OC, the upper temperature variation + 𝑇𝑖 will
be estimated as:
+ 𝑇𝑖 = (−

6144.96
(𝐼𝑛(𝑃𝑖 + 𝑃𝑖))

– 24.02)

Note uncertainty in WVP is 25 µBar (0.0960 Torr)
WVP at −40 OC is 128 µBar (0.0188 Torr)
6144.96

+ 𝑇𝑖 = (− (𝐼𝑛(0.0188 + 0.096)) – 24.02) = 234.7 𝐾 (−38.5 OC)

− 𝑇𝑖 = (−

6144.96
(𝐼𝑛𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃𝑖)

– 24.02)

So if uncertainty in WVP was 25 µBar (0.0960 Torr)
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WVP at −40 OC is 128 µBar (0.0188 Torr)
6144.96

− 𝑇𝑖 = (− (𝐼𝑛(0.0188 − 0.096)) – 24.02) = 231.2 K (−41.96 OC)
Therefore, we have temperature uncertainty at −40 OC as +1.5/−1.9 OC.

Uncertainties in temperature have been estimated for some target temperatures (see Table
2.5) within the range of freeze-drying relevant conditions using the uncertainty in WVP. The
values of +𝑇𝑖 and − 𝑇𝑖 respectively in Table 2.5 were calculated using equation 3.12 and
3.13 above. This has been represented in the plot of temperature against WVP in Figure 2.9.
Notice that temperature uncertainty increases with decreasing temperature and vapour
pressure as denoted in the error bars.

Table 2.5

Temp
0
( C)
-10
-20
-30
-40
-50

Estimated values of uncertainties in temperatures, 𝑇𝑖 assuming a constant WVP
uncertainty of 25 microbars in 20.32 cm path-length within freeze drying relevance
𝑃𝑖 and 𝑇𝑖

WVP +𝑇𝑖 uncert(µBar) ainty (°C)
2599
0.1
1032
0.3
380
0.6
128
1.6
39
4.1

De Montfort University

+𝑇𝑖
(°C)
-9.9
-19.8
-29
-38.5
-46

Target 𝑇𝑖
(°C)
-10.0
-20.0
-30.0
-40.1
-50.1

PhD. Thesis

-𝑇𝑖
(°C)
-10.1
-20.3
-30.7
-42.0
-58.1

-𝑇𝑖 uncertainty (°C)
-0.1
-0.3
-0.7
-1.9
-8.0
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Figure 2.9

Graph of estimated values of uncertainties in temperatures, Ti assuming a constant WVP
uncertainty of 25 microbars in 20.32 cm path-length

Most of electromagnetic measurements are associated with background noise which can be
minimised by increasing path-length. Example, baseline noise on laserIR measurement can
be reduced by increasing path-length of the measurement in question. It would be expected
that uncertainty might improve with path-length, unfortunately calculations from this
experiment have reviewed that uncertainty measurement remains the same irrespective of
the path-length. For this measurement, path-length was increased by a factor of 10 by
extrapolation but the uncertainty remained the same as the shorter path length. This may be
attributed to THz measurements only, but further work would be needed for confirmation.

2.3.5 Industrial implications
It is important that we bring home the essence of the estimated temperature and vapour
pressure values with respect to industrial application. The current data were obtained from
THz measurement of WVP in a chamber with 20 cm path-length. If these data were
extrapolated to a measurement performed in a 2 m path length chamber, there may be an
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improvement in uncertainties because the absorbance is improved by a factor of 10. This
assumption has been demonstrated in figure 3.10 where uncertainty in X-axis (WVP) was
estimated from the graph as 6.9 µBar. This was then used in equation 3.12 and 3.13
respectively to obtain uncertainties in some target temperatures. Table 2.6 shows data for
extrapolated and predicted temperature uncertainties assuming THz measurement in a longer
path length of 2 m. Notice that uncertainty at individual temperature has been largely
reduced. In this case of extrapolation to industrial size apparatus for THz measurement of
WVP in low concentration, temperature uncertainty at −40

O

C has been reduced to

+0.5/−0.5 OC (see Table 2.6 for 2 m path length extrapolation in some target temperatures).

Table 2.6

Temp
(°C)
-10
-20
-30
-40
-50

Estimated values of uncertainties in temperatures, Ti assuming a constant WVP
uncertainty of 6.9 microbars in 2 m path-length

WVP
(µBar)
2599
1032
380
128
39

+Ti
uncertainty (°C)
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.3

+Ti
(°C)
-10.0
-20.0
-29.9
-39.6
-48.8

Target Ti
(°C)
-10.0
-20.0
-30.0
-40.1
-50.1

- Ti
(°C)
-10.0
-20.1
-30.2
-40.6
-51.7

- Ti
uncertainty (°C)
0.0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.5
-1.6

The value of the intercept in the linear plot is 0.0083 which could indicate the systematic
errors in the experiment. This could have resulted from the cumulative errors due to: 1) Peak
position shift in which the measured value is either lower or higher than the true or expected
value in distribution spectrum. In THz measurement, Peaks reduce with high temperature
which can broaden peaks along frequency line and can cause confusion with peak selection.
2) error due to instrument/method can occur from calibration error or inadequate zeroing of
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sample (WVP) before reference measurement was taken. And 3) Human errors due to
analyst’s degree of approximation, perception or mistakes in reading or transferring data.
For example, the spectrum below shows THz measurement absorption peaks for four
different concentrations of WVP. Notice that some peaks do not get to the baseline of the Xaxis. Plotting this on a linear graph will cut or intercept the Y-axis at some point before the
zero point between the X- and Y-axes. This could have resulted from the background noise.
From the suspicions above, it can be inferred that the intercept could have been a result of
background noise since positions of the peaks do not really moved from the midpoint 1.153
THz.

Figure 2.10
Water vapour absorption peak for measurements at 1.153 THz, but showing decreasing
frequency (left graph) with increasing time of measurement

2.4 Conclusion
Freeze drying is performed in low pressures and temperatures of the range 40 µBar to 1750
mBar, with equivalent ice interface temperature of –50 OC to –15 OC. This investigation has
focused within this window to model the relationship between THz response and water
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vapour pressure. Then experiments were undertaken with a background of air at atmospheric
pressure. Data was collected at 1.15 THz where maximum absorbance with less noise occur
and fitted on a calibration curve which suggests uncertainty of 35 with a limit of detection
(3α) of 105 µBar cm-1 and a limit of quantification (LOQ = 10 α) of 350 µBar cm-1. An
assumption of the measurement in a larger dryer with a path-length of 2 m gave a better
resolution of 10.5 µBar cm-1 with the corresponding LOQ of 35 µBar cm-1. If THz technique
had a resolution of 10.5 µBar, this means it can measure at much smaller concentration of
WVP compare to the 128 µBar at -40 °C. From the uncertainty in WVP, the uncertainty
dependence in temperature for actual measurements and extrapolated data have been
estimated for some target ice interface temperatures, from -40 °C to -10 °C; while
uncertainty in measurement at -40 °C was estimated as +1.6/-1.9 °C, the extrapolated data
for industrial application in 2 m pathlength has +0.5/-0.5 °C uncertainty at -40 °C. The data
suggest that uncertainty decreases with increasing temperature and with increasing
measurement pathlength, so it is smaller in a commercial sale dryer.
Description of the assumptions for industrial application of THz measurements for vapour
pressure determination was also reported with main assumptions/limiting factors being
temperature, path length and alignment uncertainties and cost considerations.
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3 DESIGN, MANUFACTURE AND MEASUREMENTS
IN MULTIPLEX PAT FREEZE DRYER
3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Overview
This chapter demonstrates the concept of water vapour measurement above vials which can
be used to estimate ice interface temperature in primary drying. To achieve this, a multiplex
PAT freeze dryer was designed alongside a fluid channel shelf. The PATs built-in and
located in different locations of the dryer include Optidew (chilled mirror hygrometer), THz
spectroscopy and Laser system for vapour concentration measurements and TVIS for
measurement of phase transition events including nucleation temperature and solidification
endpoint. Results showed that the entire multiplex PAT freeze dryer performed on average
level; temperature and pressure control units were good but not perfect including the shelf.
But vapour measurements showed that Optidew can be trusted and develop further for
intended goal. THz spectroscopy demonstrated good vapour measurement but limited by a
short pathlength and relatively high limit of detection LOD while the laser system performed
poorly due to drifted signals in the vacuum chamber even though it has more than required
pathlength. The results from the TVIS measurements in the multiplex PAT freeze dryer
showed that the system design was appropriate.
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3.2 Application of QbD in freeze drying process

3.2.1.1 Equipment design
Simulation of freeze-drying process cycle using mathematical model, CFD models, have
shown that the design of equipment can influence the quality of the final product (as per
QbD) (Barresi et al., 2018) in addition to the impacts of the conventional critical process
parameters such as temperature and pressure. The parts of the equipment that have been
previously studied, though not exhausted, and have been established to significantly impact
product outcome include product chamber, duct, valve and condenser. Barresi et al., (2018)
demonstrated that the position of duct in a freeze dryer can impact the concentration of
vapour pressure in the chamber. The geometry of a freeze dryer equipment is an important
consideration in the design of a dryer. For example, vapour transport in the chamber is highly
influenced by the locations and positions of evacuation duct, valves, shelves and condenser
(plus condenser capacity).

3.2.1.2 Target Product Profile (TPP)
This is the earliest stage in the implementation of QbD and it sets out the desired quality
attributes and intended therapeutic activity of the finish pharmaceutical product (FFP) (Lee
& Burkeb 2010). All the subsequent activities in designing the process and formulation must
align with the quality attributes to ensure the desired quality of the end product.

3.2.1.3 Critical quality attribute (CQA)
In freeze drying development, this involves the finished product characteristic such as
reconstitution time, appearance, moisture content and mechanical strength should be within
a specifications or range to ensure the desired product quality, shelf life, physical and
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chemical stability. Moisture content of a freeze-dried cake can be determined by techniques
such as thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) which measures mass of the sample over time
as the temperature changes. Depending on the product, the common specification for
moisture content is 1 – 5%. Mechanical strength analysis can be performed by indentation
tester (texture analyser) which can demonstrate the degree of reinforcement of a cake in
bracing its own weight. Sometimes crystalline or degree of crystallization against the
amorphous is evaluated using X-Ray Diffractometry (XRPD) which can also classify the
polymorphs, e.g., XRD result of mannitol containing formulations can indicate mechanistic
understanding of the differences in mechanical strength form the degree of mannitol
crystallization.
Freeze dried product appearance can be evaluated visually and by digital camera which can
be supported by scanning electron microscope (SEM) images for porosity evaluation. High
porosity is an indication of faster reconstitution time which would have influenced higher
rate of sublimation. Reconstitution time can be determined by visual monitoring with
stopwatch or by video camera.

3.2.1.4 Critical Process Parameters (CPPs)
These are important variables that can greatly impact the CQA discussed above, hence, they
must be closely monitored to in order to detect any deviations from the design space which
may impact product quality. The impact of CPPs on the CQAs are not of the same degrees,
process monitoring/control can be prioritized based on available Process Analytical
Technology (PAT). Some of the process parameters in lyophilization cycle include
nucleation temperature, ice solidification end point, ice sublimation end point, and chamber
pressure. There are currently various Process Analytical Technologies available for product
testing, process measurement and monitoring. While sublimation endpoint can be measured
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by Manometric Temperature Measurement (MTM), Tunable Diode Laser Absorption
Spectroscopy (TDLAS) etc, nucleation temperature and ice solidification end point can be
measured by TVIS, etc. Shelf temperature can be measured by TC.
3.2.1.5 Critical Material Attribute (CMA)
One of the important terms often used when describing and evaluating CPPs and their
influences on CQAs is Critical Material Attribute. This relates to the properties of the input
materials which must be initially studied for product development. Examples are glass
transition (𝑇𝑔 ʹ) for crystalline materials, eutectic 𝑇𝑒𝑢 for amorphous materials, melting point
𝑇𝑚 , collapse temperature 𝑇𝑐 etc. These parameters can be determined using DSC, FDM,
TVIS, etc., and these are classified under the ‘pre-lyophilized analyses’ while those under
the previously discussed CQAs are classified under ‘post-lyophilized analysis’. With the
prior knowledge of the CMA parameters, primary drying is performed below 𝑇𝑐 which is
benchmarked by the 𝑇𝑔 to avoid collapse.

3.3 Shelf construction
The most important consideration when designing a freeze dryer shelf is the requirement for
shelf flatness and to produce less thermal mass. There are various design and construction
methods for shelf. The shelf of a freeze dryer can be formed by placing two stainless steel
sheets of required thickness opposite each other. These plates are separated by numerous
thin sheets that are positioned vertically to traverse the space between the two large
horizontally laying sheets as the bottom and top plates. This arrangement forms numerous
flow channels through which heat transfer fluid flows in a serpentine form; number of
channels depend on the size of the freeze dryer shelf. The vertical ribs are welded to the
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bottom plate while they are screwed to the top plate through the pre-drilled hole on the ribs
and top plate and finally polished.
The problem with this is that the welds can undergo thermal stress with the plate over time
which can cause strain and deformation of plate. This can be avoided by using thicker plate
in the bottom and thick ribs in forming the fluid flow channels and using milling method (as
discussed in the next paragraph). Such thickness of plates and ribs come with another
problem of thermal mass and ‘inertia’. With thermal mass, more energy will be required to
transfer a given amount of heat to product since it acts as insulator and during freezing it can
cause heat leakages to the heat transfer fluid in the channels. Also, the thicker the top plate
the lower the heat transfer coefficient considering its equation. (Renzi, United States Patent,
1996). So, it is important to consider heat transfer when choosing the thickness of plates and
the bracing ribs.
The other method of fabricating a freeze dryer shelf is by milling out the solid block of a
stainless steel/other metal. In this case, no welding is required, but the top plate or sheet is
screwed into the bracing ribs to cover the channels after they are appropriately milled out.
To mill out the required dimensions with the right thickness, a drawing (CAD) of the shelf
with the needed dimensions is first made. This method can mitigate the problem of the welds
undergoing stress which can cause deformation of shelf with time. Again, instead of the
milling method, the two opposite plates can be sandwiched with pipe of the required
dimensions to form the serpentine fluid flow channel. However, it is almost unfeasible to
weld the top plate to the channel tube inserted between the bottom and top plates.
In 1996, a United States Patent of freeze dryer shelf design showed that shelf flatness and
reduced thermal mass can be achieved in a more sophisticated design by building a shelf
with a hollow ribs to circulate heat transfer fluid and channels to circulate refrigerant; all in
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one shelf such that heat exchanger is internal instead of the conventional externally placed
heat exchanger. So, the shelf comprises a pair of channels and while the upper section is for
the heat transfer fluid which transfer heat to the product, the lower section is for the
refrigerant which transfer heat to the fluid.

Aim of this chapter
The aim of this chapter is to design and build a multiplex PAT freeze dryer system with a
fluid channel shelf which allows to test whether vapour pressure above the vials can be
measured for prediction of ice interface temperature. While TVIS is used for measurement
of some critical parameters e.g., nucleation temperature, solidification endpoint,
crystallization and glass transition, Optidew, THz spectroscopy and laser system were
applied for vapour concentration measurement vapour in the chamber. PAT sensors on the
equipment functioned in different capacities for process monitoring.

3.4 Consideration for building Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer
The first consideration that comes to mind in building a freeze-dryer system is the size and
geometry. For the purpose of this project, the size of the instrument was determined based
on the pathlength of the optical instruments used (laserIR/THz). Determination of optical
pathlength is accompanied by the technique of optical alignment. These challenges must be
overcome to perceive the idea of the dimension of the intended freeze-drying rig to build.
The availability and knowledge of the dimensions and geometries of some of the parts/units
(example, Micromodulyo condenser opening, tubulated flanges etc) of the intended freezedryer were considered in the decision of the design geometry of the Multiplex PAT freeze
dryer. Again, a complete system of freeze dryer is embodiment of different parts which
include process control systems. These are temperature control unit, condenser unit, product
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chamber, pressure control unit and product shelf. The other aspect of the rig is the PAT tools
for sensing and measuring process parameters. The above system components will be
discussed in detail in the following sections.

3.5 Optical Bench Alignment of THz Remote Probes
Bench optical alignment was necessary in the experiment for reasons including 1)
understanding the correct set up procedure which can yield signal outside TeraView TPS
spectra chamber, 2) to determine the optical pathlength of the remote probes from which the
length of Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer chamber can be determined and designed and 3) to
experiment any possible adjustment to the existing pathlength by using additional lenses.

3.5.1 Method
Optical items were supplied from the Thorlabs LTD, 1 Saint Thomas Place, United
Kingdom: Plano-Convex PTFE Lenses with aperture Ø50 mm and focal length f300 mm,
optical scaffolds, optical work bench, optical posts and visible laser power. These were used
with the remote heads of TeraView TPS Spectra 3000 Spectrometer. Figure 4.1 shows the
experimental setup with all parts set in place on the workbench. It is a big challenge to align
invisible radiating beams, in this experiment, the visible laser pointer was used to mitigate
this problem. The position of the visible laser pointer in relation to the THz beam aperture
at the emitting head was estimated and the same arrangement was put up at receiving head.
With this arrangement, when the red visible light is turned on the position of the beam would
be estimated. The buttons on the THz PC interface were used to turn on/off and control the
activities of the measurements.
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The appearance of Terahertz Time Domain Signal (THz-TDS) and the signal quality are the
factors with which the success of beam alignment is determine.
To increase the exercised maximum pathlength from the above experiment, additional lenses
(Plano-Convex PTFE Lenses) were positioned in front of the emitter and receiver THz
remote heads (Figure 3.1) at strategic points considering the focal lengths and measurements
were carried out.

Figure 3.1

Set up for bench optical alignment of the THz external probes

3.5.2 Results
The experiment conducted in the TeraView chamber shows a high and acceptable time
domain signal at the default path length of 20 cm but to achieve equivalent signal in the
remote head measurement the pathlength was reduced to 12 cm. This experience is not
strange considering the advice from the manufacturer (TeraView Ltd, Cambridge, United
Kingdom) who advised that based on the characteristics of the instrument, a reduced signal
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should be expected from the external or remote probes. Figure 3.2 show a typical absorption
lines (A) and time-domain signal for the measurement at ambient lab condition (33% RH).

Figure 3.2

Typical THz measurement response in the form of absorption lines (A) and time
domain signal at 33% RH

The strenuous time-consuming trial and error experiments yielded success in beam
alignment technique but struggled with appropriate external pathlength with respected to
intended purpose of building a lengthier freeze-dryer. With continuous trials, a 30 cm
pathlength was achieved with a small but acceptable signal without additional lenses.
However, for some reasons, the Plano-Convex PTFE Lens, Ø50 mm, f = 300 mm did not
improve signal at a longer pathlength (60 cm) in the external/remote probe. It was suggested
that the collimated and coupling beams respectively were not receiving and transferring to
the light apertures.
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Although 12 cm is the optimum pathlength in the external experiment, going ahead with the
30 cm pathlength will provide opportunity of building a freeze dryer with a bigger chamber,
shelf to contain more vials and potential higher vapour pressure that would be available for
interaction with optical radiation.

Figure 3.3

Design of Multiplex PAT freeze-dyer within 30 cm pathlength

Finally, the design of the intended freeze dryer was made based on the outcome of the
bench alignment experiments. Companies were approached with the design to sort for
bespoke parts, fabrication and complex cablings.
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3.6 Multiplex PAT Freeze Dryer Parts and Control System
3.6.1 Product chamber (bespoke design)
All parts of the chamber are made from stainless steel and in ‘T-shaped cylinder with the
dimension: 18 cm x 20 cm horizontal tube and 12 cm x 13 vertical tube amounting to air
volume of 6727 cm3 suitable for intended purpose. The chamber is incorporated with several
ports where the PAT sensors are positioned. Each of these ports come with KF-flanges for
tri-clamp vacuum fittings. All bespoke parts were obtained from The MDC Vacuum
Limited, Milton Keynes, England.

Figure 3.4

Multiplex PAT freeze dyer design showing chamber dimensions, position of vials on
the shelf, optical beam across the chamber and the positions of the ports on the left
side end cap
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3.6.2 The window ports attached to Multiplex PAT freeze dyer chamber
Window ports were built on the equipment as avenues through which PAT sensors were
introduced into the dryer:

i.

Two 4 cm diameter tubulated flanges for laser absorption system: These are welded
on the end caps of both sides of the horizontal chamber. Each tubulated flange come
with a centring ring, O’ring, and a tri-clamp. In this setup, the centring ring was
replaced with a plexiglass to protect lasers from any drift due to vacuum
environment. The size of the port was selected to allow opportunity for a cluster of
laser beams.

ii.

Two 2 cm diameter tubulated flanges of for THz absorption system: These ports are
on the same plane of the end caps with the lasers and with the same attributes except
the size as they are smaller. The reason is that they are meant for a single beam.
Additional feature of these ports is the PTFE (Teflon) end cap on each port, for THz
ray pass through.

iii.

One 4 cm diameter tubulated flanges of for 4 channel TVIS system: TVIS port is one
on this system and is located on the end cap of the left side of the chamber. TVIS
passthrough is fixed on this port with an ‘IN-OUT’ method of cabling.

iv.

One 4 cm diameter tubulated flanges for 4-channel thermocouple passthrough: TC
port is welded on the front side of the vertical tube and TC passthrough is fixed on
it. Like other tubulated flanges this also come with centring ring and O’ring.

v.

One 4 cm diameter port for Optidew (chilled mirror hygrometer): This does not have
a tubulated flange, it is a window port designed to accommodate the threaded surface
of the Optidew sensor. The sensor is screwed into the 4 cm threaded hole into the
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chamber space from the top with extra caution to avoid blocking the beam paths of
the optical sensors
vi.

The vertical part of the T-shape freeze dryer is 12 cm length and 13.3 cm width
with 18 cm flange and its dimension is chose to fit on the condenser opening of
Micromodulyo instrument.

Figure 3.5

Photo of Multiplex PAT freeze dryer indicating positions of the PAT sensors: 1) Vacuum
gauge 2) TVIS analyser 3) Laser system 4) Thermocouples 5) Humidity sensor

3.6.3 Fluid-channel stainless-steel shelf (bespoke design)
Based on the dimension of the chamber shelf was designed to cover the maximum capacity
available to it inside the chamber. Some considerations include material and heat transfer
mechanism, allowance of room for water vapour to freely flow to the condenser below it,
perturbation of other sensors such as TC passthrough and vial headspace allowance
considering the beams.
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Shelf was made from stainless steel and the overall dimension is 14 cm x 11.6 cm x 1.4 cm
with 8 flow channels of 0.9 cm wide (Figure 3.6) and can accommodates 35 Type 1 glass
10 mL nominal capacity vials (5 x 7 array)

Figure 3.6

Picture of designed freeze dryer shelf for showing all the channels

The shelf can accommodate 35 Type 1 glass 10 mL nominal capacity vials (5 x 7 array). It
was manufactured by Micron Design Ltd, Leicester UK by milling out the channels and
with effort to allow 2 mm upper sheet cover.

3.6.4 Thermo-regulator coolant-circulator
This is an instrument with heating and cooling capacity attached with fluid circulator and
was used to control heat supply to the shelf. The Make of this instrument is Techne Model
Refrigerated Bath RB-12 /TE-10D Thermoregulator. Bath capacity is 8.5L and the fluid used
in the experiment is FHTFLO low temp heat transfer fluid. The pump flow capacity is 10
l/m and can control the temperature of the liquid within the range -40 °C to 250 °C.
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Refrigerated Bath RB-12 /TE-10D Thermoregulator for shelf temperature control

According to the supplier, other features of the TE-10D include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Temperature selection Digital
Temperature display Digital LED
Temperature stability ±0.01°C
Set point accuracy ±1°C
Method of control PID (proportional–integral–derivative controller or three-term
controller)
Temperature sensor PRT (platinum resistant thermometer)

3.6.5 Vacuum pump
The type of pump used is rotary vane and is of the series CRVpro 6 which are oil sealed
supplied by Fisher Scientific. This is connected to the vacuum gauge, model: Multi-Range
Vacuum Gauge - MRV 100. The MRV 100 Multi-Range Vacuum Gauge was used to
measure absolute pressures of the vacuum conditions generated by the rotary pump.
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Rotary vacuum pump connected to the Multi-Range Vacuum Gauge - MRV 100 and PIZA
111 sensor

Absolute pressures that can be measured by the gauge range from 1100 mbar to 5x10-8 mbar,
but this depends on what type of sensor is installed. In this research, a combined sensor was
used (pirani PIA and piezoelectric PIZ sensors) for pressures in the range of 1.0x10 -3 mbar
and 1100 mbar.
Data were collected through USB connection with the PC (Software: VCP drivers
(https://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm)).
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Parts/items associated with the pressure adjustable vacuum pump

Item
Vacuum pump - Fisher Scientific
Flange adapter KF16 – 10 mm
Rubber Vacuum hose – 10 mm

Description
Rotary vacuum pump and controller
Connection between Micromodulyo and
pump
Tube connection between Micromodulyo and
pump

0

3.6.6 Micromodulyo™ condenser
Micromodulyo is a 1.5 litter capacity of ice condenser designed specifically for lab use as it
is a compact space-saving. The Thermo Scientific product has a condenser chamber made
from stainless steel with condenser coil length and diameter equivalent to 192 cm and 0.97
cm respectively and surface area of 586 cm2 which is suitable for the requirement of the
project. The other features include the front-mounted bottom drain, CFC-free refrigeration
system and operating temperature of − 50 °C.
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Drainage
Valve

Figure 3.9

Vacuum port

Micromodulyo 1.5L condenser

The Micromodulyo has a vacuum port on its front through which the product chamber is
evacuated and the drainage port serves as chamber valve which can be used to condition
the pressure in the product chamber.

3.6.7 HH-520 4-Channel Thermocouple Data Logger
This instrument was purchase from the Thermosense and used to record temperatures over
periods of time of experiments. The data logger is portable and digital, data can be stored,
retrieved, viewed and evaluated after it has been recorded. It has USB PC interface with
Windows software (Figure 3.10) and the following are its features:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Four-channel inputs
Support K, J, E, T type thermocouple
Temperature alarm function
Fast response and sampling rate
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16,000 data logger records each channel
Instant recall function
Adjustable auto power off timer

Figure 3.10

4-Channel Thermocouple Data Logger

Measurement specifications include:
i.
ii.

iii.

Measurement range: K: -200 °C ~ 1372 °C, J: -200 °C ~ 1000 °C, E: -200 °C ~
750 °C, T: -200 °C ~ 400 °C.
Accuracy: is specified for ambient temperatures between 18 °C and 28 °C. The
specifications do not include thermocouple sensor error. It is ± (0.1% of reading
+0.7 °C) below -100°C ± (0.4% of reading +0.7 °C)
Accuracy: 0.1°C < 600 °C and 1°C ≧ 600 °C
In this report type-K thermocouples were used all through.
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3.7 PAT Tools
3.7.1

Type-K thermocouples temperature sensors

Omega and BGA-Reworking K-Type Class 1 Thermocouple 36 Gauge Flattened Bead and
accessories were purchased in the UK for temperature measurements in different parts/units
of the Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer system. These are shelf-surface temperatures, product
temperature, coolant inlet and outlet temperatures and fluid bath reservoir temperature. 7
TCs were used in total, and these were connected to the HH-520 4-Channel Thermocouple
Data Loggers (2 4-channel data loggers were bought and used on different PCs during the
experiments)

Figure 3.11

Type-K thermocouples temperature sensors fitted to its coaxial cable
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Type of thermocouple and accessories used for the measurements

Item
Thermocouples
Thermocouple extension wire,
TYPE K
Female Type K connectors
Male Type K connectors

Description
Omega, Type K Thermocouple, 0.13mm dia. (36
GAUGE), PFA Insulation, 1m Length, 5 TCs per
pack
15 metres, PFA-Insulated, 0.13mm dia. (36
Gauge) Conductors, Type K
Glass-filled nylon socket, with window, type K
Glass-filled nylon socket, with window, type K

3.7.2 Through-vial impedance spectroscopy (TVIS)
Through vial impedance spectroscopy (TVIS) is one of the process analytical technologies
incorporated in the newly built freeze dryer ‘Multiplex PAT freeze dryer’ for in-vial product
characterization. Application of TVIS in monitoring lyophilization process has been
established which exploits the changes in the electrical properties of material that occur on
freezing and subsequent drying of a drug solution. This technology has been used for study
of phase behaviour during freezing and annealing, ice nucleation temperature, ice
solidification end point, glass transition temperature, eutectic melting temperatures, primary
drying characteristics, sublimation rate prediction and primary drying end point.
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Impedance spectrometer and standard capacitor as parts of the accessories for TVIS
measurement

In this freeze dryer design, TVIS system is attached to a port in the left side of the horizontal
chamber through a passthrough system. Normally in TVIS connections, the junction-box is
placed in a safe place inside the chamber where it experiences both Faraday cage effect and
earthen but it was necessary in this design to place it outside the chamber which posed a
little challenge in connections plus lack of Faraday cage effect. On the passthrough, an
unusual ‘IN-OUT’ connection was adopted where the junction-box was placed inside an
improvised Faraday cage outside the chamber and the cage was also earthed. The idea is to
prevent loss of electrical field which will otherwise distort measurement and lead to no
results.

3.7.3 Water vapour measurement sensors
3.7.3.1 Optidew (Chilled mirror hygrometer)
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Optidew 401 was applied to measure water vapour concentration in the drying chamber. It
is a fast-response and the latest development in the technology of chilled mirrors supplied
by Mitchell Instruments, UK. The instrument has ± 0.15 °C accuracy across its measurement
range -40 oC to +120 °C. Other features of Optidew include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accurate to ±0.15°C dew point, ±0.1°C temperature
Dewpoint Range -40 to +90 C
% Reproducibility ±0.09°F/±0.05°F
Sensitivity ±0.02°F/±0.01°F
Response Stable measurement within 1 minute
% RH Range 0.45 to 100
Choice of communication methods, including USB connection to PC

Chamber

Figure 3.13

Optidew instrument indicating parts, example, interface for displaying readings and
the sensor head screwed into the drying chamber (right). The sensor head and screen
interface are connected to each other by a 2-meter sensor cable
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3.7.3.2 Laser absorption system
Laser absorption measurement is a technique in which lasers are used to assess concentration
of species of gases by absorption power. Laser-based techniques are considered to have high
potential for detection of species and capable of monitoring of constituents in air.

Figure 3.14

Laser system/parts on the Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer

3.7.3.3 Terahertz absorption spectroscopy TeraView™ TPS 3000
This project proposes to apply THz-TDS for measurement of water vapour concentration
during freeze drying process cycle. The Multiplex PAT Freeze dryer is designed with two
ports the chamber opposite each other and are covered with PTFE constructed end caps
(Figure 3.15). The two remote heads of the TeraView where to be positioned at the two
THz ports on the chamber as emitter and receive respectively.
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TeraView TPS Spectra 3000 spectrometer

3.8 Industry Scale Demonstrator
3.8.1 Operation and performance qualification of Multiplex PAT Dryer
The previous sections in this chapter have illustrated the components, design and
manufacture of Multiplex PAT freeze dryer, this section will be based on the industry
simulation measurements to establish the performance of the system with respect to the
intended project question. Operation qualification is also important giving the following
reasons:
i.

provides an assessment of the system operation
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tests each function of the system e.g., units of temperature and pressure control
ensures that the intended tasks are performed within recommended operating
ranges
confirms that system can perform through its operating processes and produce the
required key process parameters

Figure 3.16

Photo showing the Multiplex PAT freeze dryer and some of its components

Figure 3.16 shows components and their attachment positions on the freeze dryer system.
Series of experiments were carried out using this instrument and are reported in subsequent
sections.

3.8.1.1 Refrigerated Bath RB-12A
3.8.1.1.1 Aim
To study the performance and suitability of RB-12A/thermoregulator
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3.8.1.1.2 Objective
I.
II.

Measure the lowest temperature achievable as against instrument label -40 oC
Related times

III.

Estimates cooling and heating capacity/rates of the instrument

IV.

Establishment of total freezing time of equipment

V.

Study suitability of heat transfer fluid, FHTFLO

3.8.1.1.3 Method
FHTFLO Low Temperature Bath Fluid is Techne product and was used as low temperature
heat transfer fluid in the bath. It is an aliphatic hydrocarbon blend and as such was used
100% without mixing with water. The heat transfer fluid is a non-toxic and minimal odour
product. It is a low temperature heat transfer fluid that meets freeze drying specifications
and the requirements for environment impact assessment. The fluid’s viscosity rating is 8cst,
and the recommended temperature range -73 °C to 177 °C for a close system as used in this
experiment.
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Refrigerated Bath RB-12A showing location of thermocouple and insulated material
covering the lid.

Type-K TC was placed in the centre of the fluid reservoir of the RB-12A containing 8.5L
FHTFLO Low Temperature Heat Transfer Fluid which is also adiabatically covered as an
effort to minimize heat loss through the lid. RB-12A thermoregulator pump was set to
circulate fluid internally and the temperature setup to freely cool to – 40 oC (minimum
specification of the instrument) from 20 oC (ambient condition) and reheated back to ambient
temperature. Temperature data were recorded in HH-520 4-Channel Thermocouple Data
Logger

3.8.1.1.4 Results
Cooling (bath alone)
One of the performance indicators of the RB-12A is cooling capacity which was studied in
this experiment where the heat transfer fluid was freely cooled down to capacity while
continuously circulated internally by a pump. The temperature profile is represented in
figure 4.18 which indicates the Lowest Achievable Temperature (LAT) and the
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corresponding time of achieving the temperature. The final cooling temperature refers to as
the LAT was -35.6 °C and was reached at ~1.8 h. LAT is the point where the temperature
curve could no longer decrease (significantly) with increasing time. 100% LAT was
established as -35.6 °C by calculating the gradients of successive data points (i.e., Gradient
= ∆𝑇/∆𝑡 where ‘T’ is temperature and ‘t’ is time) which came to zero gradient at 1.8 h of
cooling as indicated on figure 4.18. The instrument specification label shows -40 °C as the
lowest temperature achievable in ambient temperature, hence, in this experiment, target
temperature was set as -40 °C. It was not a big surprise to achieve the above LAT, it was
expected given the head-up by the supplier: Cole-Parmer Ltd, the supplier of RB-12A
through Jayne Bates who was the Technical Support Manager, warned that the lowest
temperature the RB-12A can cool is -35 °C.

Figure 3.18

Temperature profile for cooling performance of the Refrigerated Bath (RB-12A) where
‘FHTFLO low temperature heat transfer fluid’ was used as heat transfer fluid in the
bath. T90 is indicated on the graph which is the time it takes to reach 90% (-32 °C) of
final cooling temperature (-35.6 °C).
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The initial rate of cooling (𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑡) was calculated at the early stage of cooling as 1 °C/min.
Subsequently, the cooling rate decreases with time. Cooling rate at the 90% LAT (T90 & t90)
as shown on the curve (Figure 3.18) was 0.3 °C/min. T90 & t90 refer to the temperature and
time respectively it takes to reach 90% of the final cooling temperature which happens to be
-35.6 °C. The T90 and t90 in this cooling curve are -32 °C and 1 h respectively, this means
that it took 1 h to cool the heat transfer fluid down to 90% LAT.

Reheating (Bath alone)
Reheating capacity was studied, and a faster rate was observed. The reheating was proceeded
from -35.6 C to 19.4 as shown in Figure 3.19. First, 90% of the final temperature was 17.5
o

C and was achieved at 0.4 h. So initial reheating rate (𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑡) was calculated as 2.2 C/min,
which signifies a faster capacity compare to the cooling.

Figure 3.19

Temperature profile for reheating period indicating the time it takes to reach 90% final
specified temperature (20 °C)
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The cooling and reheating studies in one protocol have been represented in Figure 3.20
showing the combined temperature profiles for the processes.

Visual observation and performance output of the heat transfer fluid used in the entire bath
experiment showed that FHTFLO is stable in low temperatures as specified, therefore
suitable for further use for investigations at this level. However, it must be noted that some
instruments might fail to perform to their maximum capacity due to the type of heat transfer
fluid used as they are characterised with different temperature capacities, density, viscosity,
etc.

Figure 3.20

Cooling and reheating temperature profile of Refrigerated Bath RB-12A

The other factor that can influence the performance of RB instrument is environmental
condition, for instance lab temperature where experiment is being perform can influence
overall output.
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3.8.1.2 Heat transfer and performance of freeze dryer shelf
3.8.1.2.1 Aim
To study the heat transfer, performance of shelf
3.8.1.2.2 Objective
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Appropriate TC-shelf attachment method
Study of temperature distribution on shelf surface
Estimation of effect of external fluid flow on cooling capacity/rate of equipment
Calculation of flow parameters e.g., flow velocity, Reynold number, mass flow rate

3.8.1.2.3 Method
Connection was made between shelf in product chamber and RB-12A with approximately
75 cm inlet/outlet hose. Considering the type of heat transfer fluid used and company’s
recommendation for materials that can be used with the fluid, Teflon Encapsulated Viton
hose was purchased and used. The hose was covered with 3 cm thick Polyethylene-based
closed-cell foam pipe insulator (Climaflex) to minimise heat loss. 100% FHTFLO (aliphatic
hydrocarbon) was used as low temperature heat transfer fluid. Type-K TCs were positioned
at different locations on the shelf: front, centre and back, inlet and outlet of the shelf. RB12A containing 8.5L FHTFLO was set up to freely cool to -40 oC (minimum spec) from 20
o

C (ambient condition) and pump was set up to flow externally through the inlet hose to shelf

channels, the back to the fluid reservoir bath for temperature exchange.
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Connections between shelf (in freeze dryer chamber) and fluid bath using Teflon
Encapsulated Viton hose covered with Polyethylene-based closed-cell foam pipe
insulator (Climaflex). Picture also shows inlet TC connected to the shelf inlet and
connection to the data logger. The other data logger is connected to TCs on the shelf
through a passthrough system.

In this experiment, minimal vacuum (300 mbar) was used to avoid condensation of water
vapour on the shelf surface which can distort TC readings

3.8.1.2.4 Results:
Attachment of TC on stainless steel made shelf (very cold surface)
Attaching TCs to the surface of shelf which will spend several hours under a very low
temperature is not as easy as it may appear to be. This is because low temperature as per
freeze drying can influence the adhesivity of the attachments. In this experiment, SelfAdhesive Thermocouple Attachment Pads were initially used but the results were not
acceptable. Figure 3.22 show the method of attachment with the resultant temperature
profile indicating instability of temperature readings. The infrequent data points was
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suggested to be due to partial contact with the shelf surface. The graph shows that
temperature readings were relatively stable at the upper temperature but started to deviate
with time in lower temperatures. TC2 was obviously faulty from the beginning, so this may
not completely form part of the analysis.
Aluminium Tape was used in a separate trial and subsequent experiments because it showed
a better result. In this case temperature readings were stable but there is still a room to
suggested that adhesive property was partially compromised given the nature of attachments
after experiments. We can infer that adhesive property of material can be weakened in low
temperatures, e.g. -10 °C and below, therefore TC-shelf attachments should be considered
as a significant part of shelf temperature mapping as there is requirement to attach TCs to
shelf without fear of heat loss and detachment.
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Self-Adhesive Thermocouple
Attachment Pads

Figure 3.22

Self-Adhesive Thermocouple Attachment Pads showing how TC sensor is placed under
the adiabatic adhesive material and the graph of temperature profile indicating
instability of temperature readings

Heat transfer distribution on shelf surface under partial vacuum chamber (300 mbar)
Cooling: Figure 3.23 shows the dimensions of the shelf and the positions of TCs on the
shelf surface. The instrument (RB-12A) was set to cool freely to capacity while pumping the
heat transfer fluid into the shelf channels through the inlet which runs the whole length of
the channels in the shelf and out of shelf through the outlet back to bath (reservoir). The fluid
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supplies temperature to the shelf which is measured on the shelf surface at different locations
from front through the core to the rear of the shelf. Figure 3.24 shows the shelf temperature
measurement profile for cooling and reheating periods in chamber under partial vacuum of
300 mbar. Partial vacuum was applied to prevent condensation of water that can impact the
temperature readings. The cooling and reheating temperatures at T90 of LAT and final
reheating are indicated by dotted and solid horizontal grey lines across the curves. The curve
indicates the LAT as -28.2 °C which was achieved at 2.6 h. The t90 (time to cool down to
90% of the final temperature) of shelf cooling was 1.4 h, at T90 of 25.3 °C. Initial shelf
cooling rate (𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑡), 0.58 °C/min shows that cooling was faster in beginning than towards
the end, for example, cooling rate at 90% LAT for shelf was calculated as 0.12 °C/min as
shown in Figure 3.24.

Figure 3.23

Shelf showing dimensions and positions of the 3 TCs attached to the surface to
measure temperature distribution from front to the back of shelf
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Reheating: The reheating step in shelf demonstrated a faster rate. Reheating was started
o

from -28.2 °C and final reheating temperature was 19.6 C. T90 was traced to 0.5 h at 17.64
o

C where rate of reheating shelf (𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑡) was calculated as 1.5 °C/min.

TC at the rear end of the shelf shows a lower temperature by 1 °C compare to the front TC
at the end of cooling. Temperature difference is suggested to be due to the structural design
of the mini freeze dryer. The back side of the shelf is physically in contact with the inlet and
outlet metal pipes that take the fluid in and out of shelf channels. During cooling ice tends
to form on the pipes which makes them very cold and the influence of the cold temperature
spread to the endcap of the chamber (made of stainless steel – a good conductor) and part of
shelf close to it. It is believed that this temperature influence could have impacted TC
reading.

Figure 3.24

Shelf temperature measurement profile for cooling and reheating periods in chamber
under vacuum of 300 mbar. The cooling and reheating temperatures are indicated by
dotted and solid horizontal grey lines across the curves. The red dotted square covers
the reheating period.
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Although fluid temperature reading in the bath was -32 °C, shelf temperature for front and
back of the shelf were -27.2 °C and -28.2 °C with temperature difference of ~4.3 °C between
fluid in bath and average shelf temperatures. The other part of the curve is the reheating
period which demonstrate a faster rate. The temperature was ramped up to 19.6 °C from 28.2 °C with 30 minutes with an estimated ramping rate of 1.5 °C/min. Unlike the cooling
period where there is 1 °C difference in temperatures between front and back shelf, the
reheating temperatures for front and back of the shelf appear to be the same. It is difficult to
explain why there is difference in TC readings at the freezing and hold period whereas the
variation is not experienced in ramping period and hold in ambient condition.

3.8.1.3 Cooling and Reheating process parameters for different parts of the dryer system
Temperature measurements of bath fluid (alone) and shelf (when connected to bath) have
been discussed separately in the previous section. There have been differences in
temperature handling of between shelf and bath fluid. For the purposed of clarity, some terms
used here need to be defined: ‘Bath fluid (alone)’ is otherwise mentioned as internal
circulation and it means measurements of fluid temperature performed in the bath when RB12A was not connected or circulated out to-and-fro the shelf. While ‘shelf (external)’ is the
temperature measurement of shelf surface when heat transfer fluid was circulated through
the shelf channels to supply temperature to the shelf.
Table 3.3 shows the comparison between the two measurements. The final cooling for bath
(alone) measurement is lower than the shelf by 7.4 °C. It is important to mention that the
difference is lower (3.6 °C) in experiment where bath fluid was circulated to shelf and
measured at the same time as shelf in a continuous process. This value is lower than 6 °C
reported by Kuu et al., (2007) as the difference between fluid and shelf temperature, with
the inlet and outlet temperature difference of ~2.5 °C. The rate of cooling in bath (alone) is
higher as well compared to shelf, so it takes shorter time to cool down to 90% of the final
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temperature in bath (alone) than the shelf. One of the factors responsible for the differences
in temperature handling behaviours is thermal mass of the shelf. Heat radiation from the
shelf thermal mass is believed to have contributed to the higher temperature of the shelf.
Effects of thermal mass can be dependent on the thickness of the shelf plate, hence shelves
with 1.0 – 2 mm thickness of the top and bottom plates were recommended (Renzi, United
States Patent, 1996).

Table 3.3

Cooling and Reheating process parameters for different parts of the dryer system

Analytical
parameter

Bath fluid
(alone)

At inlet

At outlet

Shelf surface
(connected to bath)

Lowest
achievable
temperature
(LAT)

-35.6 oC

-32.8 oC

-31.9 oC

-28.2 oC

Time to
achieve 100%
LAT

2h

2.2 h

2.2 h

2.6 h

Initial cooling
rate

1 oC/min

1 oC/min

1 oC/min

0.58 oC/min

Cooling rate at
T90

0.3 oC/min

Time to
complete 90%
LAT (t90)

1h

Reheating rate
at T90

2.2 oC/min

Time to
complete 90%
reheating (T90)

0.4 h

0.27 oC/min 0.27 oC/min
1.2 h

1.22 h

2.2 oC/min 2.2 oC/min
0.4 h

0.4 h

0.12 oC/min
1.4 h

1.5 oC/min
0.5 h

Figure 3.25 shows the cooling curve for bath (alone) and shelf indicating individual T90 for
the two processes and influence of thermal mass on the shelf readings. Although Figure 3.28
compares the cooling parameters for the same process set up, the default thermal
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characteristics of the bath and shelf (unconnectedly) during freezing have been demonstrated
here. While bath cooling could reach T90 quicker, the shelf cooling attained T90 in 24 minutes
later. A direct comparison of cooling capacity between the two measurements is how long it
takes to cool down to a designated temperature. Bath cooling pushed down to -25.3 in 45
minutes while it takes shelf to reach the same temperature in 84 minutes, a 39 minutes later.
The difference in cooling rate is largely due to thermal mass of the shelf as mentioned earlier.
The other factor that could contribute to the difference in performance is the leakage of heat
from the walls of the connecting inlet tube which is ~75 cm in length. Although this tube is
insulated on the external walls using 3 cm thick Climaflex, it is likely to contribute in heat
transfer to the fluid flowing into the shelf channels. Temperature measurement at the inlet
of shelf channel shows that there is increase in temperature between bath and inlet of shelf
channel. The third factor that may be considered to have influence shelf temperature
measurement is heat radiation from the walls of the chamber. This has been extensively
reported in freeze drying as a major cause of heterogeneity in heat distribution in product
chamber.
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25.3 °C

Figure 3.25

Graph comparing the temperature profiles of bath and shelf cooling characteristics
indicating individual T90 for the two processes and influence of thermal mass on the shelf
readings

Heat transfer and distribution in shelf under vacuum chamber (1.4 mbar)
This experiment demonstrated the real situation of heat transfer and distribution in a freezedrying chamber. This is so given that vacuum pump was turned on during the entire
temperature measurement period and from which it can be established whether temperature
measurement can be affected by vacuum conditions or not.
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Shelf temperature measurement profile in chamber under vacuum of 1.4 mbar

Heat transfer and distribution in shelf under vacuum condition, as seen Figure 3.26 shows a
similar profile with that of the partial vacuum, 300 mbar (Figure 3.24) reported previously,
but for some reasons, the maximum cooling achieved in vacuum condition is -23 °C
compared -28.2 °C achieved in partial vacuum 300 mbar with approximately the same fluid
temperature. However, temperature measurement in vacuum condition demonstrated higher
level of temperature uniformity in different locations of the shelf with a 0.1 °C difference
between the front and back temperatures of the shelf as against 1 °C of the partial vacuum.
Report in literature showed variation in surface temperature for different shelves as 4 °C and
change in temperature between inlet and outlet as 2.45-2.85 °C (Kuu et al., 2007). But there
is a demonstration of poor heat transfer between fluid and shelf temperatures in vacuum
condition; while inlet fluid temperature during cooling was -32 °C the output on the shelf
was -23 °C, a temperature difference of 9 °C was observed compared to 4.3 °C previously
reported for fluid-shelf heat transfer under a mild vacuum environment. Throughout the
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measurement periods for both investigations the temperature differences between fluid in
shelf’s channels and shelf’s surface are consistence.

3.8.1.4 Temperature variation study in INLET and OUTLET of shelf channels
Depending on the stage of freeze-drying cycle, heat transfer fluid pumped into the shelf
channel can experience heat gain or loss at the outlet of the shelf. During freezing stage,
temperature of the fluid is lower, and it gain some heat from the shelf (which was already in
a higher temperature) in the outlet. Conversely in primary and secondary drying stage, the
fluid supplies a higher temperature to the shelf for sublimation or desorption, so because the
solution/product sitting on the shelf is cooler there will could be heat loss at the channel
outlet after the fluid has flowed through the whole lengths of the shelf channels.

Figure 3.27

Multiplex freeze dryer indicating different parts including inlet tube through which heat
transfer fluid is transported to the shelf channels, the positions of TC and chamber
housing the shelf.

Figure 3.27 shows the setup of the experiment to study temperature variation between the
inlet and outlet of the shelf channels. The total length of the channels is ~ 96 cm, each of the
inlet and the out tube is 75 cm long from the refrigerated bath and are adiabatically covered
with Polyethylene-based closed-cell foam pipe insulator (Climaflex) of 3 cm thickness. The
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TCs for inlet and outlet of shelf channels were place approximately 5 cm away from the
shelf.
This experiment was performed in two different chamber conditions as in the previous study
of heat distribution in shelf: first, under partial vacuum of 300 – 400 mbar and secondly,
under vacuum of 1.3 mbar. The reason for using a partial vacuum is to prevent condensation
and frozen water on the surfaces of shelf which can alter the output results in the outlet.

Figure 3.28

Temperature measurement profile for INLET and OUTLET of shelf channels heat
gain/loss study

As anticipated, the temperature profile in Figure 3.28 indicates that the average temperature
of fluid in bath at plateau is -34.1 °C. This is where temperature of the system is being
controlled and the bath temperature was set to -40 °C, however fluid in the bath (FHTFLO
Low Temperature Heat Transfer Fluid) only achieved an output of -34.1 °C. Reason for
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inability to achieve the set temperature is attributed to heat gain along the inlet and outlet
tubes which are 75 cm each, irrespective of tubes being adiabatically insulated.
At the inlet, just before fluid flows into the shelf channels TC reading for average
temperature at plateau during freezing is -32.8 °C and at the output it is -31.9 °C. So, the
temperature difference between the inlet and outlet of shelf channels is 0.9 °C. The graph
also showed the average temperature of the shelf surface of -28.2 °C indicating a temperature
difference of 4.3 °C between fluid in the channels and shelf top. This agrees with literature
value of 6 °C as the difference between fluid and shelf surface temperature (Kuu et al., 2007).
The measurement was carried out under vacuum condition (1.4 mbar) and similar variations
in temperatures were observed. It was observed that unlike measurement carried out under
partial vacuum condition where the difference between fluid and shelf temperature was ~4.3
°C (which shows that the heat transfer between fluid and shelf was improved), the shelf
temperature of the measurement under vacuum (1.4 mbar) shows a higher variation in
temperature between fluid and shelf, indicating a lower capacity (Table 3.4).
US Validation services recommends requirements in operational qualification OQ protocol
for ideal shelf study as follows: temperature difference on a shelf within ± 0.5°C and cooling
rate to be greater than or equal to 1°C/min. Cheng et al., (2014) showed heat distribution on
shelf improves (inlet/outlet temp. diff gradient reduces) with increased fluid flow rate.
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Temperature readings at various locations and variations for freeze dryer
heat transfer study under vacuum and no vacuum conditions

TC Location
Bath fluid
Shelf inlet
Shelf outlet
Shelf top surface
Compared locations

Inlet/Outlet
Channel fluid/Shelf top
surface
Bath fluid/Shelf top surface

Partial vacuum (300
mbar)
-34.1 °C
-32.8 °C
-31.9 °C
-28.2 °C

Vacuum (1.4 mbar)

Difference
Partial vacuum (300
mbar)
0.9 °C
4.3 °C

Difference
Vacuum (1.4 mbar)

5.9 °C

-32.2 °C
-31.2 °C
-30.3 °C
-23.2 °C

0.9 °C
7.6 °C
7.5 °C

These data can be used in several equations to calculate some fundamental parameters which
are useful in freeze drying process cycle including heat transfer parameters.

3.9 Sample measurements
3.9.1 Aim
i.
ii.
iii.

Study of rate of freezing and thawing of ice water to establish the performance
(freezing/reheating) capacity of the Multiplex PAT freeze dryer
Evaluation of the effect of vacuum on temperature measurement
Measurement of water vapour pressure and temperature relationship in vacuum
chamber

3.9.2 Method
Aluminum tray of 2 mm thickness with dimension: 11.5 𝑐𝑚 𝑥 8.5 𝑐𝑚 𝑥 2.0 𝑐𝑚 was filled
to almost capacity and TCs were positioned at the bottom and on top of water level
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respectively (Figure 3.29). The tray was placed on the shelf while another TCs was placed
and stuck on the shelf platform with a sticker. One of the three water vapour sensors
proposed to use in this study is Chilled mirror hygrometer (Optidew) whose mode of
operation was described below as found in the previous section.

Figure 3.29

Photo of a tray containing ice water sitting on freeze dryer shelf showing TCs placed on
top of the ice and bottom (not visible) to measure bottom and top ice temperatures
respectively
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Schematic of the freeze-dryer system presenting various units (pressure and temperature
control units, condenser and product chamber), with the position of Optidew on the bespoke
dryer estimating the gap between sensor and tray containing ice water

Figure 3.30 shows an overview of the general experimental set up indicating the components
of the bespoke dryer and their positions. The dryer was designed with the vapour sensor
positioned in the chamber through the top side of the chamber suspended at ~ 6 cm above
the surface of the tray containing water on the shelf. Note that for the experiments where
vials are used instead as sample containers, the Optidew would be sitting approximately ~ 2
cm distance from the top of a cluster of stoppered vials. The current set up involves a rotary
vane pump of the series CRVpro 6 was connected through the condenser chamber
(Micromodulyo condenser) positioned under the product chamber. Vacuum pressure was
monitored by the Multi-Range Vacuum Gauge - MRV 100 is was connected between the
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pump and condenser. All sensors were connected to PC interface for data recordings and
storage.
First, experiment was performed involving re-heating a frozen ice the tray with a number of
small steps in temperature, but each time the temperature is stepped up by ~4 oC it is held
for 1 hour which is long enough for the Optidew readings to equilibrate with the new ice
temperature. This experiment was first done without the vacuum in a closed system, i.e. with
all ports closed and the condenser off. However, it was also repeated under vacuum, but
condenser was left off to reduce sublimation of ice around the top TC sensor that might cause
a falsely high temperature reading. The risk of water passing into the oil of the vacuum pump
when condenser is off was considered and accepted in this experiment – the oil will be
changed after the experiment!
Another experiment supporting the above ones had the set up cooled for 4 h under ‘no’
vacuum and condenser, then reheated to -8 oC and hold for about 1 hour. Then vacuum was
turned on while still on temperature hold (-8 oC) for another 1 hour before recooling. In all,
temperatures and Wvp data were recorded.

3.9.3 Results Analysis
The relationship between temperature and vapour pressure means that both are dependent
on each other; increase in temperature causes an increase in vapour pressure and this can be
mathematically represented by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation as shown in equation 4.9.
In sub-ambient condition, temperature and vapour pressure relationship is relevant to freeze
drying cycle, hence Table 3.5 (from the Lyophilization Technology Inc.) shows different
temperatures of ice with corresponding vapour pressures.
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Table 3.5 Reference table for varied temperatures of ice with the corresponding vapour pressures
(https://www.lyotechnology.com/vapor-pressure-of-ice.cfm)

Table 3.5 will be used as reference in this investigation, the range of relevant temperatures
and vapour studies has been plotted in Figure 3.31.
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Reference graph for various temperatures of ice with the corresponding vapour pressures
within the parameter window of investigation – (https://www.lyotechnology.com/vaporpressure-of-ice.cfm)

It has been showed that the pressure P, the enthalpy of the phase change (i.e. vaporization
or sublimation) ∆𝐻VAP or SUB, and the temperature T are related by the equation:

𝑃
∆𝐻
𝑇 − 𝑇2
)
ln( 1) = ( 𝑠𝑢𝑏) × ( 1
𝑃2
𝑅
𝑇1𝑇2

Equation 3.1

where R is Ideal gas constant (0.008314 KJ/mol. K), heat of sublimation ∆𝐻𝑠𝑢𝑏 at 0 oC (51.06
KJ/mol). This equation allows the estimation of vapour pressure at one temperature, if the
vapour pressure is known at some other temperature with a known enthalpy of phase change.
In this report, equation 1 was used to predict the theoretical vapour pressures of ice at various
temperatures.

3.9.3.1 Measurements in Ambient Chamber Pressure
Temperature equilibrium:
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This helps to determine the time period of temperature stability and the degree to which it is
fluctuating during the steady state measurements. As explained in the method section,
temperature of ice was increased by ~4 oC and hold for about an hour for each step. These
steps are showed in Figure 3.32 illustrating regions of equilibrium or steady temperature
measurement indicated by dotted lines in the graphs.

Figure 3.32 Individual steps of measurements demonstrating stability of temperature measurement at certain
temperature in each step in ambient chamber.

The regions of steady temperatures with their corresponding WVP (measured) were used to
compare to the theoretical or calculated values of WVP.
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Step 2

Step 1

Step 3
Step 4

Step 5
Step 6

Figure 3.33

Regions of steady temperature measurements with their corresponding WVP measured
simultaneously for ambient chamber

Figure 3.33 shows the supposed regions of equilibrium measurements of both temperature
and vapour pressure in ambient chamber pressure. Although there is a great degree of the
Optidew response to the temperature changes, however it would be observed that the
temperature recordings demonstrate steadier values than the vapour pressures measured by
the Optidew. Reasons for the less stable values of the Optidew readings include: 1) the
chamber may not have an evenly distributed vapour pressure because there was no baffle
inside the chamber, so vapour from the ‘dead regions’ of the chamber might release vapour
to the sensor at will; 2) Optidew might be more sensitive than the thermocouple; 3)
Instrument (Factory) limitation.
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Statistical analysis of the stability of the measurements has be shown in Table 3.6 where
standard deviations and uncertainties of the individual steps are calculated.

Table 3.6
Temperatures and vapour pressures of different steps with their calculated standard
deviations and uncertainties of the measurements in ambient chamber pressure

While the standard deviations show the precisions of measurements in the stable periods, the
errors show the accuracies. Thermocouple measurement has demonstrated lower errors than
the Optidew in this stud, however, the focus is to determine whether Optidew stability is
suitable for the intended purpose which is, measurement of the exact WVP corresponding to
ice temperature in a freeze-drying chamber. Subsequent sections will give answer to the
above question.
Table 3.7 shows extracted data from the Table 3.6 to make it simpler. It shows standard
deviation and uncertainty during the period of temperature hold for each step. There average
stable hold time of 30 min for each step and the deviations and consequently the uncertainties
of the measurements within this time are low enough to qualify Optidew fit for use.
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Average temperatures of the steady state measurement in ambient chamber indicating
degrees of temperature drift in each step. The range over which each steady state period was
determined is marked by dotted lines on step

Figure 3.34 shows the graph of average temperature at each step to demonstrate the degree
of uncertainty of steady state measurements which justifies comparing temperature
measurement to WVP measurement at that stage. However, it is obvious that the temperature
uncertainties are too small that the error bars cannot be seen on the data points. The
information with the degree of uncertainty form temperature stability is plotted in Figure
3.34, but once again, the uncertainties for the steps are either zero or insignificant.
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Figure 3.34

Graph of the average temperatures of the steady state measurement in ambient chamber
indicating degrees of temperature drift in each step with error bars

3.9.3.2 Comparison between the measured and calculated WVP for ambient chamber
measurements
It should be remembered that ‘ambient’ measurement here means that the experiments of
temperature and vapour pressure measurements were done in a chamber without turning on
the vacuum pump. To establish reliability of Optidew sensor measurements, it was important
to compare its measured vapour pressure to the calculated theoretical data. To obtain data
for this comparison, 6-step temperature change was performed during reheating of ice water
in the freeze drying chamber and each step was held at constant temperature for 1 h with at
least 30 min constant temperature which was long enough for the system to find new
equilibrium indicated by a stable reading from the Optidew sensor. Table 3.8 shows the
differences between measured and theoretical vapour pressure for individual steps and it is
observed that difference between measured and calculated values of WVP increases with
increasing temperature. It was suggested that chamber saturation reduces in higher
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temperature, but this seems to be opposite of what was expected to happen considering VP
increases with temperature.

Table 3.8

Step-wise temperature and vapour pressure measurements in ambient chamber pressure
with predicted vapour pressures at individual steps indicating percentage difference between
the measured and calculated vapour pressure at a given temperature.

WVP/Pa WVP/Pa (Antoine
o
Temp/ C (Measured)
calculated)
Diff

%Diff

STD Dev Uncertainty

-21.5

77.2

89.2

12

13.5

8.5

6

-17.8

132.4

127.1

-5.3

-4.2

3.7

2.65

-14.7

153.2

169.6

16.4

9.7

11.6

8.2

-11.2

209.8

233.1

23.3

10.0

16.5

11.65

-7.7

285.5

317.6

32.1

10.1

22.7

16.05

-4.3

386.3

425.6

39.3

9.2

27.8

19.65

Standard deviation and consequently the uncertainty of the measurements is high, and the
reason has been suggested to be due to the 6 cm gap between the ice interface where
temperature readings were done and the Optidew sensor where WVP reading were taken.
Figure 3.35 presents the graph of the measured and the calculated VP at various steady
temperatures with the error bars on the measured. At each temperature step, measured
vapour pressure is higher than the calculated vapour pressure and this margin slightly
increases as temperature increases.
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Step-wise temperature and vapour pressure measurements in ambient chamber condition
with predicted vapour pressures at individual steps (triangles) and graph of measured with
error bars (dots)

3.9.3.3 Measurement under Vacuum (1.3mbar)
Temperature equilibrium assessment: This helps to determine the time period of
temperature stability and the degree to which it is fluctuating during the steady state
measurements. Just unlike measurements performed when vacuum pump was turned off in
previous section, this section reports the ones preformed under vacuum to determine
influence of vacuum on these measurements. In this experiment too, periods of relatively
steady state measurement were captured and analysed as showed in Figure 3.36 with
indicating dotted line where fluctuations in both variables were study.
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Individual steps of measurements demonstrating stability of temperature measurement at
certain temperature in each step during measurements under vacuum. The range over which
each steady state period was determined is marked by dotted lines on step
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Regions of steady temperature measurements with their corresponding WVP measured
simultaneously for vacuum measurements.

Figure 3.37 shows that both measurements agreed to maintaining certain average
temperature and VP, but once again, there is evidence that temperature is more constant with
lesser fluctuations.
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Temperatures and vapour pressures of different steps with their calculated standard
deviations and uncertainties of the measurements under vacuum condition

The information in Table 3.9 has been simplified into Table 3.10 showing the standard
deviations and uncertainties of individual step measurements. With the average 30 min
stable measurements, it is long enough to determine the stability of a measurement. These
data have shown that the sensors fluctuate but with acceptable limits, given average
uncertainties of 1.4 and 0.3 for WVP and temperature respectively.
Figure 3.38 is the plot of the of Table 3.10 to incorporate the insignificant error bars for
temperature measurements
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Average temperatures and pressures of the steady state measurement under vacuum
indicating degrees of temperature drift in each step

Av. Temperature /oc
(steady state)
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Figure 3.38

Graph of the average temperatures of the steady state measurement under vacuum
indicating degrees of temperature drift in each step with error bars
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Generally, these studies have shown that both vacuum measurements and ambient chamber
measurements have similar stabilities. Thermocouple is more stable in both vacuum and
ambient measurements. The reasons why lesser stability is found with Optidew, include one
or all of the following: 1) the chamber may not have an evenly distributed vapour pressure
because there was no baffle inside the chamber, so vapour from the ‘dead regions’ of the
chamber might release vapour to the sensor at will; 2) Optidew might be more sensitive than
the thermocouple; 3) Instrument (Factory) limitation, the first seems to be true. Table 12
shows that the average standard deviation in ambient WVP measurements is higher than that
of the measurement in vacuum suggesting that vacuum measurement is lower and steadier
because of suction effect of the vacuum pump which does not allow much influence of the
‘dead region’ or ‘dead zone’ of the chamber on Optidew measurement.

Table 3.11

Uncertainties in both ambient and vacuum measurement of WVP for determination of degree
of fluctuations in the conditions
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3.9.3.4 Comparison between the measured and calculated WVP for vacuum
measurements
Table 3.12 shows similar data as reported earlier in Table 3.8 for measurements in ambient
chamber pressure, however in this case, measurement was done under vacuum. Although
both results show similar disparities between measured and calculated vapour pressure, data
from vacuum experiment indicate a consistent slightly higher percentage difference between
measured and calculated vapour pressure with higher standard deviation and uncertainty in
each step. While the average percentage difference for ambient measurement is 8%, 13.2%
is the average percentage difference for the WVP measurement in vacuum. As reported
earlier, this may be down to the strong suction effects of the vacuum pump which can
influence ice interface pressure.

Table 3.12 Step-wise temperature and vapour pressure measurements under vacuum with predicted vapour
pressures at individual steps indicating percentage difference between the measured and calculated vapour
pressure at a given temperature.

o

Temp / C
WVP/Pa
(Measured) (Measured)

WVP/Pa
(Calculated)

Diff (Pa) %Diff

STD dev

Uncertainty

-24.7

60.6

65.1

4.5

6.9

3.2

2.25

-21.1

82.4

92.7

10.3

11.1

7.3

5.15

-17.1

112.1

135.2

23.1

17.1

16.3

11.55

-14.4

153.2

174.3

21.1

12.1

14.9

10.55

-11.2

200.2

233.1

32.9

14.1

23.3

16.45

-8.2

249

304

55

18.1

38.9

27.5
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As observed in the ambient chamber measurements, for every step of the steasy state
measurement the value of measured WVP is higher than the calculated pressure values. This
is again sugested to be down to the gap between humidity sensor and the thermocouple
placed on top of the ice interface. In Figure 3.39, the error bars of the uncertainties have
been included in the data plot demonstrating how the error increases with with temperature
and time.

Figure 3.39

Step-wise temperature and vapour pressure measurements under vacuum (1.3 mbar) with
predicted vapour pressures at individual steps (triangles) and graph of measured with error
bars (dots)

3.9.3.5 WVP uncertainty implications
Given the aim of this experiment: to investigate whether Optidew is fit for measurement of
vapour pressure above ice, it is important to interpret the errors of the measured vapour
pressures in terms of temperature at the ice interface. Table 3.13 shows the calculated values
leading to the establishment of temperature uncertainties from the individual uncertainties
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of the measured WVP in both ambient and vacuum chambers calculated from the following
equation:

𝑇2 (𝑖)

𝑃2 −1
𝑅
.
𝐼𝑛
(
1
𝑃1 )
= [ −
]
𝑇1
∆𝐻𝑠𝑢𝑏

Equation 3.2

where R is Ideal gas constant (0.008314 KJ/mol. K), heat of sublimation ∆𝐻𝑠𝑢𝑏 at 0 oC (51.06
KJ/mol), P1 is vapour pressure (Bar) at T1 and P2 is the vapour pressure (Bar) at T2 (i) which
is being calculated.
Results show that average uncertainty in terms of the ice interface temperatures for ambient
chamber is +1.0/-1.1 while that of the vacuum measurements is +1.4/-1.4 (+1.4). Individual
step measurements present a trend of increasing uncertainties with increasing temperature.
The average of 10% disparity between Optidew measurement of VP and the calculated VP
was attributed to three likely causes, namely: 1) gap between sensor and ice interface (~6
cm), 2) absence of baffle in the chamber to evenly distribute vapour pressure and 3)
instrument (factory) limitation. It is therefore recommended that a new experiment is
designed where the gap between measured ice surface and Optidew sensor is reduced to ~1
cm to rule out doubts. On the extreme, the chamber design can be modified to insert another
form of humidity sensor and installation of a fan in the chamber for an experiment that can
confirm the other factors.
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Table 3.13
Uncertainty calculations of the measurements in both ambient and vacuum chambers to
establish implication of errors in the measured WVPs in terms of the ice interface temperatures

3.9.3.6 Response time of humidity sensor (Optidew)
One of the factors that can affect the accuracy of a measurement sensor is its time of response
to the change of the variable being measured. Response time in this case refers to the time it
takes the humidity sensor placed in the freeze-drying chamber to respond to a (sudden)
change in concentration of vapour pressure in the chamber.
First, it is pertinent to determine the rise time for the application of this instrument for
measurement of vapour pressure above ice on the shelf in the chamber. The response time
has been defined with T63 and T90 which indicate how long it takes to ramp up to 63% or
90% of the final temperature. Without turning on vacuum, ice temperature was increased
which in turn increased the concentration of water vapour in the chamber and this was
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measured by the humidity sensor located 6 cm above the ice. The expected final vapour was
294 Pa, 63.2% and 90% of the final value were respectively calculated and marked along
the curve which were traced to their individual time constant.

Figure 3.40

First order linear time-invariant for reheating ice showing both temperature and vapour
pressure process curves indicating response time in minutes for vacuum measurements.

The difference between the 1st and 2nd time constant is considered as the response time,
(𝑡90 – 𝑡63 = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒). According to literature, half of the first-time constant is
acceptable for instrument response time.
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(https://www.vaisala.com/sites/default/files/documents/Response-time-in-humiditymeasurement-Technical-Note-B211803EN.pdf).
For the measurement carried out in vacuum condition (1.3 mbar), time response is less than
2 minutes and is lower than that calculated from the experiment with no vacuum (Figure
3.41). Compare to the 1-minute response period of the manufacturer, a higher value was

expected considering the gap between the sensor and ice interface.

Figure 3.41

First order linear time-invariant for reheating ice in vacuum condition (1.3 mbar)
indicating two time constants on vapour pressure curve.

Notice that the calculated response time value is slightly greater than half of the first time
constant. Factors believed to be responsible for the ‘Time Lag’ should be considered which
include distance between sensor and ice interface. We suggest that this can be improved by
cleaning the instrument appropriately and then reducing the gap between the ice surface and
the sensor head.

Effect of vacuum on ice temperature measurement
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Vacuum condition can influence temperature measurement; ice measurement under vacuum
and the one measured without vacuum showed different results (Figure 3.42). TC placed on
top of the ice was allowed to measure ice interface temperature in a steady state (-8 °C) for
over 50 minutes in the freeze-drying chamber without vacuum. Vacuum was applied and a
similar length of time was spent to measure ice interface temperature in a steady state
temperature of -8 °C, but it was observed that as soon as the vacuum was turned on to
evacuate the chamber at 1.3 mbar, the ice interface temperature was reduced by 3.1 °C with
a little overshoot before normalizing and stabilised for about 30 minutes (figure 4.42).

Figure 3.42

Temperature time profile showing measurement in ambient and vacuum conditions and
effect of vacuum on temperature measurement.

The decrease in temperature from -8.1 °C to -11.2 °C (~38%) due to vacuum application in
the chamber can be attributed the mechanism in sublimation of ice. It is suggested that
molecules of water on top of ice acquire sufficient force (energy) to break free from the mass
and ice become colder.
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3.9.3.7 Vapour pressure and temperature measurements in steady state under vacuum
The experimental values for vapour pressure and temperature relationship in this section
demonstrated 92% agreement with the theoretical values obtained from Antoine equation/
Clausius–Clapeyron relation. Although this measurement was done under vacuum where
one would expect a different result due to suction effect of the vacuum pump, both results
have demonstrated similar and good agreement with calculated values: 91.6% and 92%
agreement for non-vacuum and vacuum measurements.
In the steady state under vacuum condition, average temperature measure in one hour was 11.3 °C while the average vapour pressure measured within the same period and in the same
interval was 150 Pa (1500 µBar). Clausius–Clapeyron equation at this temperature obtains
231 Pa (2310 µBar).

Figure 3.43

Vapour pressure and temperature measurement profile at steady state of variable under
vacuum
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The general assumption in freeze drying is that vapour pressure of ice (𝑃𝑖 ) is saturated (100%
RH) during primary drying. Considering drying process which involves sublimation of ice
and transport of water vapour from sublimation front through the product chamber to the
condenser, it is assumed that the concentration of vapour pressure decreases from the ice
surface where it is saturated to the condenser. However, the current results are suggesting
that under vacuum vapour pressure on the surface of ice might not be saturated.
Depending on the vacuum level (example; low, medium, high, ultravacuum etc) in the
chamber, the percentage relative humidity (%RH) can change. The new observation is that
it may not be possible to achieve 100% RH on top of the ice under vacuum chamber. In
order words, vapour pressure of ice may not be saturated in primary drying stage.

3.9.4 TVIS measurements in Multiplex PAT freeze dryer
3.9.4.1 Aim
i.
ii.

Installation of new system of TVIS complex connection (IN-OUT passthrough
connection) on the Multiplex PAT Freeze-dryer
Assessment of compatibility/functionality of TVIS and its measurements in the
Multiplex PAT Freeze-dryer as a support PAT technology

3.9.4.2 Method
TVIS system was connected to the Multiplex PAT Freeze-dryer with an ‘IN-OUT’
passthrough connection method on one end of the dryer, Figure 3.44A. 28 vials were filled
with 3.5 g deionized water and loaded in the dryer, one of which is TVIS vial and two are
TC vials(Figure 3.44C). The fill volume 3.5 ml calculated from the fill factor (∅) of 0.7
which is equivalence to the height of the sample within electrode bound relative to the total
height of the electrode. The TVIS vial used was 10 mL type 1 tubular glass vial which was
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modified by attaching copper foil electrodes on the opposite external wall of the tubing vial.
Each electrode on the vial surface has a dimension of 10 × 19 mm for vertical and horizontal
dimensions respectively and carefully stuck as patches to the vial 3 mm above from the base.
The two TC vials were placed on both sides of the TVIS vial as neighbour vials and TypeK TCs were gently positioned in the vials through the rubber stopper making sure that the
TC sensors are at the mid-point of the sample bounded by the electrodes. This arrangement
is important considering the temperature equivalence of the neighbour vials since TC sensor
cannot be place in the same the TVIS vials to avoid distorted measurement spectrum and
incorrect results.
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(A) shows Multiplex PAT freeze dryer indicating the location TVIS passthrough (INOUT passthrough connection), (B) shows product chamber with vials arranged on the
shelf showing TVIS vial in the front, (C) demonstrating hexagonal arrangement of vials
on the shelf with TVIS positioned in between two TC vials.

Measurement
Sciospec 5-channel impedance analyser was used, however only one channel out 5 was
connected to the TVIS vial through the ‘IN-OUT’ passthrough connection method due to
the size of the bespoke passthrough designed for the Multiplex PAT freeze dryer. In this
experiment, junction box was placed outside the chamber due to the small size of the new
dryer (Figure 3.44B) contrary the conventional set up method where it is place inside the
chamber. Placing the junction box outside the chamber come with an impact, which is an
unwanted scattered spectrum due to lack of ‘faraday cage’ effect. This was mitigated be
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providing an improvised aluminium cage inside which the junction box was placed and was
earthed to the dryer chamber. The electrical capacitance spectra of the water sample were
measured within the TVIS vial over the frequency range of 10Hz to 1MHz with the scan
interval of 2 minutes and there were recorded in the Sciospec software. TC data were
recorded by the SE 520 Datalogger which was connected through a different electrical
passthrough meant for the TCs.
Process protocol
The samples were equilibrated for at 20 °C for 20 minutes before cooling. The instrument
was setup to ramp down from 20 °C to -40 °C and hold for a period of 3 h. there was no
specific freezing rate set since instrument operation does not allow such, however, the rate
will be estimated afterwards. The setup was reheated and frozen again to study performance
of the system and the lyophilization process parameters.

3.9.4.3 Results
Freezing phase
Because the instrument used (Multiplex PAT freeze dryer Freezing) was new, some
fundamental operation and temperature parameters required to be established. Although the
heat supplier bath was setup to ramp down to -40 °C, it was able to produce shelf lowest
temperature of -25.3 °C with the shelf channel temperature in the inlet being -31.2 °C. The
sample temperatures at plateau were -20.8 °C and -20.3 °C respectively for the two
thermocouples. Figure 3.45 shows the freezing temperature profile for the instrument
default freezing rate indicating the period of equilibrium soon after the nucleation event
evidenced by the inflection at -8.9 °C in 0.83 h. The curve shows that freezing temperature
was equilibrated within 1.7 h and freezing rate 𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑡 was estimated from the curve as 0.44
°C/min.
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Freezing temperature profile for the instrument default freezing rate indicating the
period of equilibrium after nucleation event evidenced by the inflection at -8.9 °C in 0.83
h

Previous experiment showed that the refrigerated bath has the capacity to cool fluid
temperature to -38 °C when it is not connected to the shelf where it would flow through a
long pathlength during which heat would be gained. In this experiment fluid temperature
was only -31.2 °C and was able to deliver -25.3 °C to the shelf surface. The reason for
temperature not being able reduce any more is due to the external circulation along the shelf
connecting tubes and shelf where heat is added to the fluid before arriving the heat exchange
bath. The difference between shelf and product temperature is ~5 °C, which explains the
heat transfer coefficient between the materials.

Reheating of water sample
Figure 3.46 shows the period of thawing the frozen water sample. The profile indicates a
fast reheating capacity 2 °C/min compare to the freezing. The result is not different from
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the those reported in the temperature studies of shelf and refrigerated bath as the
components of Multiplex PAT freeze dryer.

Figure 3.46

Temperature profile for water sample reheating period

Calculation of heat transfer at the steady state
Temperature data obtained from experiment described above can be used to determine freeze
drying heat transfer parameters such heat transfer coefficient at different locations including
fluid-shelf heat flow, shelf-product heat flow etc. Example of heat transfer coefficient
𝐾𝑣 equation:

𝐾𝑣 =

𝑑𝑚
)
𝑑𝑡

∆𝐻𝑠 (

𝐴𝑣 (𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑏 )

Equation 3.3

Where 𝐾𝑣 is heat transfer coefficient across vial, 𝑇𝑠 is shelf surface temperature, 𝑇𝑏 is
product temperature, ∆𝐻𝑠 is heat of sublimation of ice is, 𝐴𝑣 is cross-sectional area of vial
outer diameter, and provided dm/dt, the drying rate is known.
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TVIS data analysis
Data are recorded and saved in the Sciospec software which are extracted and analysed in
terms of parameters including frequencies, real part and imaginary capacitance and times by
the application of LyoViewTM software. Figure 3.47A shows 3D-plot of TVIS response
surface for freezing time (0 – 3 h) obtained from the LyoViewTM demonstrating (A) peak
movement along the frequency with respect to time, and (B) single spectrum representation
of the 𝐶ʺ𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 at 0.2 MHz, (𝐶ʺ (0.2 MHz)). The LyoViewTM enables the first-hand
extraction and assessment of the data for possible information that could be obtainable in the
entire process run period as well as providing opportunity for targeting specific frequencies
and time-points for any required information.

Figure 3.47

TVIS Response Surface (3D-Plot obtained from the LyoViewTM) showing (A) peak
movement along the frequency with respect to time (B) single spectrum representation
of the CʺPEAK at 0.2 MHz
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Figure 3.48 is a classic example of TVIS measurement spectrum for liquid solution with
respect to temperature. It mirrors the behaviours of glass vial and its content (composite)
with respect its changing temperature given its ability to measure the dielectric property of
a material which is reflected in the thermo-physical behaviours of such material, in this case
it is water. The spectra are denoted with thick black arrows (one for each) pointing at the
direction of movement of 𝐶ʹ𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 and 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 : 1) the movement of the peak towards the lower
frequencies as a result of decreasing temperature of the system, a process attributed to the
relaxation process in liquid sample Maxwell-Wagner (MW) polarization and this is
physically characterized by the reduction of molecular mobility of the particles in the
solution, 2) the downward movement of the 𝐶ʹ𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 (i.e., reduction of peak height) in
response to the decreasing temperature and frequency. The changing position and height of
the dielectric loss peak would continue so long as the temperature continues to decrease until
a point of phase transition of liquid to solid water

/ Hz

Figure 3.48

/ Hz

TVIS measurement spectrum for real part capacitance (left) which shows a consistent
movement of spectrum downwards towards lower capacitance with time and
temperature and imaginary part capacitance (right) during freezing step showing peak
movement towards the lower frequencies with time and temperature
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Notice that the temperature sensors (TCs) have indicated the nucleation onset before
the TVIS parameters at approximately -8.9 °C. The reason is not far from what was expected
being that the TVIS vial and TC vial were placed adjacent to each other, but while the TVIS
sensors (electrodes) are not placed inside the solution (as the pair of electrodes are attached
to the external walls of the vial) the TC vial contains a sensor cable placed in the solution
which is capable of creating a homogeneous nucleation site thereby bringing about earlier
nucleation event before the TVIS vial. In this case nucleation temperature is determined by
a calibration curve of temperature against log 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 and extrapolated to the frequency where
the spike occurred (Figure 3.49). Temperature calibration enabled the determination of the
ice nucleation temperature, 𝑇𝑛 at -10.2 °C in the extrapolation as shown in Error! Reference s
ource not found.. In rare occasions TVIS vial solution may indicate nucleation onset before
TC vial close to it. This might happen as a result of unevenly distributed pressure in the
chamber which can form a ‘mini cyclone’ that find its way into a TVIS vial. This pressure
perturbation event in the TVIS vial is capable of changing the enthalpy of the system which
can result to heterogeneous nucleation onset. In this case, nucleation temperature can be read
directly from the corresponding TC value.
Note that the data in Figure 3.49 is generated by collecting the TC data of the
neighbouring TC vial of the test TVIS vial which measures impedance in frequencies.
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Temperature calibration of the TVIS parameter, 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 to enabled the determination of
the ice nucleation temperature 𝑇𝑛 at -10.2 °C

In high frequency, 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) is insensitive to heat so it behaves differently. It has a
peculiar manner of responding to the exothermic event due to super-cooling of water.
𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) does not respond to the temperature upsurge but it is sensitive to ion mobility,
hence, it responded to the effect of the exotherm which is ‘ice matrix formation’
characterised by reduction of molecular mobility. This may have resulted to the sudden
decrease of dielectric storage value.
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TVIS spectral profiles showing time and temperature dependent response to
thermophysical events during freezing period. Each imaginary part capacitance
spectrum on the left side has a corresponding temperature and real part capacitance
representation of point of event on the right side. The response patterns from 0.8 h to 0.9
h of freezing are shown in Figure 3.51.
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…continuation of Figure 3.50. TVIS spectral profiles showing time and temperature
dependent response to thermophysical events during freezing period. Each imaginary
part capacitance spectrum on the left side has a corresponding temperature and real
part capacitance representation of point of event on the right side. The response pattern
from 0.93 h of freezing through nucleation to 1.03 h are shown.
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Figure 3.50 and Figure 3.51 demonstrate TVIS spectral profiles showing time and
temperature dependent response to thermophysical events around freezing period. Each
imaginary part capacitance spectrum on the left side has a corresponding temperature and
real part capacitance representation indicating point of event on the right side. The figures
show how temperature reduces during freezing stage and the corresponding 𝐶ʺ𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 and
𝐶ʹ(0.2MHz) response from 0.8 h of freezing through nucleation to 1.03 h. The dotted line
across the temperature and 𝐶ʹ(0.2MHz) profile for each group of spectra represent movement
of time in interval of two minutes. Figure 3.51E shows the moment of nucleation which is
indicated by shift in 𝐶ʺ𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 (left) and a downward skip in 𝐶ʹ(0.2MHz) curve at
approximately 0.93 h of freezing. From A – G of Figure 3.50 and Figure 3.51, 𝐶ʺ𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾
spectra are shown with previous and current spectra indicated by grey and black colours
respectively. In Error! Reference source not found., it is shown that the solidification p
eriod lasted for 24 minutes before the end of solidification which was only determined by
𝐶ʹ(0.2MHz) (high frequency) signified by equilibration or flattening of the relaxation curve.
This information can be used to estimate the rate of solidification.

Temperature dependence and calibration
While TVIS parameters are said to be almost temperature dependent in the low frequencies
(e.g., 10 Hz), 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 has demonstrated great temperature dependency in higher frequencies
in addition, hence, the ideal parameter for temperature measurement in freeze drying cycle.
Imaginary part capacitance, 𝐶ʺ𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 temperature dependency has been demonstrated during
the reheating part of annealing stage. All the 𝐶ʺ𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 were selected for the whole period of
temperature ramping (-20.2 °C to -2.1 °C) and indicating data acquisition times in the
interval of two minutes as illustrated in Figure 3.52.
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Imaginary part capacitance spectra of water sample demonstrating the temperature
dependency during the reheating step from -20.2 to -2.1 °C

Spectra shows a consistence movement of the peak amplitude, 𝐶ʺ𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 from the lower
frequencies towards the higher frequencies with increasing temperature. This supports the
explanation of mechanism of dielectric loss in liquid water/glass wall attributed MaxwellWagner (MW) polarization with a high frequency of dielectric loss peak compare to the
dielectric polarization of ice with a low frequency dielectric loss peak.
Figure 3.53 is a temperature calibration for TVIS parameter, log 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 for its suitability for
estimating the product temperature during primary drying. Calibration is achieved by
plotting the reheating product temperature data with the corresponding TVIS peak
frequency, log 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 data from which the correction coefficient is established to compensate
for the impact of temperature on the TVIS parameter.
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Temperature calibration for TVIS parameter, log 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 for it suitability for estimating
the product temperature during primary drying

The calibration curve for temperature and log 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 over the freeze drying relevance range
of temperatures modelled using a second order polynomial from which the polynomial
coefficients can be used to estimate product temperature during primary drying from TVIS
log 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 .
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3.9.5 Optical measurement of water vapour in the chamber
For the same purpose of measuring WVP above a cluster of vials in the different locations
of the drying chamber and with the same concept as with the THz-TDS in chapter 3,
experiment was designed to use laserIR to measure range of vapour pressures relevant to the
primary-drying stage (i.e., 4 Pa to 175 Pa which is equivalence to an ice interface
temperature of –50 to –15 °C). Figure 4.50 shows the experimental set up comprising
different instruments/parts involved in the experiment. This study was aimed to investigate
whether laser power can measure water vapour pressure by laser absorption (with IR laser
absorption approach) which can be used for monitoring lyophilization process.

3.9.5.1 Method
Laser selection: In one of the earlier similar studies, rotational absorption lines and
vibrational band of water vapour was measured which demonstrated the possibility of using
vertical-cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) based spectroscopy for water vapour
measurements (Cattaneo et al., 2004; Reichert et al., 2007). However, the measurement was
performed in ambient and very high temperatures and the absorption spectrum of water
vapor in the 940 nm region. Most low-cost laser modules are only available in range of
wavelengths in the market, example, 405 – 532 nm, 635 – 780 nm, 808 nm - 850 nm etc. In
this study, we have selected 980 nm (the available one) which falls into the IR water vapour
absorption window of 884 – 990 nm. Note that signals are detected in different wavelengths
which can also be represented in frequencies, wavenumbers etc depending on choice.
To investigate the different concentration effects of water vapour on the IR laser absorption,
hydrogen and helium gases were injected into the chamber then their effects were observed
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and analysed. This was done in separate experiments while the change in vapour pressure
concentration in the chamber was being measured.

Figure 3.54

Experimental setup with instruments/parts labelled with numbers: 1) Powermeter interface; 2) Grey-test-chamber; 3) Hygrometer sensor; 4)
Helium/nitrogen cylinder; 5) Hygrometer interface; 6) Lasers; 7) Powermeter sensor; 8) Tripod stand

A small chamber (Grey-test-chamber) was provided which has 17 cm pathlength and was
equipped with laserIR on one end as the emitter. The chilled mirror hygrometer instrument
was set up inside the Grey-test-chamber to measure the concentration of water vapour
pressure in the chamber during the experiment. Peristaltic pump was used to
increase/decrease vapour concentration (as required) and power meter (the laser power
detector) was set up at the receiving end of the chamber with frequency/wavelength set up
as required.
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The laser device was switched on and propagated across the chamber from the other
(emitting) end of the grey-test-chamber and the power meter (PM) at the receiver end
measured the energy of the transmitted laser light. This actually measures the amount of
power that is contained in the photon transmitted through the (pool of) water vapour in the
chamber. In order words, high concentration of water molecules absorb a lot of power from
the laser photon thereby reducing the power detected by the PM. In contrast, low
concentration of vapour in the chamber increases the power transmitted to the sensor (PM)
in Watt.
3.9.5.2 Results
When nitrogen was gradually injected in the chamber at very low rate, the water vapour
concentration continued to reduce while it is being measure, but IR laser absorbance was
limited to 1800 Pa (see graph Figure 3.55A), even when the Optidew measurement showed
a much lower concentration. Figure 4.51B had helium gas in the background, and it shows
improved measurement until 780 Pa before the absorption line was plateaued. Although both
experiments showed laserIR response to decreasing water vapour in the chamber following
the purging of the inert gases, they did not measure water vapour down to 175 Pa which is
about the maximum of freeze-drying relevance value for water vapour pressure. Both gases
were used at different experiments to gradually evacuate the chamber of water vapour while
vapour sensors measure its concentration in a continuous process. The expectation was that
laserIR could measure sample until water vapour concentration in the chamber is
approximately zero as measured by the hygrometer instrument, Optidew. The reason would
be insufficient signal-to-noise ratio of IR laser absorption by the water vapour where
unpredicted noise may have originated from: injected gas turbulence in the chamber,
uncalibrated laser and sensor, laser instability at different temperatures, etc.
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Power-meter measurement curve for: (A) water vapour measurement in a chamber when
nitrogen was injected and (B) water vapour measurement when helium gas was injected
in the chamber
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Figure 3.56 Absorption coefficient estimation

Figure 3.55 shows that both measurements never reached closed to zero concentration of
sample even when Optidew data showed a concentration of water vapour close to zero. The
results suggest that the both gases (hydrogen, helium) are not fully transparent for IR laser.
Given the inability of the laserIR (λ = 980nm) to measure water vapour within the target
range as applied to freeze drying cycle in the presence of the inert gases, a partial verdict of
unsuccessful measurement was concluded. However, there is one more opportunity to test
this application; WVP measurements in another chamber (Multiplex PAT freeze dryer)
where chamber is evacuated with vacuum pump. In this case, the nitrogen and helium gases
will not be used. However, from the measurement, absorption coefficient was calculated as
shown in Figure 3.56
Figure 3.57 shows the design for laser measurement of WVP pressure in the vacuum
chamber. A cluster of lasers (7 lasers, λ = 980nm) was arranged in the left side of the chamber
while the other end (right) contains a 25 mm diameter convex lens and the power meter (PM)
placed at its focal point. The lens is meant to collect all the laser beams to the ~1 cm aperture
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of the PM. This design provides opportunity to use only one laser in the experiment while
others are switched off. Each of the lasers is 5 mW.

Figure 3.57

Laser setup design for multiplex PAT freeze dryer

The experiments using the setup in figure 4.58 did not give any reliable results. Even when
the number of lasers was reduced considering the negative influence in total absorbance, the
signals output was not as expected. Table 3.14 shows the data recorded from the experiments
and several factors were suggested to have contributed to the poor output of the experiments.
Vacuum condition was suggested to have negatively affected the signal and have caused
drift to the laser beams; there is opportunity to investigate this impact further. Although the
laser setup design for multiplex PAT freeze dryer (Figure 3.57) contains plexiglasses
(yellow in colour) positioned in the tubulated flanges in both ends of the chamber, these
were not used during the experiments. The plexiglasses were supposed to serve as a barrier
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between the vacuum environment and the laser power meter/lens to prevent any physical
effects or drifts on the sensors. However, they were removed before experiments to avoid
measurement of additional vapour outside the target domain that contains the actual vapours
from the product in the chamber. It is recommended that further investigation would ensure
that the plexiglasses were placed back in position. Laser requires to be fired up (20 - 30
minutes) to make sure it is stable before starting a power measurement. The power detector
would be needed to heat up (2 minutes) to equilibrate with surrounding temperature as
otherwise can negatively affect measurement (https://www.gentec-eo.com/blog/how-tomeasure-laser-power (accessed: 29-06-2020).

Table 3.14

Multiplex PAT freeze dryer - Absorption measurements with IR laser

Measurement
number

Conditions

Humidity
sensor
WVP (Pa)

1
2
3
4

No vacuum
Vacuum
Ice + no vacuum
Ice with vacuum

589
10
782
40

Laser
Approximate test
power
period
(mW)
λ = 980nm
19.06
15 – 20 min
19.17
15 – 20 min
19.14
15 – 20 min
18.98
15 – 20 min

Data showed in Table 3.14 is a complicated one considering the inconsistency of
measurement values; hence the application requires further investigation with other type of
lasers. In the experiments 1, water vapour concentration of the ambient chamber pressure
was 589 Pa with a corresponding power meter value of 19.06 mW. However, when vacuum
was applied in experiment 2, the vapour concentration was reduced to 10 Pa (~98%) while
its corresponding power meter value increased to 19.17 mW (0.58%). First, the directions of
changes in humidity values and laser power values were expected (i.e., opposite direction),
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what did not seem right in the measurement was the proportionality of parameter change;
98% change in water vapour concentration measured by Optidew should be expected in laser
detector as against the disproportionate 0.58%. Although the above results may be weakly
accepted if logically supported, experiment 3 & 4 were not in consistence with the
measurement principles. Since power meter detects energy in the propagated beam, higher
concentration of water vapour leads to low transmitted photons which shows a reduced
power value. The opposite is the case for a low concentration of water vapour in the chamber
where laser power value will be high.
Moreover, it should be noted that laser absorption by the gases has different physical
principles compare to the humidity sensor measurement, which measures locally, whereas
the laser beam interacts with the whole chamber’s interior domain from one tip to another,
hence affected heavily by the gas circulation and turbulence during its injection.
LaserIR application in this method is not recommended, further work recommendation is
making a design of cavity mirrors to increase laser path 5-10-fold to magnify absorption
level.

3.10 Conclusions
In the development of freeze dried product, there are three major aspects to achieving the
target product quality: the first is equipment design, impacts of equipment design and
geometry on the final product quality have been discussed in the literature (Barresi et al.,
2018) and more extensively in chapter 4 (the CFD modelling part). The second is the process
design with respect to CPP which are important variables that can greatly impact the CQA
and must be closely monitored to in order to detect any deviations from the design space.
and the third being the initial formulation considering the CMA – the properties of the input
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materials. With the above 3 aspects carefully secured, the quality of the final product can be
assured, hence, the principle and emphasis of QbD according to the ICH guidelines.
This chapter has focused partly on the design of freeze-drying equipment and introduction
of new method of monitoring freeze drying cycle which includes vapour pressure
measurement above the vials in the chamber for subsequent estimation of other process
parameters. A freeze dryer is a system that comprises a number of control units including
temperature control unit, condenser unit, pressure control unit and product shelf. All must
perform within required range to avoid process failure.
For the purpose of the current measurements, the instrument dimensions were based on the
preliminary studies of the pathlengths of the optical PAT sensors used (i.e., THz and
laserIR). While the THz-TDS remote application demonstrated ~30 cm pathlength, the
laserIR system showed far more than that, so the Multiplex PAT freeze dryer was built to
the achievable THz pathlength. While sorting the pathlengths, the accompanying challenge
was beam alignment between the emitter and receiver due to the small size of beam diameter;
this was overcome using visible laser pointer at one end of the set up to detect its position at
the other end. Performance qualification of Refrigerated Bath (RB-12A) showed that the
instrument has lowest achievable temperature LAT of -35.6 °C with initial cooling rate of 1
o

o

C/min and rate of cooling at 90% MAT was 0.3 C/min. It took 1.8 h to cool down to the

90% LAT which was not good enough. But when fluid flow was connected externally to
supply temperature to the shelf the LAT was -32 °C whereas average shelf temperature was
-27.7 °C. Thermal mass of the shelf and they lengthy connecting tubes (2x75 cm) were
suggested to have contributed to the leakage of heat into the flowing fluid. Heat distribution
on the shelf was considered homogenous give the 0.1 °C temperature variation between front
and back of shelf surface. Heat transfer study of the bespoke shelf shows that thermal mass
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has a significant effect on heat transfer in shelf; the temperature variation between heat
transfer fluid in shelf channel and shelf surface was 4.15 °C while the difference between
inlet and outlet temperature was 1 °C.
WVP measurements performed in the Multiplex PAT freeze dryer using Optidew (humidity
sensor) demonstrated a response time of 2 minutes, which is a bit higher than expected. Two
factors suggested to have caused the approximate 6 cm gap between sensor head and ice
interface being measured and the ‘dead volume’ in the upper part of the chamber created by
the design geometry. Micromodulyo condenser is positioned in the bottom part of the
system, so sublimed water has tendency to flow downward towards the condenser whereas
the upper part of the chamber by the corners can trap vapour which can result to more
concentrations in the dead volumes.
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4 COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMIC (CFD)
MODELLING OF MULTIPLEX PAT FREEZE
DRYER
4.1 Introduction
Over the years, there have been efforts to optimise freeze drying cycle to make it more
efficient and economical to industrial applications. These include series of time-consuming
trial-and-error laboratory experiments and more recently the application of computational
modelling. The aim of the various optimization techniques is to reduce the drying time,
reduce risk of process failure, formulation improvement, robust process cycle, better quality
product etc. Simulation of freeze-drying process cycle using mathematical model,
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) has proven to be effective in the recent years. CFD
models have shown that the design of the equipment is capable of influencing the quality of
the final product (as per quality by design, QbD) in addition to the impacts of the
conventional factors such as temperature and pressure. The parts of the equipment that have
been previously studied, though not exhausted, and established to significantly impact
product outcome include product chamber, duct, valve and condenser. The geometry of a
freeze dryer equipment with respect to the above parts is an important consideration in the
design of a dryer as the vapour transport system is highly dependent on their
location/position, operation capacity and optimum operation levels.

Prior simulation and optimization of the freeze-drying process could avert batch failures
from occurring. Much attention is always on the primary drying phase as it is typically the
longest and most delicate stage of the freeze-drying process. Application of model-based
optimization in this stage can significantly reduce the total trial, processing time and
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operating costs while product quality is improved. A major advantage of applying
computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) modelling as a tool for quality by design in freeze
drying cycle is that it helps to create a temporal dynamic design space in the primary drying
phase of a pilot/lab-scale dryer and with which the process is easily optimised in real time
subsequently.
It follows that the critical process parameters (CPPs) of the primary drying process,
including chamber pressure (Pc) and shelf temperature (Ts), are dynamically adjusting in
order to compensate for process disturbances and the dynamic physical state of the product,
i.e., the dried layer thickness which increases with the drying time (Mortier et al., 2016;
Fissore et al., 2011).
With the information of some variables, for example: ice interface temperature, chamber
pressure, shelf temperature etc depending on what is required, any unknow parameters
would be determined by the mechanistic modelling. Moreover, with models, process may
be driven to the highest limit or boundary without any risk of product failure and this can be
repeated multiple times to achieve the require design space (Pisano et al., 2011).
Proper understanding of the mechanics and fundamental requisites in model-based approach
was found to be very useful in equipment design, process monitoring and technology transfer
(Fissore et al., 2012; Barresi et al., 2013; Fissore et al., 2015)
Ganguly et al. (2013) reported a simulation framework involving system-level coupled
sublimation-condensation model using CFD simulations to determine dynamic process as a
function of process design. The model demonstrated the effect of shelf temperature and
loading using production-scale dryer. Other modelling reports include the duct conductance
as a fundamental characteristic of equipment design, lumped dynamic product chamber
model for primary drying endpoint (Pisano et al., 2016) and measurement of valve-less duct
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for estimation of sublimation (Fissore et al., 2014; Pisano et al., 2016). Duct conductance is
dependent on the size of apparatus, pressure and its geometry, this can only be determined
by the CFD modelling and experimental measurements.

TDLAS as one of the PATs for monitoring lyophilization process is placed in the duct
connecting the chamber and condenser which measures sublimation rate, gas velocity and
density from which mass flux is calculated (Gieseler et al., 2007), this PAT has been
calibrated using CFD (Ganguly et al., 2012; Alexeenko et al., 2009). Fluid flow in the
modelling of sublimation is generally subsonic which can be treated with incompressible
solver for CFD. On having a reduced low pressure in the chamber due to efficient evacuation
of large volume of pressure created by sublimation, the Mach Number may likely increase
to 1 which can then be described with compressible solver for CFD.

Aim of this chapter
This chapter aims to simulate the freeze-drying process in Multiplex PAT freeze dryer
(discussed in chapter 4) with respect to: 1) heat distribution and channel fluid flow model in
the bespoke freeze dryer shelf, 2) vapour transport and distribution in the dryer chamber.
Other process control relevant parameter will be revealed such as choke flow, sublimation
rate and vapour flow velocity which can be plug into the rate equation to estimate ice
interface temperature. This information can be important in establishing design space in
process development (quality by design, QbD).
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4.2 Method
Computer Aided Drawing (CAD) model of Multiplex PAT freeze dryer was initially created
which includes individual replica for both shelf and product chamber with attached large
evacuating duct that connect the product chamber to the Micromodulyo condenser. Process
simulations were separately performed for shelf and drying chamber; while shelf simulation
was based on fluid flow mechanism in the shelf channels for heat transfer study, the chamber
was simulated for water vapour flow mechanics and distribution from the sublimation front
to the end of evacuating duct (next to condenser chamber).

4.2.1 Fluid-channelled stainless-steel shelf
4.2.1.1 Geometry
The shelf is a bespoke design made of stainless steel with overall dimensions shown in figure
5.1.

Figure 4.1

Fluid channel freeze dryer shelf: (A) One dimensional free-hand sketch of the shelf
showing some dimensions, (B) 3-dimensinal computer aided drawing of the shelf
indicating its channels
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Heat flow during freezing stage when sample temperature is approximately 20 C (water) and
early primary drying stage when sample temperature become ~-40 C (ice slab) were
simulated. Therefore, to represent water in freezing step and ice during drying step in
different simulations, a block of sample of 2 cm height from the top of shelf was placed to
cover the entire surface of the shelf to indicate a fully loaded chamber. The shelf channels
were filled with heat transfer fluid which flows within the channels at specified temperatures
depending the stage of process simulation (Error! Reference source not found.).
4.2.1.2 Meshing
Ansys CFX was lunched to import the 3-D model of the freeze dryer shelf which was meshed
with quadratic cells. With Mesh Adaption in CFX, appropriate refinement was performed
from the coarse cell to arrive in ~600,000 quadratic grids. This means that as the solution is
calculated in every single cell and the finer the mesh the more accurate is the result, although
this can take the CFX solver a longer time to complete in addition to the set iteration number.
It may be worth knowing that this software initially generate coarse mesh but it is always
advisable to refine mesh considering the problem requirement; in fact different surfaces of
solid can be meshed to different grid with the more important part being more refined for
more calculations to be concentrated in the area.
4.2.1.3 Boundary setup
Boundary conditions were applied to all the surfaces of the bounding regions of flow
domain. Boundary conditions of this simulation includes the fluid inlet, fluid outlet, the walls
of the channels which were specified as non-adiabatic boundaries and the heat transfer fluid
(silicon oil). The inlet temperature of the fluid was set as 223 K while fluid flow rate was
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0.1 kgs-1. To study heat distribution in shelf and heat transfer between shelf and sample
(water) in freezing step, temperature was set as 293 K for water sample siting on the shelf.
The walls of the channels were specified non-slip flow and non-adiabatic to the external
influence. Given the normal condition of freeze-drying process which is influenced by the
heat conduction due to radiation from the wall of chamber, the shelf also can be influenced
by this limitation, hence this boundary setup does not insulate the external walls of the shelf
so as to the real-time condition. The simulation was performed in laminar flow regime using
CFD commercial code Ansys CFX. CFX solver is able to run a setup with required
input/boundary conditions which have a stated number of iterations and adjustment can be
done to the input variables until the accepted target model is achieved after series of
simulations.
It follows that CFD method analyses the flow of the fluid using partial differential equations,
considering the laws of energy conservation, mass and momentum and complex problems
involving the interactions of fluids and heat flows are solved. The partial differential
equations are converted to algebraic equations and solved numerically by the CFD solvers
(Femto Engineering, 2017).
For the study of heat transfer and distribution during primary drying, sample (ice slab)
temperature was reduced to 233 K (-40 C) (figure 5.3) while the shelf inlet temperature
increased to 238 K (-35 °C) to simulate its steady state in early stage.

4.2.2 Product chamber
4.2.2.1 Geometry
The chamber was designed to the same dimensions with Multiplex PAT freeze dryer which
has the horizontal tube dimensions as 20 𝑐𝑚 × 18 𝑐𝑚 and the attached vertical tube
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(evacuating duct) which is 12 𝑐𝑚 × 13.2 𝑐𝑚 (internal dimensions), see Figure 4.2. The
volume of chamber is ~6700 cm3. A block of 2 cm height representing ice slab was
positioned on the shelf which sits about 3 cm above the bottom of the horizontal tube. There
is approximately 1.5 cm gap between the end of shelf and endcap in both sides of the
chamber; the gaps were consciously created to allow the flow of sublimed water vapour
towards the duct outlet positioned under the shelf, and then to the condenser. Although the
Multiplex PAT freeze dryer has a 1.5 L capacity Micromodulyo condenser, this design does
not include the condenser part. This part is currently not relevant to the aim of the project
which includes modelling the water vapour flow mechanics in the Multiplex PAT freeze
dryer from which vapour distribution and its flow velocity can be classified.

Figure 4.2

(Left) Chamber design showing dimensions of parts and location of shelf loaded with ice
slab/shelf in the chamber, (Right) CAD model of the chamber

The vertical tube represents a large duct (considering the dimensions of the product
chamber) connecting the condenser and product chamber. In normal freeze dryer design as
reported in the introduction above, such duct has a significant impact on the vapour flow
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mechanics; while a large duct favours conduction rate, small duct can be easily susceptible
to flow resistance and choke flow.
4.2.2.2 Mesh adoption for chamber simulation
As mentioned in the previous section, meshing is an important part of the computational
fluid dynamics simulations; it divides a surface into component cells and grids in which
mathematical calculations are performed for each cell such that loads are evenly distributed
of the cells for more accurate output. Also mentioned is the fact that various parts of a solid
design can be meshed with different sizes of the mesh depending of the centre focus of the
simulation. In this case, ice slab on the shelf was refined to smaller cells for easy
identification of what happens at the sublimation interface.

4.2.2.3 Boundary setup
The domains, boundaries and the physics of the model were setup for the simulation in this
stage where the model’s section energy equation was enabled, mass and continuity with
additional rate equation. Enabling the viscous allows to solve for turbulent flow, laminar
flow and inviscid. Ansys CFX has database for so many variables needed for fluid flow
simulations and these materials were added including ice, water vapour, metal body etc, and
there their properties were automatically generated from the Ansys CFX to behave in certain
manner during simulation process. Boundaries were defined for modelling which allows
each zone with peculiar characteristic behaviour while conducting the calculations. Ice slab
identified as inlet where vapour pressure is produced during sublimation and having pressure
of 24.9 Pa. The end of the evacuating duct was defined as the outlet. These parameters were
left constant while mass flow rate was varied in different runs for the system to simulate the
mechanistic vapour flows in the chamber with respect to vapour distribution and velocity of
flux. In another simulation study, pressure in the inlet and that of the outlet were varied in
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opposite direction model pressure gradient between sublimation interface and condenser, for
example inlet pressure increases while the outlet pressure reduces. Choke flow condition
was studied when the pressure gradient was equivalent to zero, i.e., inlet pressure was setup
to be equivalent to the outlet pressure where flow velocity and vapour distribution can also
be viewed. Velocity and pressures in different parts of the dryer are of essence. Empirical
data have been collected for measurement in Multiplex PAT freeze dryer, data from the
above modelling can be contrasted and velocity form the flow simulation can be applied in
the freeze-drying rate equations as described in the introduction and chapter two of this
report.

4.3 Results and Discussions

4.3.1 Shelf modelling
4.3.1.1 Heat flow simulation in primary drying stage
The heat flow direction in primary drying is different from that of the freezing stage in the
sense that fluid temperature in the channels is higher than the product temperature, hence,
both product and fluid temperatures strive to achieve a balance. At a steady state, the amount
of heat transferred to the product is equal to the heat released to the chamber space by
sublimation. In this simulation, the input includes ice slab temperature defined as -40 °C,
inlet temperature of fluid defined as -34.1 °C, fluid flow rate was defined as 0.5 kgs-1 and
other physical properties of ice water in the database of the Ansys CFX. The fluid flow was
modelled ensuring laminar flow to ensure evenly distributed fluid/temperature on the walls
of channel. It was observed in the previous fluid flow simulations that increase in flow speed
can improve the homogeneity of temperature distribution in the shelf, therefore the flow rate
has been increased in the current model. Figure 4.3 shows the nature of fluid flow domain
of the shelf.
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Fluid flow domain in the shelf channel from inlet to the outlet

This simulation has evidenced the benefit of pumping heat exchange fluid through the
channels in a higher speed. The inlet fluid temperature differs from the outlet fluid
temperature with a small margin of 1.1 °C (Figure 4.4) which is in perfect agreement with
the practical measurement (1 °C) in chapter 4. The figure demonstrates heat transfer
mechanism across vertical section of the ice slab and shelf. While the ice interface
temperature was -39, the temperature in the bottom of ice was -35.8 having a temperature
difference of 3.2 oC. Figure 4.4 also shows that heat transfer towards the bottom of shelf is
higher even though it is thicker (3 mm), it is not a surprise because the top shelf plate (2 mm
thickness) has to deal with the opposing effect of ice slab temperature which is colder on the
shelf. The ice slab indicates heat flow towards the top of the ice which decreases with
increasing distance towards the top of the ice.
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CFD simulation of heat transport mechanism in freeze dryer shelf demonstrating
temperature difference between heat transfer fluid in shelf channel through shelf to the
bottom of ice on the shelf during primary drying

A striking observation is the reduced influence of surrounding temperatures due to radiation.
It follows that during the boundary setup, the heat transfer was defined as adiabatic which
prevented effects of radiation from the external environment. It is obvious in Figure 4.4 that
the temperatures in the edges of shelf or ice slab are not higher than those in the centre of
the shelf.

4.3.2 Product chamber modelling
4.3.2.1 Vapour distribution
Two major parameters studied in this section are the vapour pressure distribution and flow
velocity in the Multiplex PAT freeze dryer. Figure 4.5 shows once again the chamber model
identifying the definitions of some boundaries and positions of part. The top of the ice slab
(ice interface; 14 𝑐𝑚 × 11.6 𝑐𝑚) was defined as vapour pressure inlet where vapour
pressure is generated. The large vertical tube was called ‘duct’ which is meant to connect
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the horizontal product duct chamber to the condenser; the entry to the duct was designed as
evacuating port while the end of the tube defined as water vapour outlet.

Figure 4.5

The geometry of Multiplex PAT freeze dryer show some setup boundaries for vapour
transport and flow velocity simulation

The simulation setup had ice interface pressure, 𝑃𝑖 as 24.9 Pa (249 µBar, -34 oC) which
subsequently varied for a different run. First, the results demonstrate that vapour pressure in
the chamber is not evenly distributed as shown in Figure 4.6. The visual inspection shows
that pressures at some corners or areas of the chamber are higher than other parts of the
dryer. Importantly, simulation demonstrated VP gradient between the ice interface and the
proposed position of Optidew sensor ~6 cm above the ice where VP is ~10% lower than that
of the ice interface (Figure 4.6 right). Contrary to the assumption that vapour pressure at the
sublimation interface is always higher than any other part of product chamber, this
simulation has shown that some parts of the chamber can form a pocket where pressure can
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be temporary hold and gradually release for transport to condenser. Figure 4.6 (right) is
vertical cross section captured in the midpoint. of the chamber and has indicated that pressure
at the top left of the chamber is obviously higher than the one at the sublimation interface, 𝑃𝑖 .

Figure 4.6

Vapour distribution in chamber during primary drying stage in 3-D view (left) and cross
section view from mid-point (right). Point A & B fall within pressures of 29 Pa and 26
Pa respectively. Legend in the left-hand side serves for both figures

As expected, the pressure in the duct (vertical tube) is considerably low and averaged to ~13
Pa (130 µBar) compare to average of 32 Pa (320 µBar) estimated in the chamber. Pressure
contours in the duct also reveals that pressure holding pockets can also be formed along the
duct which is an evidence of uneven distribution of pressure in the duct. The low value of
the outlet pressure in this CFD simulation indicates that there is high pressure gradient
between ice interface, 𝑃𝑖 and condenser, 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 , (𝑃𝑖 > 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 ). Note in this simulation that the
outlet pressure is regarded as the condenser pressure as they can be synonymous in
concentrations. There is great dependency of sublimation rate on the pressure concentration
gradient in the vapour transport from ice interface to the condenser. This is the drive of
primary drying rate; the higher the gradient the faster the drying rate.
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4.3.2.2 Flow velocity
Velocity of the vapour flow in the above simulation was also recorded in the Ansys CFX
software. Vapour flow velocity is one of the process parameters which can be used to
monitor primary drying stage. The velocity of water vapour flowing to the condenser is
directly proportional to the mass flow rate which in turn is dependent on the gradient of
vapour concentration between chamber and condenser. Figure 4.7 shows a calibration curve
demonstrating the dependency of flow velocity on the vapour pressure gradient between
sublimation front and condenser (duct outlet).

Figure 4.7

Calibration curve demonstrating the dependency of flow velocity on the vapour pressure
gradient between sublimation front and condenser (duct outlet)

Velocity model has shown that vapour flow velocity can be low in a condition of challenging
pressure control in the chamber. As discussed in the theory chapter, vapour transport from
the chamber can experience resistance when the amount of vapour pressure produced by
sublimation is not balanced by the conduction capacity of the duct. That makes the duct an
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important part of a freeze dryer; dimensions and the position of duct on a dryer are a major
consideration in the design of a freeze dryer. The size of the duct in this model is
considerably large compare to the product chamber which has evidently improve the fluid
flow in the chamber.
Vapour flow velocity can continue to reduce as long as the pressures in the chamber continue
to build up and get to 0 m/s resulting to choke flow. In chapter 1 and 2 above, we discussed
the possibility of estimating sublimation rate using a rate equation which comprises flow
velocity, density of the gas and cross-sectional area of the flow. On establishing the mass
flow rate, this value can be used in another sublimation rate equation to estimate ice interface
pressure and finally back calculated to ice interface temperature.

4.3.2.3 Choke flow simulation
Choke flow was simulated in our bespoke dryer by deliberately defining the boundary
conditions of both inlet and outlet as equivalence in terms of their pressure consecrations.
This was used to demonstrate impact of choke flow on the flow velocity in freeze drying
chamber. In a condition where ice interface pressure 𝑃𝑖 (inlet) was setup as 24.9 Pa and the
duct outlet was labelled as 24 Pa, this means that both inlet and outlet pressure are
equivalence in pressure concentrations (i.e., Pi ~Pcond) resulting in little or no vapour flow,
the situation shown in Figure 4.8.
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Choke flow simulation in Multiplex PAT freeze dryer chamber indicating relationship of
choke flow condition with flow velocity

CFD simulation (Figure 4.8) shows the vapour flow mechanism in choke flow condition
with average velocity of 0.2 m/s. Very low pressure gradient between product chamber and
the condenser is believed to be responsible for the sluggishness of the transport of water
molecule with the such corresponding low velocity.
However, Figure 4.9 shows a CFD simulation which demonstrates an optimum vapour flow
velocity. Different simulations were tried by changing the pressure gradient between
chamber and the condenser and continued to monitor the flow streamlines of the velocity. It
indicates the threshold of pressure gradient where flow velocity is maximum while avoiding
choke flow (when chamber pressure is out of control). Pressure gradient between ice
interface/product chamber and condenser is a determinant of flow velocity, hence it has a
great impact on drying rate.
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Streamlines to visualize of the nature of optimized vapour flow condition in the Multiplex
PAT freeze dryer chamber

Vapour flow velocity changes with changing vapour gradient between sublimation interface
and duct outlet (exit to condenser). Table 4.1 shows the relationships that exist amongst the
flow velocity, mass flow rate, and pressure concentrations and gradient. It shows that
velocity of water vapour increases with pressure gradient between the inlet and outlet which
is also proportional to the mass flow rate.
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Table 4.1

CFD simulation data demonstrating vapour flow parameters for vapour transport from
ice interface (inlet) to condenser (condenser).

Figure 4.10

Relationship between sublimation rate and pressure gradient between ice interface and
condenser (duct outlet)
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4.3.3 Significance of simulation
Clausius- Clapeyron equation also can be used to estimate variables of interest at one point
(e.g., 𝑃𝑖 or 𝑇𝑖 ) when similar variables are known at another point:

𝑃

∆𝐻𝑠𝑢𝑏

𝑙𝑛(𝑃1 ) = (
2

𝑅

𝑇 −𝑇2

) . ( 𝑇1

1 𝑇2

∆𝐻𝑠𝑢𝑏

𝑃1 = 𝑃2 𝐸𝑥𝑝 (

𝑅

)

𝑇 −𝑇2

) . ( 𝑇1

1 𝑇2

Equation 4.1

)

Equation 4.2

where 𝑃1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑃2 are vapour pressures in different locations with their corresponding
temperatures 𝑇1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇2, ∆𝐻𝑠𝑢𝑏 is heat of sublimation of ice (51.06 kJ/mol), R is ideal gas
constant (0.008314 KJ/mol.K).
This means that 𝑃𝑖 𝑜𝑟 𝑇𝑖 can be estimated if pressure and temperature at evacuating port are
estimated from the CFD model (Datt P., 2011).

4.4 Summary
This chapter contains reports of CFD model for water vapor flow, pressure distribution, flow
velocity in the multiplex PAT freeze-dryer as well as shelf performance modelling: heat
transfer flow and temperature distribution in shelf.
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4.4.1 Shelf
Increased speed of flow (but not up to turbulent) has demonstrated more homogenous
distribution of shelf temperature, for example, the inlet fluid temperature differs from the
outlet fluid temperature by a small margin of 1.1 °C.
Simulation of primary drying phase where the walls of the chamber was in adiabatic cover
showed a reduced influence of surrounding temperatures due to radiation. It follows that
during the boundary setup, the heat transfer was defined as adiabatic which prevented effects
of radiation from the external environment. Hence, there may be need for the designers of
freeze dryers to begin considering insulating the inner walls of the chamber to mitigate
uneven drying rate due to heat transfer radiation.
The fluid properties and flow parameters have been used to calculate some important heat
transfer parameters that may be used for further optimisation.

4.4.2 Chamber simulation
Chamber simulation shows that pressure concentration decreases with distance from the ice
interface (inlet) to the outlet (condenser). As expected, the pressure in the duct (vertical tube)
was found to be considerably low and averaged to ~11 Pa compare to average of 32 Pa in
the chamber. Pressure contours in the duct also reviews that pressure holding pockets can be
formed along the duct which is an evidence of uneven distribution of pressure in the duct,
the condition that is more prominent in the chamber. The low value of the outlet pressure
(~7 pa) compare to the chamber in this CFD simulation indicates that there is a pressure
gradient between ice interface, 𝑃𝑖 and condenser, 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 , (𝑃𝑖 > 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 ). Note in this
simulation that the outlet pressure is regarded as the condenser pressure as they can be
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synonymous in concentrations. There is great dependency of sublimation rate on the pressure
concentration gradient in the vapour transport from ice interface to the condenser. This is
the drive of primary drying rate; the higher the gradient the faster the drying rate.
The velocity of water vapour flowing to the condenser is directly proportional to the mass
flow rate which in turn is dependent on the gradient of vapour concentration between
chamber and condenser as shown in figure 5.9 demonstrating the dependency of flow
velocity on the vapour pressure gradient between sublimation front and condenser (duct
outlet).
The current simulation shows that velocity is high as vapour approaches the evacuating port
(entrance to the duct), smaller duct can pose a risk of choke flow. That makes the duct an
important part of a freeze dryer; dimensions and the position of duct on a dryer are a major
consideration in the design of a freeze dryer. The size of the duct in this model is
considerably large compare to the product chamber which has evidently improve the fluid
flow in the chamber.
We have also simulated the choke flow conditions in this report (Figure 4.8) which shows
that flow velocity in the chamber was very low (0.2 m/s) with very high concentration of
pressure in the product chamber. Very low-pressure gradient between product chamber and
the condenser is believed to be responsible for the sluggishness of the transport of water
molecule with the such corresponding low velocity. Different simulations were tried by
changing the pressure gradient between chamber and the condenser and continued to monitor
the flow streamlines of the velocity. It indicates the threshold of pressure gradient where
flow velocity is maximum while avoiding choke flow (when chamber pressure is out of
control). Pressure gradient between ice interface/product chamber and condenser is a
determinant of flow velocity, hence it has a great impact on drying rate.
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4.5 Conclusions
The geometry of a freeze dryer equipment is an important consideration in the design of a
dryer, for instance, the vapour transport system is highly dependent on the location/position
the condenser. Vapour flow simulation in this work shows that there are pockets in the
chamber where vapour concentrations are higher towards the top corners of the chamber.
These pockets can be referred to as ‘dead volumes’ signifying areas which are not in a direct
flow path due to the location of the condenser in the bottom of the freeze dryer. This is a
major cause of heterogeneity in pressure distribution and in turn uneven drying rate in the
chamber. Importantly, simulation demonstrated VP gradient between the ice interface and
the proposed position of Optidew sensor ~6 cm above the ice where VP is ~10% lower than
that of the ice interface.
This work also demonstrated the great dependency of drying rate on the vapour pressure
gradient between product chamber and condenser. The rate of sublimation can continue to
reduce with decreasing vapour pressure gradient between the two points until pressure
concentration between both points are equivalence and sublimation will cease.
Shelf’s fluid flow simulations show that flow velocity can influence heat distribution in
shelf; high flow rate improves temperature uniformity of the shelf. Again, heat radiation
from the walls of the chamber does not only affect products close to the walls but its
influence on the edges of the shelf has been studied and found to be high. Physical design of
shelf can affect heat distribution and transfer; it is recommended that the thickness of the top
of the shelf plates under which the serpentine channels are built should be thin (e.g., 1 –
1.5mm) to mitigate the effects of thermal mass.
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The current design of the Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer presents a major limitation; the
condenser is located under the shelf which covers up to 95% of the opening leading to the
condenser chamber. The CFD vapour flow simulation streamlines show that vapours
struggled to flow through the constriction caused by the shelf thereby resulting in vapour
building up in the chamber sporadically. It is therefore recommended that condenser
chamber should be situated by the side of the product chamber to improve vapour flow
devoid of restriction due to shelf.
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5 TVIS CHARACTERIZATION OF MANNITOL
PHASE BEHAVIOURS IN FREEZE DRYING
5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Mannitol and its benefit for lyophilization
Mannitol is one of the freeze-drying relevance excipients that have been extensively used in
the formulation of pharmaceuticals due to its fantastic properties including providing
mechanical strength to the lyophilized product cake and thereby presents with elegant cake
structure (Hawe, Frieß 2006). The initial freezing step, and any subsequent thermal cycling
(annealing) of mannitol-containing formulations are critical to the efficiency and outcomes
of lyophilization; given that the effective use of mannitol as a bulking agent necessitates the
crystallization of this compound during the initial freezing or subsequent annealing stages.
It is thought that crystallized mannitol in a formulation can reduce primary drying time
because of the formation of large pores while reinforcing the cake structure thereby
increasing sublimation of ice. It also reduces dissolution time due to the capillarity of the
sponginess of the consequential cake structure.
Mannitol has been characterized in different forms with all the forms having formulation
implications. Mannitol is believed to exist in three polymorphic forms as alpha (α), beta (β)
and delta (δ), as shown by the data from the X-ray power diffraction study of mannitol
(Walter-Levy L. 1968; Hulse et al. 2009)
The differences in the form have been attributed to freezing rate: while the α and β form are
due to slow freezing rate, δ form exists from fast freezing rate(Kim, Akers et al. 1998).
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The offline laboratory studies of aqueous mannitol solutions using Differential scanning
calorimetry, DSC observed ice formation and mannitol exothermic crystallization at –20 oC
and –30 oC respectively, and a melting endotherm of mannitol at –30 oC on re-heating (Kett,
Fitzpatrick et al. 2003). Whether this behavior is replicated in the larger volume of a freezedrying vial is yet to be proved. A different study performed using DSC showed different but
close results (Arshad, Smith et al. 2014). It can be inferred from different studies that
different experimental methods such as concentrations of mannitol, cooling or heating rates
could impact the observed differences. The other issue is that most studies of the critical
temperatures under-pinning the collapse process, i.e. the glass transition (𝑇𝑔 ʹ), eutectic
temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑢 , melting point 𝑇𝑚 (Kett at al., 2003; Pansare and Patel, 2016), collapse
temperature 𝑇𝑐 etc are undertaken with small sample volumes and under process conditions
that may not represent the true characteristics of the product.

5.1.2

Characterization of freeze-dried materials using TVIS technology

Another promising technology that has been used in the thermo-physical characterization of
excipients, e.g., mannitol, is through vial impedance spectroscopy, TVIS. It is a non-invasive
and in-line electrical impedance measurement technique and has demonstrated
auspiciousness in thermal characterization of materials within original container for freeze
dried biopharmaceuticals. With this technique, the changes in the electrical properties of the
vial and its contents as a composite reﬂect the physical nature of the product under
investigation during lyophilization cycle (smith et al. 2017).
In the previous work on the application of TVIS to a study of the freezing behavior of
mannitol we had assumed that the relaxation in both the liquid and frozen states was due to
the Maxwell Wagner polarization of the glass wall through the solution resistance (Arshad,
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Smith et al. 2014). However, since Smith and Polygalov (2018) we now understand that the
frozen state relaxation is due to the dielectric relaxation of ice. The high frequency end of
the real part capacitance spectrum was then understood to have negligible temperature
dependency and could therefore be exploited for the determination of the end point of
solidification (Smith and Jeraruangrattanna 2019). Any change in the high frequency
capacitance with a change in product temperature can then be associated directly with a
change in viscosity or phase state of the unfrozen fraction. The potential then exists to exploit
this factor in a study of the glass transition, crystallization and/or eutectic melt of the
unfrozen fraction. Conversely, the low frequency real part capacitance has a pronounced
temperature dependency and can therefore be exploited in the determination of the onset of
ice formation (which is an exothermic process leading to a spike in the temperature of the
product). Knowing the start point and end point of ice solidification then creates the
opportunity to measure the time period for ice formation (a factor that in part will define the
rate of ice formation and their ice certain size distribution). We also note that the low
frequency real part capacitance can be used to assess the time point when all the excess
thermal energy had dissipated from the system following the completion of the ice
crystallization.
This work therefore aims to study crystallization and recrystallization of mannitol during
freezing and annealing and to establish the required process condition that can bring about
crystallization using a model of TVIS analysis in high frequency capacitance, C′ (0.2MHz).
It is also the aim of this investigation to further explore TVIS technique to study formulation
development for low concentration of mannitol in combination with sucrose to understand
the crystallization kinetics of the mixture and possible polymorphic transformations during
lyophilization process, as well as the suppressive impact of sucrose moiety on mannitol
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crystallization. This investigation will also provide opportunity to further understand the
mechanistic impact of annealed and non-annealed low concentration ratio of mannitol –
sucrose on polymorphic transition event in lyophilization cycle.

5.2 Material and Method

5.2.1 Preparation
Instruments/Material
Virtis Advantage Plus Benchtop Freeze dryer, TVIS Multi-channel Sciospec, TVIS vials,
type-T thermocouples, 10 mL vials (Adelphi VC010-20C), deionised water from the Triple
Red Duo™ Two-In-One Water Purification System, 98% D(+)-Mannitol and sucrose
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich UK and used as supplied.

5.2.1 Method
Formulation: Three different formulations were prepared from mannitol, sucrose and
deionized water from the Triple Red Duo™ Two-In-One Water Purification System. These
include: (1) 5% w/v mannitol, (2) 3% + 1% w/v mannitol – sucrose, and (3) 2% + 1% w/v
mannitol – sucrose. A fill factor (∅) 0.7 was chose and calculated to equivalent fill volume
of 3.5 g transferred into the 10 mL vials (Adelphi VC010-20C). Full shelf load of 160 vials
was used for individual formulation and the sensor vials (TVIS vials and TC vials) were
placed in strategic positions: the edges and the center of the shelf.
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IIa

I

Fill factor calc.:
𝑩−𝑨 = 𝑪

Pass-through

𝑪 𝑥 ∅ 0.7 =
Fill factor vol.

B
A

5-channel Sciospec

IIb

TC position in the vial:
TC is in the middle of
solution bounded
within electrode region

Figure 5.1

Photo of Virtis Advantage Plus Benchtop Freeze dryer showing TVIS Multi-channel
Sciospec and passthrough connected to the left side of the instrument. IIa) TVIS vial
(top) is a 10 mL glass tubing vial with a pair of 10 x19 mm electrodes at 3 mm from the
base. IIb) Thermocouple (TC) vial (bottom) is 10 mL glass tubing vial containing Type
K TC placed in the middle of solution bounded by electrode.

Process cycle protocols: For the 5% w/v ‘mannitol-only’ formulation, the shelf was allowed
to equilibrate for 30 minutes followed by freezing ramp down to -40 oC at 0.5 oC/min and
hold for 120 minutes. Annealing was performed at -20 oC (above Tg) and was hold for 120
minutes before recoiling until primary drying at -25 oC for 2520 minutes. This experiment
was repeated but changed the annealing temperature to -35 oC (below Tg). This method was
deployed to study the crystallization and polymorphic transformation of mannitol
considering the two annealing methods.
Formulation 2 and 3 (3% + 1% w/v mannitol – sucrose and 2% + 1% w/v mannitol – sucrose
respectively) involved combination of two materials but with different ratios and were freeze
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dried using the same process design to establish the suppression effects of sucrose in the
mixture, crystal transitions and effects annealing in the transformation events.

Table 5.1

Freeze drying process protocol

Impedance measurement: The impedance measurements were carried over a range of
frequency of 101-106 Hz in which data points were measured at 2 min intervals. Type K
thermocouples were used for temperature measurements which were also recorded at the
intervals with the impedance system. were recorded using type K thermocouple at
concurrent intervals with impedance measurement. TVIS Multi-channel Sciospec software
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was used to record the impedance data from the sensor vials via a passthrough system
attached to the Virtis Advantage Plus Bench Top Freeze dryer and transferred to the
LyoView where required information is extracted for further analyses.
X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD), Texture analyzer was also deployed to further
investigate the behaviours and texture of the product cakes from individual formulation.
Investigation into the compressive mechanical properties of the product cakes was carried
out on freeze dried samples using Texture Analyzer. The experiment was done directly in
glass vials containing the freeze-dried product sample where the analyzer stainless-steel
probe of 6 mm diameter programmed to puncture the center of the cake in the glass vial at
speed of 0.01 mm/s. The force required to make a dent of 3 mm depth vertically into the
cake was recorded for all samples.

5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 LyoViewTM data presentation
The data from the full shelf freeze-drying process run was recorded and saved by the
Sciospec software which can be viewed in different forms, parameters, points and times by
the application of LyoViewTM software. The current data with respect to the freezing and
temperature treatment periods has been presented in 3-D view as in Figure 5.2, showing the
response surfaces for the dielectric loss as a function of frequency and time. Figure 5.2A
presents 3-D response surface for freezing time (0 – 4 h) while Figure 5.2B shows 3-D
response surface for annealing (temperature treatment) period. The LyoViewTM enables the
first-hand assessment of the data for possible information that could be obtainable in the
entire process run period as well as providing opportunity for targeting specific frequencies
and time-points for any required information.
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Figure 5.2

LyoViewTM 3-D data presentation showing response surfaces for the dielectric loss as a
function of frequency and time. A) shows response during the freezing period while (B)
shows response during the annealing period.

5.3.2 Basic characteristics of TVIS measurements
Figure 5.3 is a classic example of measurement spectrum for imaginary part capacitance
(𝐶 ′′ 𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 ) in liquid solution. It mirrors the behaviours of the solution with respect its
changing temperature given its ability to measure the dielectric property of a material which
is reflected in the thermo-physical behaviours of such material. A close look at the spectrum
in Figure 5.3A shows two remarkable movements of the C″PEAK :1) the movement of the
peak towards the lower frequencies as a result of decreasing temperature of the system which
is accompanied by the reduction of molecular mobility of the particles in the solution, 2) the
downward movement of the C″PEAK (i.e, reduction of peak height) in response to the
decreasing temperature and frequency. The changing position and height of the dielectric
loss peak would continue so long as the temperature continues to decrease until a point of
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phase transition of the solution which is typically marked by a sudden spike of the peak (see
Figure 5.4).
Figure 5.3B shows a clear solution in a glass vial during the freezing process just before
nucleation onset where the peak suddenly spikes up and behave differently.
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Figure 5.3

A) demonstrates C″PEAK response to decreasing temperature with time by peak
movement in two directions at a time: 1) movement to lower frequencies (red arrow),
and 2) movement downwards, reducing peak height (blue arrow). B) shows the photo of
the aqueous mannitol solution at its last moment (1.89 h) before nucleation onset in the
next data point which occur 2 minutes later.

The last spectrum ever before the nucleation onset occurred at 1.89 h when temperature was
-10.8 oC while the mannitol solution in the vial was still clear. Notice that the first peak in
the figure 6.8A occurred at 1.0 h (0.6 C″/pF and log frequency of 4.5 pF) from the start of
freezing process when temperature was 11.1 oC, but 54 minutes later (1.89 h) when the
solution has cooled down to -10.8 oC the log frequency has shifted down to 4.2 pF while the
value of imaginary capacitance have reduced to 0.54 C″/pF. This behavior of TVIS
parameters as a function of temperature has been used to study product temperatures during
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freeze-drying (Smith, Jeeraruangrattana et al. 2018)
Figure 5.4 is the continuation of the event in figure 6.8 demonstrating the sudden spike of
the dielectric loss peak due phase transition onset of the solution or simply refers to as
nucleation onset physically confirmed by the change in the aqueous solution of mannitol in
the vial to a cloudy solution matrix (Figure 5.4B). Temperature and time of this event was
noted as the nucleation (𝑇𝑛 -13 oC) and nucleation time (tn 1.92 h) respectively at 0.5 oC/min
temperature ramp. The value of the nucleation temperature, 𝑇𝑛 has been determined from
Temperature calibration of the TVIS parameter 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 .
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Figure 5.4

A shows the event at the onset of ice growth (nucleation) depicted by sudden spike of
C″PEAK at 1.92 h when product temperature was -13 oC. B is the evident photo of the
physical change of mannitol solution in the vial from a clear solution to a cloudy ice
matrix which is accompanied by an upwards spike of the C″PEAK.
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5.3.3 Nucleation onset for 5% w/v mannitol aqueous solution
Figure 5.5 demonstrates that the classic spike in temperature, which is associated with the
onset of ice formation as discuss earlier, is mimicked by all the four TVIS parameters:
𝑭𝑷𝑬𝑨𝑲, 𝑪′′ 𝑷𝑬𝑨𝑲, 𝑪′ (𝟏𝟎𝑯𝒛), and 𝑪′ (𝟎. 𝟐𝑴𝑯𝒛). This pattern of response supports the
argument that 𝑪′ (𝟎. 𝟐𝑴𝑯𝒛) can also be used to identify nucleation onset contrary to the
previous reports (Smith and Jeraruangrattanna 2019) which only recognised 𝑭𝑷𝑬𝑨𝑲 and
𝑪′′ 𝑷𝑬𝑨𝑲 as parameters that are capable of detecting ice nucleation onset. At a glance, the
nature and pattern of TVIS response at the beginning of nucleation have been shown in one
picture. The explanation is mainly due to the dielectric relaxation mechanism of changing
from the liquid-state Maxwell-Wagner (MW) polarization to the solid-state dielectric
relaxation of ice. Once ice formation is completed, there will be no contribution from the
MW process and therefore any further change in temperature (from the loss of the excess
latent heat of ice crystallization and the progressive cooling of the shelf) will be reflected in
the dielectric parameters of ice and the unfrozen fraction.
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Figure 5.5

A-H show TVIS parameters response to thermophysical kinetics of frozen aqueous
solution of mannitol; dotted line across the spectra represents solidification onset while
the solid line that runs across spectra at 2.22 h represents the endpoint of solidification
during freezing period of lyophilisation process. All the graphs show the characteristic
responses of TVIS parameters in relation to temperature and time with all spectra being
sensitive to nucleation onset but only spectrum H can detect endpoint of solidification.
F is good for product temperature determination. The blue coloured bar across the
middle of the graphs covers the time of nucleation onset and the endpoint of
solidification.

Mechanism of TVIS parameters response to the ice nucleation onset can be suggested as
follows: given that for nucleation to occur system gives of heat to attain a lower step in
super cooling. However, being that TVIS parameters are sensitive to temperature at lower
frequencies it is expected that they spike up (just like the TCs) in reaction to the exothermic
nucleation event at low frequencies as demonstrated in Figure 5.5D-G above. But at high
frequencies, 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) is insensitive to heat so it behaves differently, see figure 6.10H
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above. It has a peculiar way of responding to the exothermic event due to supercoiling of the
solution. 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) does not respond to the temperature upsurge but it is sensitive to ion
mobility, hence, it responded to the effect of the exotherm which is ‘ice matrix formation’
characterised by reduction of molecular mobility. This may have resulted to the sudden
decrease of dielectric storage value.
Notice that the temperature sensors (TCs) have indicated the nucleation onset before the
TVIS parameters. The reason is not far from what was expected being that the TVIS vial
and TC vial were placed adjacent to each other, but while the TVIS sensors (electrodes) are
not placed inside the solution (as the pair of electrodes are attached to the external walls of
the vial) the TC vial contains a sensor wire placed in the solution which is capable of creating
a homogeneous nucleation site thereby bringing about earlier nucleation event before the
TVIS vial. In this case nucleation temperature is determined by a calibration curve of
temperature against log 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 and extrapolated to the frequency where the spike occurred.
In rare occasions TVIS vial solution may indicate nucleation onset before TC vial close to
it. This might happen as a result of unevenly distributed pressure in the chamber which can
form a ‘mini cyclone’ that find its way into a TVIS vial. This pressure perturbation event in
the TVIS vial is capable of changing the enthalpy of the system which can result to
heterogeneous nucleation onset. In this case, nucleation temperature can be read directly
from the corresponding TC value.

5.3.4 Endpoint of solidification for 5% w/v mannitol aqueous solution
Just after nucleation onset which is identified by the spikes in TVIS parameters at one
particular time point, it seems TVIS parameters start to behave differently to one another
based on what other information each can identify with respect to frequency and
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temperature. In this regards however, given that the high frequency dielectric property of ice
is not temperature dependent, it follows that 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) turns out to be the best TVIS
parameter for determining the ice solidification endpoint (ISE) and any subsequent events,
such as mannitol crystallization/recrystallization and melt-back on re-heating which will be
discussed later in subsequent section. The time profile of TVIS parameter 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) in
Figure 5.6H reflected the event of endpoint of solidification at the inflection point of the
time profile curve (2.25 h) where the sigmoid becomes flat and seemingly unresponsive to
further change in temperature. This is denoted by a solid line across the graphs. It follows
that the real part capacitance at that frequency 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) also responded clearly to the
onset of the ice growth by the downward step at 1.89 h, therefore the observation is that
𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) is not only ideal for solidification endpoint determination as was early
published (Smith and Jeraruangrattanna 2019) but also an ideal parameter for nucleation
onset determination. The total time of solidification period is also marked in the time profile
graphs in Figure 5.6 and which is 20 minutes from onset to the endpoint.
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Figure 5.6

I – V show TVIS presentation of thermophysical state of mannitol solution at the two
major events (nucleation onset and solidification endpoint) of ice formation during
freezing stage of lyophilization

A close observation of the curve just after the endpoint of solidification review a change in
gradient with time and temperature suggesting an idea of TVIS response to events due to
unfrozen fraction. Further supporting this assertion is the new process developing in form of
𝐶″𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 amplitude proceeding towards the lower frequencies as shown in Figure 5.5B also
suggesting Maxwell Wagner process during the period.
Maxwell-Wagner polarization process or interfacial polarization was used to explain the
solidification process as the FPEAK moves towards the lower frequencies with the decreasing
temperature until ice formation where the relaxation frequency at this point was erroneously
termed Maxwell-Wagner relaxation. Over the years, there have been more understanding of
the TVIS mechanisms leading to the development of newer form of data analysis especially
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in the exploit of the Maxwell-Wagner process to interpret the event of the temperature
dependency of the electrical resistance of water and unfrozen fraction of the formulation.
Contrary to the report of (Arshad, Smith et al. 2014), it was actually the formation of ice that
caused the dielectric relaxation in the high frequency rather than neither the Maxwell
Wagner polarisation nor the increase resistance in ice form. During freezing process,
frequency peak shifts towards the lower frequencies and resistance continues to increase.
So, it is worth knowing that the Maxwell-Wagner polarisation at the ice-to-glass wall
interface would shift below the 10 Hz (out of the frequency window for the experiment)
when sample’s electrical resistance become greater than when in liquid phase. One can only
see ice relaxation before this point.

5.3.5 Mannitol crystallisation temperature and time
It follows that post solidification endpoint is associated with the event of unfrozen fraction
demonstrated by the gradient shown in the time profile of TVIS parameter 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧)
between the times of 2.22 h and 2.50 h during the freezing phase in Figure 5.7III. This
behaviour of displaying response to unfrozen fraction is common to solutions with high
concentration of solute, for example, TVIS time profile did not show this response of
evidence of unfrozen fraction in a formulation of 3% w/v solution unlike 5% w/v solution
described above. Reason suggested for this is that in high concentration of solute there is a
potential tendency that the solute may provide room for water to hide within the system in
the interstitial boundaries of the structures which is less possible in concentration of the
material.
However, an inflection at the end of the gradient (2.5 h) marks crystallisation time of
mannitol while the temperature at which the event occurs (-32 oC) is the crystallization
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temperature. This TVIS parameter at high frequency is considered ideal for identifying
crystallisation behaviour of mannitol solution due to its less insensitivity to temperature. As
mentioned in section 3.2 above that nucleation is an exothermic event, crystallization is also
an exotherm whereby real part capacitance at high frequency respond to it by showing a
decrease in capacitance as shown in 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) time profile in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7IV
shows the spectra around the point of crystallisation aiming to capture any important
information therein. Enlarged version of the graph reviews separation between spectra
before crystallization and ones after crystallization, supporting the occurrence of an event.
Thermocouple and real part capacitance at low frequency 𝐶 ′ (10𝐻𝑧) could not be used to
register the occurrence of mannitol crystallization behaviour considering that the TC
temperature was still changing as at the time of crystallisation and 𝐶 ′ (10𝐻𝑧) has a
dependency on temperature only in such low frequencies. A repeated experiment using the
same process parameters recorded the same result as a confirmation.
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Figure 5.7

Demonstrates TVIS response to crystallization of mannitol from its aqueous frozen
solution during freezing stage of the freeze-drying process. Graph IV represents real
part capacitance profile of the event happening around crystallization period (6 minutes
before and after first crystallization of mannitol polymorph) towards the high
frequencies.

5.3.6 Inter-transition of mannitol polymorphs during annealing
Figure 5.8 shows TVIS responses to the phase behaviour of the frozen solution of aqueous
mannitol during re-heating of lyophilization cycle. Upon reheating at 0.2 oC/min from -45
o

C, an abrupt large increase in 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) was registered at -32 oC, indicating an event of

mannitol glass transition which is accompanied by a transformation from one form of
polymorph to another. During freezing-hold at -45 oC, we have observed that β-form of
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mannitol in a formulation (5% w/v) transformed to unstable α-form but annealing or
temperature cycling which was performed by reheating the system above Tgʹ showed a retransformation of the α-crystals to the more stable β-form at -25 oC just about 20 min after
the Tg’ event. The X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) analysis of the freeze-dried samples
(in Figure 5.9) confirmed the above transformation kinetics of mannitol polymorphs. The
events around the start and endpoint of the Tg’ of mannitol crystals were also studied. It
appeared that spectra separated at the point of onset of glass transition Figure 5.8VI
indicating a momentary release of ions to enable transient conductivity which is registered
by the 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧). A repeat of this experiment using the same method but with the
annealing temperature below the previous Tg’ (-32 oC) reviews a continuous time profile
without the sudden increase of the dielectric storage at the usual frequency as demonstrated
in Figure 5.10. The XRD result for this experiment also showed crystals formation
indicating that the 5% mannitol (relatively high concentration) can produce crystals in
freezing stage and not necessarily including annealing in the process protocol. With high
concentrations of mannitol in a formulation, annealing or temperature cycling is not
important, however polymorphic transformations may require consideration.
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Figure 5.8

Demonstrates capacitance and temperature spectra for mannitol glass transition and
subsequent recrystallization during re-heating period of a lyophilisation cycle. I) shows
shelf and thermocouple temperature data recorded during the process, II) shows the
spectrum of normalised real part capacitance data recorded at low frequency (10 Hz),
III) is spectrum of the real part (dielectric storage) capacitance data collected at high
frequency (0.2 MHz), IV) is the spectra of event around mannitol crystals melt-back
onset (6 minutes before and 6 minutes after onset of melting event), V) shows mannitol
crystal behaviour 6 minutes before and after endpoint of recrystallization, VI & VII are
the zoomed versions of the IV and V respectively at high frequencies.

During the repeat of the experiment, mannitol aqueous frozen solution was re-heated to -35
o

C with a design space offset temperature of 3 oC with respect to the previous transition
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temperature of -32 oC. As expected, 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) time profile (see Figure 5.10) never
showed Tg’ event, however, it rather demonstrated a passive response to temperature which
indicates that the high frequencies are not completely insensitive to temperature as was
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Figure 5.9

XRPD results for stock sample (bottom beta), reheated through Tg’ before crystal
transformation (middle beta) and reheated below Tg’ to avoid 2nd transformation (top
alpha).
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Figure 5.10

TVIS dielectric storage capacitance and temperature time profile for annealing (reheating and cooling) mannitol aqueous solution at a conservative temperature -35 oC
(less than glass transition -32 oC) during a confirmation experiment. Until the maximum
temperature -35 oC at 5.85 h there is no endotherm event to denote mannitol Tg’;
Primary drying phase was run at -40 oC and the resultant product cake was elegant with
XRPD result showing alpha form of mannitol.
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5.3.7 Primary and secondary crystallization event in freezing phase
It was observed that crystallization of mannitol from its frozen solution is, to a great extent,
not likely to complete during freezing phase. The TVIS studies of 5% w/v mannitol (only)
formulation was conducted at both the freezing and reheating phases in a real freeze-drying
condition and few observations were recorded with respect to mannitol crystallization and
polymorphic transitions (Error! Reference source not found.). TVIS time profile of (
𝐶 ′ 0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧), (i.e., the real part capacitance measurement at the frequency of 0.2 MHz), in
(figure 7.1) shows an evidence of mannitol initial crystallization at 2.55 h during freezing
period which is referred to as ‘primary crystallization’. After this crystallization event, the
process was still in freezing phase for two more hours during which the system got rid of all
the embodied heat and there was no further evidence of crystallization.

Figure 5.11

TVIS time profile of 5% (w/v) mannitol solution measured at the frequency of 0.2 MHz during
freezing period indicating primary crystallization of mannitol at 2.5 h where the real part
capacitance exhibits a step down along the curve.

Annealing process at -35 oC was initiated after 4 h of the freezing to study the possibility of
any further crystallization event, and the possible resultant polymorph. It was observed that
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the annealing did not impact any change to frozen solution, probably due to the annealing
method. Neither further crystallization of mannitol nor structural transformation of initial
crystals was observed.
Further analysis of the freeze-dried cake was performed using X-ray Powder Diffractometer
(XRPD) to understand the physico-structural classification of the crystals obtained from the
initial crystallization event. However, XRPD spectrum for this formulation (5% w/v
mannitol) which was annealed at -35 oC (below Tg) showed a combination of two
polymorphs: α&β-polymorphs (Figure 5.13a).
Using a different annealing method is likely to impact the polymorphic structure of the
freeze-dried cake, hence, annealing at -20 oC (above mannitol Tg -32 oC) was performed.
TVIS results for this process showed that there is a ‘secondary crystallization’ event which
occurred during reheating period at 5.66 h (Figure 5.12a). figure 7.2 demonstrates TVIS
responses for the two different annealing methods for 5% (w/v) mannitol: in (a) during
reheating of the frozen mannitol solution, TVIS time profile C' (0.2MHz) shows a large stepup in the real part capacitance at -32 oC indicating mannitol Tg and a step-down of the
capacitance at -25 oC 10 min after the glass transition event, this time, indicating the
secondary crystallization (recrystallization) of mannitol into β-polymorphs as indicated by
the XRPD analysis (Figure 5.13b).
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Figure 5.12

TVIS measurements of the same formulation (5% (w/v mannitol) in two different
annealing methods: a) annealing at -20 oC (above Tg’) shows TVIS response to Tg’ at
temperature and time of -32 oC and 5.37 h respectively and recrystallization at
temperature and time of -25 oC 5.66 h respectively during reheating. b) annealing at 35 oC (below Tg’) does not indicate any of the above events during reheating period.

The (b) part demonstrates reheating of the same formulation below the mannitol Tg. The
annealing was done at -35 oC and it can be seen on the spectrum (Figure 5.12b) that the real
part capacitance line does not indicate any step-up/step-down during the whole period of
reheating. The behaviours of mannitol in the two different annealing method suggest that
primary crystallization which usually occurred during freezing stage in relatively high
concentrations of mannitol may not be sufficient to drive a complete crystallization of
mannitol, hence, an α-polymorphs or a combination of α & β-polymorphs are obtained.
However, secondary crystallization ensures complete polymorphic transition from α to β or
δ-polymorphs (stable polymorphs) during aggressive heating.
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Figure 5.13 XRPD of freeze-dried cake of 5% (w/v) mannitol after freeze drying for two different
annealing methods: a) annealing at -35 oC (below Tg’) with characteristic incomplete
polymorphic transformation from alpha to beta. b) annealing at -25 oC (above Tg’) shows
complete transition to beta from alpha, hence the beta spectrum.

5.3.8 Polymorphic transformation of mannitol crystals
Following the general understanding of the mixture of mannitol and sucrose as a good
combination for protein formulation in freeze drying product development due to their
combined benefits, the expected product quality attributes and specifications can quickly be
achieved by mixing the excipients in the proper ratios and concentrations. From the
literatures we learned that δ-polymorph is the most stable type of mannitol crystals and this
can impact a formulation, therefore formulation scientists strive to hit the most stable
formulation. The proportion of each material in the solution can determine whether the
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product will crystalize or not, degree of crystallization and what polymorphic structure could
be obtained. We have therefore studied different formulations as well as process designs to
establish the transformation mechanisms of mannitol crystals in lyophilization process cycle.
The formulations include: 5% w/v mannitol solution and a mixture of mannitol and sucrose
in low concentrations (3% + 1% w/v man-suc and 2% + 1% w/v man-suc).

Figure 5.14

TVIS time profile C’(0.2MHz) to show crystallization kinetics for different
concentrations of mannitol in a solution: a) 5% w/v mannitol solution and b) mixture of
mannitol and sucrose in low concentrations (3% + 1% w/v man-suc and 2% + 1% w/v
man-suc).

Figure 5.14 shows two pairs of graphs indicating crystallization and non-crystallization
events in different concentrations of mannitol during the freezing stage. As already
established in the above section, TVIS results show that 5% w/v mannitol solution
crystalized during the freezing step at -32 oC at the time 2.55 h (Figure 5.14) supporting
report from the Immunex Corperation product labels for Sargramostim (Leukine ®) and
Etanercept (Enbrel®) which says that high concentrations of mannitol in formulation, for
example 4% and above, do not require thermal treatment for crystallization to occur. But
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this is not the case with a reduced concentration of mannitol in combination with sucrose.
As seen in Figure 5.14(2a&2b) (representing 3% + 1% w/v man-suc and 2% + 1% w/v mansuc), there is no evidence of primary crystallization which is normally indicated by a stepdown in the real part capacitance curve after the end of solidification. At 2.55 h around when
product temperature was -32 oC, the TVIS time profile at C’(0.2MHz) is expected to indicate
a crystallization event but it seems the 1% sucrose is able to suppress crystallization of the
2-3% mannitol in the mixture. It may however be argued that there could have been a low
degree of crystallization which the TVIS sensitivity is unable to detect, but then, it is difficult
to deploy offline crystalline analysers to measure crystallization in a frozen solution as since
it will melt. XRPD can be used to analyse the product cake after freeze drying cycle to
confirm the true structure of the cake in sections 3.3.

5.3.9 Secondary crystallization (recrystallization) in annealing phase
Although crystallization of mannitol did not occur in the freezing phase for the formulations
3% + 1% w/v man-suc and 2% + 1% w/v man-suc, it was necessary to study the impact of
annealing in this situation. At the end of freezing step, reheating was initiated at 0.2 oC/min
to change the physical state of the system which is believed to be capable of initiating
precipitation of mannitol crystals. As presented in Figure 5.15, TVIS time profile at
C’(0.2MHz) indicates a response to crystallization event at 5.8 h at temperature -25 oC
during reheating period. Considering crystallization did not happen during freezing phase,
this result suggest that an approach of annealing is necessary to instigate crystallization of
mannitol in solution low concentration especially when mixed with sucrose which can
suppress it precipitation out of the solution.
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Figure 5.15

XRPD of mixtures of mannitol and sucrose with their corresponding TVIS profile at C’
(0.2MHz)/pF also with respect to their various positions in the shelf showing
polymorphic transformation events during freeze drying. (TVIS response is proportional
to the mechanical strength of the product).

It was also observed that the position of vial in the shelf can affect the type of
polymorph obtained and crystallization time. XRPD results from of mixtures of mannitol
and sucrose (Figure 5.15) show that the products in the front shelf location crystalized into
the metastable β (beta) polymorph irrespective of the formulation, while the ones placed in
the centre (core vial) of the shelf made it to the stable δ (delta) form. It is not clearly
understood why positions of vial has impacted the polymorphic formations but is assumed
that the lower temperature of the core vials allows for sufficient time to complete the
structural transitions from alpha through beta to delta form.
It was observed in this study that vials placed in the centre (core vials) of the freeze-drying
shelf experienced delay in recrystallization unlike others located in the front or edges of the
shelf. Spectrum for vial in the centre of shelf indicates additional 6.6 minutes delay before
the occurrence of secondary crystallization (recrystallization). The behaviour which explains
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why core vials are associated with delta polymorphic products. It was suggested in the
previous section that the delay in crystallization of the products in core vials allows the
product more time to complete polymorphic transitions from α through β to δ-polymorph
under low temperature and high pressure. Although core vials are of the lower concentration
of mannitol (2% + 1% w/v man-suc), their behaviours tend surprisingly towards those of the
higher concentrations of mannitol which are characterised by stronger peak and more stable
capacitance curve. The reason is suggested to be due to high strength and stability of δpolymorph.

5.3.10 Degree of suppression of crystallization due to sucrose
In as much as sucrose is important in its mixture with mannitol for protein formulations due
to its cryoprotective properties, it is pertinent to control its proportion in the mixture to avoid
thwarting the primary aim of using mannitol in a formulation. Having established the
occurrence of crystallization in low concentration mixtures of mannitol and sucrose in the
previous sections, the necessity of determining the extent of the suppression posed to the
mannitol crystallization by the sucrose become obvious, which lies on the establishment of
the thresholds in the adjustment to a chosen ratio of the duo excipients in protein
formulations. XRPD results of the two formulations: 2%:1% man-suc and 3%:1% man-suc
(Figure 5.16) show that crystallization of mannitol is greatly suppressed in both formulation
but that does not completely stop crystallization from happening at certain extent. Although
both formulations are highly affected and both ending with beta-form, the suppression effect
of sucrose on the formulation 2%:1% man-suc (Figure 5.16a) is higher with an estimated
85% suppressive effect in comparison with mannitol stock measurement (Figure 5.16c).
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XRPD results of the two formulations of mannitol and sucrose mixture to demonstrate degree
of suppression effect of sucrose on mannitol crystallization: a) 2:1% man-suc (85%
suppressed beta-form), b) 3:1% man-suc (76% suppressed beta-form), c) Stock sample (betaform).

Figure 7.7b shows XRPD result of the 3:1% man-suc formulation indicating a lesser impact
of sucrose moiety with an estimated suppressive effect of 76% while transforming to betapolymorph. The percentages were estimated from the stock mannitol excipient (Figure
5.16c). The results for degrees of suppression in this study is not surprising since the lower
ratio of mannitol is expected to experience more depression in crystallization and
conversely, higher ratio is predicted with lesser impact of sucrose. The significance of this
study is that we have been able to establish that both formulations mannitol-sucrose
combination in such low ratios: 2:1 and 3:1 respectively can crystalize reasonable amount
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of crystals sufficient to provide elegant cakes while providing enough amorphous material
for lyo/cryo-protections.

5.4 Conclusions
In this study, we have demonstrated that given the important role of mannitol in freeze drying
product development it can be characterised non-invasively and in real-time without
disturbing the system in a continuous process flow. Freezing and annealing stages of a
lyophilisation cycle was studied for thermo-physical characteristics of mannitol aqueous
solution including nucleation and solidification temperatures and times, crystallization, glass
transition and recrystallization of mannitol polymorphs during thermal treatment in
lyophilization cycle.
While ice nucleation temperature 𝑇𝑛 was identified at −13 oC, the solidification endpoint was
determined by the time profile of the real part capacitance at 0.2 MHz. And it takes 20
minutes to complete solidification from nucleation onset at 0.5 oC/min ramp. We also
showed using time profile of 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) the glass transition, Tg’ of mannitol at -32 oC and
a recrystallization to new polymorph few minutes after the Tg’ event. Inter-transformation
of mannitol polymorphs in the course of freeze-drying process was also reported, suggesting
that a stable polymorph may transits to an unstable form (alpha) during freezing stage.
However, upon annealing this can be transformed to a more stable form (beta or delta form)
depending on factors such as pressure and temperature (as confirmed by the XRPD). The
change in gradient with time/temperature after the end of solidification and before
crystallization point supports the idea of TVIS response to events due to unfrozen fraction.
It has been observed that the difference between the literature data from the offline
laboratory studies of aqueous mannitol solutions using differential scanning calorimetry,
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DSC and the current real time study in a cluster of vials is not significant, as the literatures
have recorded similar results. This study has demonstrated the ability of TVIS technology
as an efficient non-invasive and real time PAT tool for characterisation of mannitol in terms
of freeze-drying relevant parameters.
Formulation with 5% w/v mannitol as the only bulking agent does not necessarily need to
include the annealing step in its process design to prompt crystallization of mannitol since
crystallization can occur during the freezing step without reheating. It can be suggested that
a longer time of freezing hold would results in complete polymorphic transformation from
amorphous mannitol or α/β-form to β-mannitol. It follows that at the start of freezing, βmannitol collapses into amorphous which later recrystallizes to α-polymorph at -32 oC.
However, freezing hold provides opportunity for crystals to structurally transform into the
more table forms, so the longer the freezing hold the higher the tendency to complete a
transformation from one form to another (mostly to a more stable form).
It has been observed in this study that a low concentration of mannitol when mixed with
sucrose (e.g., 3% + 1% w/v man-suc or 2% + 1% w/v man-suc) does not crystallise on
freezing (even if it does, it is too insignificant to be detected by TVIS method) but does
crystallise to β and δ-form during reheating depending the position of vial in the shelf or the
temperature of the process. In order words, annealing is required in a formulation involving
concentration of mannitol less than 4% or mannitol-sucrose in close ratio to instigate both
complete crystallization and transition of polymorph to the more stable forms. On heating,
the polymorphic transformation event is temperature dependence; lower temperature
encourages transformation to a stable polymorph since it allows more time to complete
transition process. It is recommended that in addition to the synergic role of mannitol as a
crystallizing excipient and sucrose as a lyoprotectant, the combination can provide adequate
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mechanical strength to freeze dried cake while providing opportunity to dry at high
temperatures without risking collapse. However, low concentrations (e.g., 3%:1% man-suc
and 2%:1% man-suc) are recommended (though with annealing step) considering the fact
that most of the product end users are not down with glaucoma and/or intracranial pressure
where higher concentration of the isotonic excipient is required (Wakai et al. 2013), in fact
patients of all ages (especially children) are at risk of dehydration, hyponatremia and renal
failure in high concentration of mannitol in pharmaceutical intravenous formulations
(Crandang et al. 2000, Naviv 2000, American Society of Health-System Pharmacists, 2015).

What is still unclear and proposed future study
Considering that XRPD measurement was performed at the end of the process cycle, it is
unclear whether the mannitol crystallization detected by the XRD analysis happened during
primary drying step (-25 oC) or freezing or annealing step. At what point does the
crystallization occur? This would help to conclude whether it is TVIS sensitivity that does
not cover the low degree of crystallization in freezing step or not.
It is therefore recommended to carry out a study (without annealing) where freezing
and primary drying steps are performed at the same temperature (-40 oC).
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6 MECHANISTIC UNDERSTANDING OF PHYSICAL
EVENTS IN MAXWELL WAGNER POLARIZATION
OF GLASS WALL IN IMPEDANCE-BASED STUDY
OF AQUEOUS MANNITOL PHASE BEHAVIOURS
DURING FREEZING PROCESS
6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Phase behaviour analysis: TVIS technique
At relatively earlier stage of TVIS development, analysis was based on the values of
equivalent circuit elements R, C and CPE (Arshad, Smith et al. 2014) where the
dependencies of each of these parameters that characterise the interfacial-polarization
process were correlated with events of the freezing process. This method of analysis was
used considering the fact that FPEAK is dependent on the resistance (R) of the solution in vial
which can be represented by the relation: F = 1 / R.│CPE│, where R is solution resistance
and │CPE│ is the effective capacitance of the glass wall-to-solution interface. Parameter R
is highly sensitive to the events of the freezing process as it changes with the changing
temperature/viscosity of the solution. This behaviour is not the case with the │CPE│ that
remains relatively constant (Arshad, Smith et al. 2014). It is recently understood that the
frozen state relaxation in the high frequency is due to the dielectric relaxation of ice (since
Smith and Polygalov, 2018). The high frequency end of the real part capacitance spectrum
was then understood to have negligible temperature dependency and could therefore be
exploited for the determination of the end point of solidification (Smith and
Jeraruangrattanna, 2019). The current understanding of the process can be further developed
by the application of the RelaxIs technology for electrical modelling of freeze dried product
kinetics.
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The aim of this work is to develop an improved mechanistic understanding of the physical
events that underpin the process and role of Maxwell Wagner polarization of glass wall in
the impedance-based study of phase behaviours of mannitol solution in the freezing stage.

6.2 Material and method
The materials and methods used in this chapter are the same as those explained in chapter 5
above for the formulation of 5%v/w mannitol. These include the formulation, freeze drying
protocol etc, except the analytical method. This chapter will apply RelaxIS modelling to
further study the mannitol solution in chapter 5.

6.2.1 Data analysis
Data collected in the TVIS instrument were analysed with the application of LyoView and
RelaxIS software. Models used comprise: Liquid phase [(C)(P)-(C)(R)], Ice-liquid phase [C(C)(Co)(P)] and Solid phase [C-(C)(Co)] (see model diagram in figure 2).
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Figure 6.1
Equivalent circuit models for the experimental data of TVIS vial containing a solution of 5%
(w/v) mannitol in different physical states during the freezing period. Liquid phase is the freezing
period until just after the nucleation event which demonstrates the Maxwell Wagner polarization of
the glass wall and was modelled with (C)(P)-(C)(R); Ice-liquid phase is the partially solidified state
when the unfrozen fraction is amorphous and the temperature is above Tg’ and is characterised by
high mannitol concentrate’ it is modelled with C-(C)(Co)(P) which can also model another process
(ice); the third state is Solid phase is the freezing time and temperatures when all liquid has
completely solidified, it is the dielectric relaxation of ice modelled with C-(C)(Co). Each circuit element
is associated with specific physical activity in the composite: CG is for the capacitance of the glass
wall interface with solution, Cs and Rs are the capacitance and resistance of the solution respectively,
CoS is Cole-Cole associated with ice relaxation, CPE G&S model the dispersive nature of glass wall and
solution respectively. The capital subscript G represents the combined capacitance from two glass
segments in contact with the external electrodes

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 TVIS Freezing Data Analysis
Experimental data recorded in the TVIS instrument are analysed with the application of
some software including LyoViewTM and RelaxIS which can identify various process
parameters at certain frequencies, time or temperatures. Figure 6.3 comprises the response
surfaces of the freezing and reheating periods for freeze drying of 5% w/v mannitol solution
in 10 ml type I glass-tubing vial plotted as a function of frequency and time; data are directly
extracted from the LyoViewTM software. Different points exist on the response surfaces
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which are identified with numbers (1 – 5) indicating various events in different time points.
The point 1 and 2 in the imaginary part capacitance (dielectric loss) show the peaks for
nucleation (Arshad, Smith et al., 2014) and crystallization events (Ogugua et al., 2019)
during freezing step. Point 3 identifies the development of another relaxation process due to
unfrozen fraction which is known as Maxwell Wagner polarization of glass wall (Smith and
Polygalov, 2018) (this will be discussed later sections). Point 4 shows a small stepdown/depression of spectra during the reheating step and it is assumed to be indicating the
time of recrystallization of mannitol. The period of nucleation and initial crystallization is
represented by point 5 on the response surface of the real part capacitance (dielectric storage)
during the freezing stage.
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Figure 6.2
Response surfaces of the freezing and reheating periods of 5% w/v mannitol solution in 10
ml type I glass-tubing vial plotted as a function of frequency and time. 3.5g of the solution is
contained in the TVIS vial placed adjacent to the TC vial which contains 3.5g deionised water with TC
immersed in the water. 1 & 2 are the peaks of nucleation and mannitol crystallization respectively
shown in imaginary capacitance; 3 represents peaks of Maxwell Wagner polarization process that
evolve due to unfrozen fraction; 4 represents the point of glass transition of mannitol during
reheating and 5 shows period between nucleation and initial crystallization of mannitol shown by
real part capacitance

There is a lot to learn about TVIS response to phase behaviour in Figure 6.3. It is basically
a different means of presenting the processes in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.3A&B are the
imaginary and real part capacitance spectra respectively at selected time points. Spectrum 1
is the last spectrum before the nucleation spectrum 2, and both have only one relaxation peak
at high frequency. However, spectrum 3&4 are characterised by two relaxation peaks, one
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in low frequency and the other in high frequency. It has been suggested that the low
frequency peaks are due to Maxwell Wagner polarization of glass wall while the high
frequency peak is due to ice relaxation (Smith and Polygalov, 2018). Although there are only
two spectra on the graphs that show MW relaxation peaks, there other spectra that are not
added which show evidence of the relaxation due to unfrozen fraction (MW process) and
some peaks go more into the lower frequencies beyond the experimental frequency window.
The movement of peaks towards the flower frequencies is also a response to the decreasing
temperature.
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Figure 6.3
TVIS spectral data representation of phase behaviours of 5% w/v mannitol solution in TVIS
vial (10 ml type I glass-tubing vial with a pair of 10 × 19 mm electrodes attached to its external walls)
in freezing stage. A & B represent the imaginary and real part capacitance spectra at selected time
points where 1 & 3 are the spectra and times/temperatures at nucleation onset and solidification
endpoint respectively; C is the temperature profile of the process; D – G are the TVIS time profiles
that are used to identify phase behaviour of mannitol.

The graphs on the right-hand side demonstrate the time points of different events
during the freezing stage corresponding to the spectra on the left-hand side. The dotted line
1 across the graphs is on the time point 1.89 h, the nucleation time Tn (spectrum 1 in Figure
6.3A&B) and with corresponding temperature of -13 oC. The dotted line 3 across the graphs
is on the time point 2.25 h at temperature -19 oC indicating solidification endpoint. All the
TVIS parameters seem to respond to the nucleation onset, but only the real part capacitance
𝐶 ′ (400 𝐻𝑧) shows the end of solidification with further evidence MW polarization of
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glass/unfrozen fraction by the temperature coefficient of the curve after solidification
endpoint. Initial crystallization of mannitol marks the end of MW process physically means
when the unfrozen fraction has finally solidified. It was the temperature calibration of the
TVIS parameter 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 that enabled the determination of the ice nucleation temperature 𝑇𝑛
at −13 oC; 𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐹𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 has been used for determination of temperature due to its
characteristic pattern of temperature response. The freezing of mannitol solution in the vials
has been capture in the camera as showed in Figure 6.4. The photos represent phase
transformation events of 5% w/v mannitol solution in freezing stage. Close inspection of the
photos shows how the clear solution in picture (0) turned cloudy at nucleation point (picture
1) and gradually changing colours until crystallization of mannitol (picture 5) where the solid
solution in the vial becomes more whitish in colour than others. These physical processes in
the system have been merrowed by TVIS measurement system as illustrated in Figure 6.3
where dotted lines 1 & 3 (right) with the corresponding spectra (left) represent the ice growth
onset and solidification endpoint.
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Figure 6.4
Pictorial representation of phase transformation of 5% w/v mannitol solution in TC vial and
TVIS vial (10 ml type I glass-tubing vial with a pair of 10 × 19 mm electrodes attached to its external
walls) in freezing stage. First picture (0) shows the condition of solution at the last spectrum (2
minutes) before nucleation occurred; pictures 1 – 4 are the pictures of the spectra 1 – 4 in figure 4
respectively, they show the conditions of the solution in vials at different times and temperatures,
while 1 shows solution at nucleation onset 4 shows end of ice formation; picture 5 shows the solution
at mannitol initial crystallization showing a more whitish solution than others.

In the quest for improving on the current understanding of the events in freezing process
during freeze-drying and thereby exploring TVIS technology further for more information,
we have studied the behaviour of mannitol aqueous solution 6 minutes before and after
nucleation onset and the events within the same time range before and after endpoint of
solidification as presented in Figure 6.5
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Figure 6.5
Log FPEAK and C″PEAK with respect to time depict the events that happen 6 min before and
after ice growth onset and during the solidification end point. Spectra around the two major events
in the freezing process could assist more understanding of the happenings during freezing process
such as Maxwell Wagner glass wall polarization process indicated as the relaxation peaks in the low
frequencies (time period II).

In Figure 6.5, the 3 spectra before ice growth (nucleation) onset are merged into a single
spectral line because there was no significant physical change in the solution. This can be
represented in RelaxIS Nyquist plot as a single relaxation peak with a tail attaching to the
end of the semicircle at an angle of ~20o to the x-axis towards the low frequency part (Figure
6.7 top spectrum). But within 2-4 minutes later, a spontaneous phase transition onset caused
the 4th spectrum to separate from others as a spike (spectrum in black). Subsequent spectra
then continue to separate towards lower frequencies until the solidification endpoint (not
shown). The graph in the right (time period II) showed the period around solidification
endpoint. The spectra before endpoint of solidification have single relaxation peaks in the
high frequencies but importantly the graph shows some new process (second peaks)
developing towards the low frequencies which indicates presence of unfrozen fraction of
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mannitol solution and had been described as MW polarisation of glass wall (Smith and
Polygalov, 2018).

6.3.2 RelaxIS Analysis of TVIS Data
RelaxIS is a special impedance analysis software. It offers huge options in handling
impedance data, plotting it in various representations including Nyquist and Bode etc, and
allows fitting spectra to equivalent circuits or physical models.
This section involves RelaxIS modelling of impedance-based data of 5% (w/v) mannitol
solution which was frozen to -40 oC, hold and then reheated back to -20 oC. We have used
the Nyquist plots of complex capacitance, imaginary part against real part capacitance to
illustrated physical condition of material under investigation. The complex capacitance is
proportional to permittivity. Going forward, different processes were observed with respect
to changing temperature, frequency, and time.
In TVIS analysis, spectrum can be characterised by a peak in the imaginary capacitance (also
identified as dielectric loss) and the step in the real part capacitance (also known as dielectric
storage). For liquid form of solution, these peaks are due to Maxwell-Wagner (MW)
polarization (space charge) polarization or interfacial polarization (Smith and Polygalov,
2018). This work is majorly designed to illustrate the physical processes that underpin MW
process and its electrical models during freezing process of lyophilization. MW polarization
process is experienced in TVIS mechanism considering that TVIS vial and its content have
different conductive properties; while the solution can be a good conductor, the glass
container is a dielectric material which is a poor conductor.
When a voltage is applied to the TVIS vial with its contents through the attached externally
electrodes, then current will flow within the system which electrically charges the glass wall
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capacitance with the rate dependency of the electrical resistance of the solution inside the
TVIS vial (Greaves Rin, 1954). The flow of current causes accumulation of charges at the
glass boundary layer with the solution in the vial, though partially neutralized by the ions
from the liquid solution. This results to the relaxation in the high frequency that continues
to move towards the lower frequencies with decreasing temperature of the system.
Resistance due to these materials are expressed at different frequencies by different model
elements, e.g., RG, RS. CEP element can be used to represent the development of the MW
polarization of glass wall (smaller peaks at the low frequency) as shown in figure 8.7. In a
simple circuit with a resistor in parallel with a capacitor which both are in series with a
second capacitor, these elements represent the physical part way of the composite (vial and
its content) set up. In that arrangement, resistor represent the conductivity of liquid inside
the vial, the first capacitor in parallel to the resistor (CS) is the dielectric property of the
liquid while the second capacitor (CG) in series is the dielectric property of the glass wall.

6.3.3 Physiognomies of mannitol freezing phases
TVIS response to the physical changes that occurred during freezing experiment of mannitol
solution has been illustrated in Figure 6.6 in terms of real part capacitance (left graphs) and
imaginary part capacitance (right graphs). The freezing period was divided into 3 phases
based on the physical state or nature of solution in freezing process: Liquid phase – when
whole solution was completely liquid; Liquid-ice phase – when solution has undergone
nucleation, leaving the solution to be partly ice and partly liquid; and finally, Solid phase –
which is the freezing period when all components of the solution (water and mannitol
concentrate) have completely solidified.
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In the liquid phase, plot demonstrates C″PEAK response to decreasing temperature with time
by peak movement in two directions at a time: movement to lower frequencies and
movement downwards, reducing peak height. We might also observe the broadening of peak
towards lower frequencies. At the time of ice growth onset, 1.89 h (-13 °C) there is a sudden
spike of spectrum indicating system/phase has changed thermodynamically.
In liquid-ice phase, each imaginary spectrum shows two relaxation peaks; the low frequency
peak was due to Maxwell Wagner polarisation of glass wall while the high frequency peak
was identified as peak due to ice relaxation.
Finally, the spectra in the solid phase do not show significant changes in peak movement in
any directions indicating complete solidification of components in the mannitol solution.
Figure 6.6 shows lots of multiple spectra within each freezing phase of 5% mannitol solution
in TVIS vial demonstrating the characteristic changes that occurred due to temperature and
nature of solution. The directions of movement of peaks are indicated by the arrows on the
plots, showing movement towards the left side (low frequencies). Phases in the freezing
process have been roughly grouped into time ranges with corresponding temperature ranges
as illustrated in the Figure 6.6. Liquid-ice phase is remarkable considering its double
relaxation peaks for ice and unfrozen fractions. While the ice relaxation peaks are in the high
frequencies and relatively temperature independent, the unfrozen material is responsible for
the low frequency peaks and are temperature dependent. These low frequency peaks
continued to move out of the observation frequency window with decreasing temperatures.

6.3.4 Selecting starting parameters for fitting
The choice of starting parameters in the fitting of data is an important part of modelling
strategies of non-linear processes such as freezing of aqueous solution with accompanying
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thermodynamics. During fitting process, the algorithm functions to locate the values of
individual parameters of the model with the minimum SSR which is basically where the
gradient of the 𝑆𝑆𝑅 (𝜷) function is equal to zero and positive (Wallauer J., 2020). SSR value
can be used to determine quality of fits: the smaller the value of SSR the better the fit. Fitting
algorithm must start parameter search from the positive regime in order to locate the global
minimum which is the desired SSR value. There is other type of minimum called local
minimum that can be found in the negative regime and could be more than one; this is
undesirable minimum. So, choosing the starting parameters that are close to the required fit
result will facilitate the chance of finding the global minimum (Wallauer J., 2020).
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March 2021

Plots of multiple spectra within each freezing phase of 5% mannitol solution in TVIS vial
demonstrating the characteristic changes that occurred due to temperature and nature of
solution.

Suitable starting parameters can be selected for a model by first having a good understanding
each model parameter and their influences on the model function. With this, spectra can be
simulated by changing parameter values and viewing the influence of the change on the
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spectrum, mainly Nyquist plot. This can be achieved by simulating spectra, where parameter
values are methodically changed while observing the effect on the spectrum in e.g. the
Nyquist- or Bode-plot. The spectra with different parameters can then be plotted on top of
one another while resulting effects are visualised to make an informed adjustment to the
spectrum in question.
In accordance with the grouping of freezing phases in Figure 6.6, the spectra
representing individual ranges have been plotted (Nyquist plots) with individual model
diagrams in Figure 6.7. In the spectra, experimental data are represented by dots while fitted
data are represented by lines. The method adopted in the selection of the suitable starting
parameters for the fittings in this report was based on the knowledge of each model
parameter and their influences on the model function.
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A
0 h – 2.1 h corresponding to
+20 oC – -13 oC respectively

B

2.2 h – 2.50 h corresponding to
-13 oC – -31.8 oC respectively

C

2.6 h – 4.5 h corresponding to
-31.8 oC – -40 oC respectively

Figure 6.7

The spectra of experimental data (dots) and fit (line) with the corresponding model diagram
for each of the freezing phases showing the time range and temperature range within which
a model can work best in fitting experimental data
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6.3.5 Pre-Nucleation model (Liquid phase)
One of the three phases to consider when modelling the physical processes of freezing stage
of freeze-drying is pre-nucleation phase. This is the stage in which the solution is completely
in liquid form and the water molecules have high degree of freedom, hence characterised
with less electrical resistance. This stage of freezing comprises the temperature coefficient
up to nucleation point (in the case of current experiment, from 20 oC to -13 oC) and ions have
opportunity migrate to glass wall-liquid boundary to experience MW polarization process.
In this experiment, all the TVIS spectra from the start of freezing up to the ice formation
appear to adopt the same type of electrical fitting models. These spectra are similar and are
characterised by one relaxation in the high frequencies with a tail that attached at angles
between 10 – 20o to x-axis (Figure 6.7A) towards the lower frequencies.

6.3.5.1 Step-by-step fitting process
This section briefly describes the fitting method used in this report in a step-by-step order
with annotated photos of important activity steps. Although the following step-wise fitting
process is for the liquid phase, it can be apply to the other two time ranges (liquid-ice and
solid phase), except for the liquid-solid phase in which case a different fitting direction (up
and down) was used in step 7:
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1. TVIS data (as shown in Figure 6.8) was copied to clipboard.

Figure 6.8

TVIS data in excel document showing the parameter copied and pasted on the RelaxIS
software

2. On the relaxis software, open new window then loads from clipboard through ‘Data
and Quality’ (see Figure 6.9). Add the required parameters: Time, Frequency, Z’, Z’’
and click ‘OK this file’:
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Figure 6.9
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The appearance of data on the RelaxIS new window when the TVIS data was pasted

3. Change timing in seconds to hours by dividing value V by 3600 as showed below:

Figure 6.10

The dialog box that shows how the unit for time was change from second to hour

4. Before selecting circuit elements for modelling, the process data was divided into 3
representing the phases of solution during freezing process. E.g., the time range 0 h
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– 2 h for liquid phase, 2.1 h – 2.6 h for liquid-ice phase and 2.6 h – 4.5 h for ice
phase. This means I worked with 3 RelaxIS files so that I can use one model to all
data in a RelaxIS file. Then parameters were selected based on the previous
knowledge of the roles of the elements. Model in the figure below was okayed for
liquid phase:

Figure 6.11

Dialog box where fitting parameters were combined indicating different fitting elements
and their symbols, and the model diagram for liquid phase
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5. The model in 4 above was okayed and current model was selected.

Figure 6.12

This dialog box shows that the ‘current model’ was selected for fitting because all spectra
needed to be fitted with the same model and no spectra was selected

6. Fitting: auto fit (single quick) was initially selected to fit selected spectrum no.1, then
batch fit (free batch fit) was selected to all spectra in the RelaxIS file:
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Figure 6.13
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The ideal shape of spectrum of liquid phase is showed after auto fitting of one spectrum is
completed. One semicircle is indicated for one relaxation peak

7. Fitting direction was ‘downward’ because spectrum no.1 already selected so would
need to fit downward to the 61st spectrum. The direction can be ‘upwards’ if spectrum
61 was initially selected (see below):

Figure 6.14

Photo showing the selection of the downwards fitting direction because the first spectrum
was selected
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8. Exporting the fitted data for further analysis is done through the ‘main’ on the tab,
then clicking the ‘export centre’ on the lower tab. On the new window (see below),
‘fit parameter export’ is selected for analysis of fit parameters, but ‘spectrum export’
is selected for analysis of fit quality:

Figure 6.15

Dialog box which shows that fit parameter was selected for export

9. The data are already selected before starting the export, so select the ‘selected
spectra’ as shown in Figure 6.16 in this step:
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Figure 6.16
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‘Selected spectra was chose in this case because spectra was highlighted before the export
began

10. Copy to clipboard or save to file, then proceed to excel:

Figure 6.17 The dialog box that shows where fitted data was copied and pasted on the excel sheet for
further analysis
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11. Copied data from step 10 is pasted in excel sheet as shown below, then plot the
graph of each of the parameters to view how they behave with respect to
temperature and time

Figure 6.18

C=P–C=R model of 5% v/w mannitol solution at +23 oC during freezing indicating a perfect
fit spectrum with model diagram by the right-hand side. The model can be used for all
spectra from ambient condition up to nucleation temperature (-13 oC)

Figure 6.18 shows the right model for the liquid phase in the freezing process. It follows
that each circuit element is associated with specific physical activity of the individual
component of the composite (vial and component), for example, while CG=CPEG models the
capacitance of the glass wall interface with solution, CS=RS was used to fit the activities of
the solution. We know that Cole-Cole is associated with ice relaxation in high frequencies,
but constant phase element CPE can model the dispersive nature of glass wall, so it is
reasonable to include CPEG element in order to capture the low frequency activities of the
physical system in liquid form. Considering the above roles, application of CG=CPEG–
CS=RS was able to model the spectrum correctly.
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6.3.5.2 Determination of fit quality
It is important to mention the characteristic or quality of a good fit and how to determine
when a model is not acceptable. Quality of fit can be evaluated from the error values for all
parameters in the “Parameter Explorer” window which demonstrates the uncertainty of the
fit for each parameter. It can also be determined statistically where numerical values of the
sum of square residuals (SSR) for various models are compared. The smaller the SSR value
the better the fit. This approach in model evaluation is associated with limitation; SSR values
can be affected by the number datapoints. For instance, fit with higher number of datapoints
will have higher value of SSR, hence, it is not reliable. (to access SSR values on the RelaxIS
window: click Plotting > create new spectrum view > info view). The other method of
evaluating quality of fits is by application of good understanding and mechanisms of the
physical system being measured. This means the understanding the model component
individual roles which can collectively describe the physical mechanisms in the system.

6.3.5.3 Fit plots for the Liquid phase
The circuit elements combined to model liquid phase include CG, CPEG, CS and RS which
were arranged in the appropriate order based on the flow of current. While CG=CPEG models
the glass wall impedance in the low frequency, the CS=RS represents the impedance of the
sample in the high frequency. Characteristically, CPE element dominates in very low
frequencies e.g., <10-2 Hz and it is used to model the low frequency dispersive nature of the
glass wall and can extend to frequencies as high as 10 kHz.
Figure 6.19 shows the plots of individual fit parameters for the model of liquid phase
(CG=CPEG–CS=RS) demonstrating characteristic electrical response to physical events of
mannitol solution before ice formation onset. Dotted lines on both sides of the graphs
represent time and temperature of ice formation onset while the solid line represent the
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thermal response of the glass wall. The graphs of the CG and CS (Figure 6.19) show that at
1.2 h of freezing process at 5.2 oC, the dielectric property of glass wall and impedance of the
solution have changed (increased); while the impedance of the sample solution slightly
increased, it is more evident in the glass wall, thereby increasing the impedance and
resistance of the current passing through the composite (represented by the solid lines). It is
important to note that this is not the onset of ice formation.

The dotted lines across the graphs represent the point of nucleation onset at 1.89 h (-13 oC).
CG does not respond to this event, but it is more evident in the RS and CS elements with little
response from the CPE-Q1. This selection of response can be attributed to the differences in
the frequency of response by individual circuit element.
It can be seen from the time and temperature plots that the event in time plots are indirectly
proportional to those of the temperature, e.g., while the solution resistance RS increases with
increasing time, it increases with decreasing temperature.
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Fit parameter plots for the model of liquid phase C=P-C=R demonstrating characteristics
changing before ice formation. Dotted lines on both sides of the graphs represent time and
temperature of ice formation onset. Liquid phase includes times and temperatures from the
start of freezing process when mannitol solution is completely liquid to the nucleation point
when ice has appeared in the solution
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6.3.6 Ice and unfrozen fraction model (Liquid-Ice)
This stage in freezing process comprises two phases of the solution considering that ice
formation although stochastic in nature does not make the whole solution to freeze at once;
ice formation starts from the bottom of the vial in the case of homogenous nucleation
instigated by the TC inserted in the solution in the vial. Heterogenous nucleation can occur
when there are many loci in the solution, but then, all solution does not turn ice at once
either.
The process in this stage was fitted following the same fitting process used in the Liquid
phase model, however the slight difference is that the fitting direction was ‘up and down’.
Figure 6.20 shows all spectra within the period of existence of liquid-ice phase in different
forms; the time range during the freezing phase is characterized by double relaxation peaks
which lasted for approximately 28 minutes. Figure 6.20H (black spectrum) is a typical
example of spectra of a two-phased solution involving mass of ice and unfrozen solution. It
is characterized by two relaxation peaks representing the two phases of solution in the vial.
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F
2nd peaks

G

I
H

Figure 6.20

All spectra within the period of existence of unfrozen fraction exhibit double relation peaks
which lasted for approximately 28 minutes. A-E shows TVIS time profile within the range of
liquid-ice phase, F&G demonstrate imaginary and real parts spectra of the liquid-ice phase
indicating point of maximum separation of the double peaks by black spectral line in the
middle, H shows RelaxIS spectra within the liquid-ice phase with the spectrum of optimum
double peaks shown in black, I- is the model diagram of the liquid-ice phase (C-C=Co=P) of
5% (w/v) mannitol solution in the TVIS vial

The first process in the high frequency showed by the bigger semi-circle is due to the
dielectric relaxation of the ice phase (Figure 6.20). The second process is depressed which
later merged into the bigger process gradually upon complete solidification of the system.
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Moving to the lower frequencies, the two processes depicted by the semi-circles have fully
merged into one big semi-circle at mannitol crystallization. The smaller semi-circle that
developed towards the low frequency is due to the unfrozen fraction which is high in
concentration the materials in solution. The process in this low frequency region is suggested
to be due to Maxwell Wagner (MW) polarization of glass wall following the high
concentration of the unfrozen fraction of the solution.
The second relaxation in the low frequency is depressed, and it could be suggested to be due
to the distortion in the conduction pathway created by the viscous concentrate around the
ice. This makes CPE to behave like a resistor in low frequency. It has been suggested that
the period of double semicircle was the time in the freezing process when the solution in vial
comprises two phases, namely: the molten concentrate of mannitol (unfrozen fraction) with
relatively high electrical resistance shown in the lower frequency and the much more highly
resistive ice mass in the higher frequency. This process was perfectly fitted with a circuit
model CG-CS=CoS=CPES and it might also be capable of fitting the ice phase of the solution.
Recall that in the previous TVIS study of the freezing behavior of mannitol, it was assumed
that the relaxation in both the liquid and frozen states was due to the Maxwell Wagner
polarization of the glass wall through the solution resistance (Arshad, Smith et al. 2014). We
now understand that the frozen state relaxation in the high frequency is due to the dielectric
relaxation of ice (since Smith and Polygalov, 2018).
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(A) - Real part capacitance C’ (400 Hz), (B) - imaginary capacitance and (C) - RelaxIS spectra
indicating the development and the period of MW polarisation process caused by unfrozen
fraction of mannitol solution. The whole period lasted for 28 minutes and temperature
range of -17 oC to -34.6 oC

It follows that the temperature dependency in high frequency is negligible while the lower
frequency shows large temperature dependency. This is demonstrated as the peaks in the
lower frequencies continue to move outside the experimental frequency window (i.e. 10Hz)
in Figure 6.21 B. However, these peaks at the lower frequencies have shown constant
heights which can be likened to the relatively unchanging glass wall capacitance, hence,
supporting the previous assertion that the relaxation process is due to MW polarisation of
glass wall capacitance. In the early reheating part, this process is not found because
measurements are in the higher frequencies.
The onset of MW process as shown by the RelaxIS data presentation was evident by the
inflection of the TVIS real part capacitance curve at 2.2 h of the freezing period (Figure
6.21 A) when temperature was -18 oC which is also regarded as the end of solidification of
ice. We know that when the water content of mannitol solution turns to ice the remaining
part will be molten concentrate of the mannitol whose impedance to electrical conductivity
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continues to increase with respect to temperature coefficient with time. The MW polarization
process continued to develop with time and decreasing temperature until its peak at 2.6 h of
freezing time and corresponding temperature of -20 oC (Figure 6.21 A). This stage was
known to us as the point of initial crystallization of mannitol, the event that is demonstrated
in the real part capacitance curve as a ‘step down’ at that temperature and time. After
crystallization at the above time and temperature which was the real end of solidification,
the subsequent spectra started to cede back into the bigger semicircle (Figure 6.21 C).

6.3.6.1 Fit plots for the Liquid-solid phase
Liquid-ice phase model comprises circuit elements including CG, CS, CPES and CoS which
were selected with respect to the nature of the solution and the role of individual element.
This phase in freezing process was modelled by CG-CS=CoS=CPES, and Figure 6.22 shows
the fit parameter plots for the model to demonstrate the electrical implication of the physical
changes during freezing process when the solution of mannitol in TVIS vial contains both
ice and water (2.15 h – 2.52 h corresponding to -13 oC – -31 oC respectively).
Liquid-ice phase is characterised by two relaxation time at different temperatures and
frequencies: MW polarization of glass walls and ice relaxation peaks. The low frequency
relaxation is not stable; it appears after ice formation in the solution at temperature lower
than nucleation temperature but merge back into the high frequency relaxation at mannitol
crystallization temperature (e.g., -32 oC).
Smith and Jeeraruangrattana, (2019) described the two possible mechanisms of the origin of
this second process. They suggested that Maxwell-Wagner polarization at the mesoscale
results from the arrangement of ice crystals which creates thin interstitial spaces of the
unfrozen concentrate. The other mechanism is that Maxwell-Wagner process can result from
the conductivity pathways of the unfrozen fraction through which charges migrate from one
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end of vial wall to the other. As such the relaxation peaks can be described by a Cole–Cole
function with the inclusion of CPE in parallel arrangement. Of course, the glass capacitance
is always constant.
In Figure 6.22, the changes in the circuit elements are obvious, although the response to the
events are different and specific to individual characters. The fit parameters were plotted as
a function of time. While glass capacitance CG was unresponsive to temperature and material
physical change at this stage, solution capacitance CS was responsive and decreasing with
time and decreasing temperature. CPE Alpha and Co tau showed increase in value with time
(as solution was solidifying). Co Alpha was completely insensitive to the physical events of
the solution, however, Co-capa decreased with freezing time.
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Figure 6.22
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Fit parameter plots for the model of liquid-solid phase C-C=P=Co to demonstrate the
electrical implication of the physical changes during freezing process when the solution of
mannitol in TVIS vial contains both ice and water (2.15 h – 2.52 h corresponding to -13 oC –
-31 oC respectively). Solid line across the graphs indicates solidification endpoint while the
doted lines on both sides indicate mannitol crystallization time and temperature.
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6.3.7 Solid solution model
The third phase of the freezing step starts from the point when all the water and mannitol
concentrate would have completely solidified; this means that the endpoint of the ceding
back of MW relaxation process is the onset of this phase. Solid solution phase has a
characteristic spectrum of a high frequency relaxation peak shown by one complete
semicircle.

Figure 6.23

C-C=Co auto-fit spectrum at -38 C when solidification has completed as indicated by the
precipitates of mannitol crystals during freezing hold time

Figure 6.23 is the spectrum at 2.83 h, -38.8 oC and it shows that the second (depressed)
semi-circle that developed during the ice development period (MW process window) at the
low frequency part has ceded back to merge with the bigger semi-circle. Just as explained
earlier, it simply means that the solidification process has completed. It follows that as the
ice mass continues to grow so does the concentrate which manifest as the second process
due to MW polarization of glass wall. But the resistance of the concentrate continues to
increase until we can only see the influence of the interstitial space between ice crystals, this
is when the effects of the MW process could no longer be seen.
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Recall that all the spectra from the ambient condition of solution up to the nucleation (-13
C) were fitted with a C=P-C=R and liquid-ice phase was fitted with C-C=Co=P. The two
models above did not seem to model the solid solution as required (i.e., when solidification
has fully completed just few minutes after mannitol had its initial crystallization). That is
not surprising considering that the second semi-circle at the lower frequency has completely
ceded back into the larger one (liquid finally solidified), hence the spectrum has change and
model should normally change in effect. Another model was therefore selected for the ice
relation process which is a circuit of single cole-cole in parallel with solution capacitor which
in turn is in series with glass wall capacitor (C-C=Co). As mentioned earlier, a process can
be modelled by more than one model (claim to be verified). It is important to note that all
the spectra within the holding period (when temperature was -40 oC) were characterised by
a complete semi-circle as seen in Figure 6.23 and the reason remains that the solution has
completed solidification and there are no free ions.

6.3.7.1 Fit plots for the solid phase
The period of solid phase in mannitol solution freezing phase has been modelled by CGCS=CoS and the fit parameters have been plotted in Figure 6.24. This period includes the
times when mannitol crystallization has occurred at temperature below -32 oC which is also
mannitol glass transition Tg’. TVIS data has showed that cooling below this temperature
does not show any further changes in the real capacitance (in the low frequencies) with
continuous decrease in temperature, this means that all component of the solution has
solidified.
The dielectric relaxation in this phase is characterized by a single relaxation peak which can
broaden symmetrically at a lower temperature, hence inclusion of a Cole-Cole function to
capture the relaxation.
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The most important circuit element in Figure 6.24 (CS) shows a relatively consistent values
with time and temperature. This also apply to the Co-alpha plot which demonstrated no
change in values with temperature and time indicating complete solidification of solution
components.
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Fit parameter plots for the model of solid phase CG-CS=CoS to show the electrical implication
of the physical changes during freezing process when the solution of mannitol in TVIS vial
has completely solidified (2.52 h – 4.5 h corresponding to -31.8 oC – -40 oC respectively)

6.3.8 Reheating period
On reheating, spectra only showed attempt or onset of phase changing behaviour of the solid
water by the reappearance of the spectral tail in the lower frequency (see red data point in
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Figure 6.25) which previously ceded back to the bigger semicircle of the ice relaxation in
the higher frequency at the end of initial crystallization event. The spectral tail is however
short in length for the whole period reheating indicating the degree of ionization (freedom
of ions) in the system.

Figure 6.25

Comparison of influence of Maxwell Wagner polarisation process at a temperature in
freezing and reheating stages. Black is a spectrum at -21 oC during freezing time while the
red is a spectrum at -21 oC during reheating time.

Reheating process was also partially fitted with the ice model C-C=Co and the ice-liquid
model (C-C=Co=P) as used in the previous sections (note: parallel is =, series is –). It is
however a thing of surprise how evidence of either mannitol glass transition Tg’ or
recrystallization event was not spotted on the RelaxIS spectra during reheating period. These
events were expected and were indicated by the TVIS profile in high frequency at -32 oC
and -26 oC respectively and which agree with literature (Kett et al., 2003).
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6.3.9 MW process in freezing and reheating stages
There is a slight difference between the two events. Influence of Maxwell Wagner
polarisation process at a temperature (-21 oC) has been compare in freezing and reheating
stages (Figure 6.25; black for freezing while red for reheating). During freezing the new
process start to develop as the mass of ice continued to increase thereby increasing the
concentration of the materials in the solution which makes the MW glass wall charging
process to develop (see black datapoints in Figure 6.25), in this case there is still viscous
liquid to use at -21 oC. On the other hand, during reheating from -45 oC back to -21 oC, the
system may experience high resistance to electrical conductivity because the solid solution
requires more force (heat) to ionize the frozen system. This can therefore impede the
formation of MW process of charging the glass wall, hence the reason why new process at
the low frequency did not develop as much after showing evidence of starting the process
(red data point in Figure 6.25). Reheating to -20 oC does not necessarily melt the ice back
to liquid, however mannitol concentrate was expected to indicate Tg’ or recrystallization
event.
It can now be concluded that the difference between the two spectra (black and red curve)
at the same temperature but different processes is the degree of molecular motility or
ionisation in individual mass of solution; impedance effect is predominant in the reheating
step which conductivity was based on the interstitial spaces of the ice crystals while it is less
on the freezing step.

6.3.10 Comparison with previous fitting analysis
Earlier this year Wallauer J., (2020) had carried out some fitting analysis of our experimental
data, however his analysis had focused only on the ‘liquid-ice’ phase and does not include
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the liquid phase, solid (ice) phase or the re-heating part. The fitting results in this report
within the liquid-ice phase has demonstrated similar results compare to that reported earlier
by Dr Wallauer. It follows that the freezing phase in question is characterised by two
relaxation peaks: one in the high frequency due to ice relaxation and the other in low
frequency due to Maxwell Wagner polarization of glass wall (which later moved out of the
experimental window as temperature further decreased beyond -25 oC). Both reports have
used the same fitting models (C=CPE-C=R) to fit the system, the only difference is that the
previous report used Bode plot to analyse results while the current report used Nyquist plot
instead. Advantage of Bode plot is that it contains both the real and imaginary parts
information about the measured datapoints in both Y-axes which are plotted as a function of
the frequency on the X-axis. Nyquist plot on the other hand is also helpful given that it can
customise recognizable shapes for different types of processes.
Again, the current report has taken a step further to analyse the individual components
elements (fit parameters) of the different models for the phases in freezing process.
Parameters were plotted as a function of time and temperature which has helped to evaluate
the quality of fits based on the behaviours of these components with respect to the previous
knowledge of their characteristics effect in different conditions or frequencies.

6.4 Conclusions
This work demonstrated mechanistic understanding of the physical events that underpin the
process and role of Maxwell Wagner polarization of glass wall in the impedance-based study
of phase behaviours of mannitol solution in the freezing stage of lyophilization cycle. TVIS
data 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) and especially 𝐶 ′ (400𝐻𝑧) showed evidence of temperature coefficient in
the late stage of solidification which become normalised after the initial crystallization of
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mannitol. 𝐶 ′′ 𝑃𝐸𝐴𝐾 data showed the event as second relaxation peaks in the low frequency
region which is characterised with equal peak height indicating unchanged dielectric
property of the glass wall. Our current that data suggest that the event lasted for 28 minutes;
we now know that it is due to MW polarization of glass wall while the first peaks in the high
frequencies are due to ice relaxation (Smith and Polygalov, 2018).
RelaxIS data have thrown more lights in the understanding of the process by the way of
electrical circuit modelling of the physical processes. We have grouped the freezing stage
into 3 phases base of the physical states of the mannitol solution during freezing process
which determines the shape of the spectrum and these were modelled with different circuit
model: 1) Liquid phase is characterised by single dielectric relaxation peak in the high
frequency with a tail in the low frequency attached in about 20o angle to the horizontal. The
period within this phase is from the start of freezing to (ideally) nucleation time when the
solution is still liquid. This phase was modelled with C=P-C=R. Ice-Liquid phase means that
mass of ice has formed in the solution making it a two-phase solution which is indicated in
spectra as two relaxation peaks: the low frequency MW process and high frequency ice
relation. The period covered by this phase can start from the nucleation to initial
crystallisation of mannitol when both mannitol concentrate, and water have completely
solidified. It was modelled with C-C=Co=P which also has the capacity to model ice phase.
The third phase of the freezing step is solid phase and it starts from the mannitol
crystallization time. Solid solution phase has a characteristic spectrum of a high frequency
relaxation peak shown by one complete semicircle. The solid phase was fitted with C-C=Co
model.
Finally in this report, we have demonstrated the use of RelaxIS method of analysis of
TVIS data to study mechanistic physical processes in the freezing of aqueous solution of
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mannitol where results have demonstrated agreement with literature (Kett et al., 2003) in
terms of mannitol glass transition Tg’ and crystallization.
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7 GENERAL CONCLUSION

Given the limitations associated with the numerous existing PATs for monitoring freeze
drying cycle which include the propensity of product contamination and non-batch
representative measurements, this research has investigated a possible non-invasive
alternative that involves the development of a multiplexed PAT approach for monitoring the
lyophilisation cycle based on water vapour measurement above vials in the freeze-drying
chamber. The PAT tools involved in this approach are Optidew – chilled mirror instrument,
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS), laser infrared (laserIR), electrical
impedance spectroscopy - TVIS and computational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis. This
novel approach is projected with potential to help industry determine key process parameters
of a freeze-drying cycle, leading to better controls and improved process outcomes with
fewer batch failures, greater efficiencies of energy and time.

As demonstrated in the graphic summary of the research idea (Figure 1.3), the proposition
of concept goes by the following algorithmic method:
•

Measurement of water vapour at headspace above vials using vapour sensor such as
chilled mirror hygrometer (Optidew) or optical device (THz or laserIR).

•

Measured partial pressure of water above vials (𝑃𝑐 ) is used to calculate the ice
interface pressure (𝑃𝑖 ) using equation: 𝑃𝑖 =

•

𝑑𝑚
) × 𝑅𝑠𝑝
𝑑𝑡

𝐴𝑖

+ 𝑷𝒄 .

The corresponding temperature of the calculated pressure of ice (𝑃𝑖 ) is estimated by
the equation: 𝑇𝑖 = (−

•

(

6144.96
ln𝑷𝒊

– 24.02).

Considering that the rate in the above equation can be estimated from mass flow rate
equation when velocity is calculated from CFD application:

𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡

= 𝜌 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑣 (where

𝑣 is velocity, 𝐴 is sublimation area, and 𝜌 is density of water vapour). TVIS
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measurement can also be used to estimate drying rate (𝑑𝑚/𝑑𝑡) in the principal
equation above.
•

Assumption: if measurement is performed in the early stage of the primary drying
(e.g., 1 or 2 h into sublimation), product dry layer would have not yet developed,
hence dry layer resistance in the principal equation can be negligible at this stage.

This research has demonstrated and revealed generally, the feasibility of the proposed
method based on individual performance of the investigated PAT tools and presenting the
viabilities and limitations of these instruments. THz vapour measurements were done at 1.15
THz where maximum absorptions were observed in 20 cm chamber pathlength. Uncertainty
of measurement was calculated as 35 with a limit of detection (3α) of 105 µBar cm-1. A
simple projection of the measurement assuming a larger freeze dryer with a longer pathlength (e.g., 2 m) can improve the resolution by reducing the LOD to 10.5 µBar cm-1. From
the uncertainty in WVP, the uncertainty dependence in temperature for actual measurement
at -40 °C was calculated as +1.6/-1.9 °C. However, THz measurements in this respect has
been limited by two major factors: short pathlength and a relatively high LOD, it is then
suggested that the used of Tydex lens of the THz could increase the pathlength and the issue
of sensitivity to be investigated by the THz manufacturer.

Optidew sensor demonstrates great potential for WVP measurements relevant to freezedrying cycle. Its average of 10% disparity with theoretical values and the 2 minutes response
time is owned to factors including: 6 cm gap between ice surface and Optidew sensor,
geometry of the dryer which created ‘dead volume’ from unevenly distributed WVP in the
chamber (confirmed by the CFD simulation, chapter 5) and less likely the instrument
limitation from factory. It is projected that reduction of the sensor-ice interface gap and the
use of baffle to homogeneously distribute VP in the chamber can improve the agreement
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between measured and calculated VP and response time. This report also showed that
vacuum condition can influence or distort temperature measurement. Measurements under
vacuum condition showed 37% decrease compare to the ones measured under ambient
chamber pressures.
Heat transfer study of the bespoke shelf showed that thermal mass has a significant effect on
heat transfer shelf; the temperature variation between heat transfer fluid in shelf channel and
shelf surface was 4.15 °C while the difference between inlet and outlet temperature was 1
°C.
CFD simulation of shelf temperature distribution in primary drying stage shows that edges
of shelf are warmer by ~5 °C compare to the centre of the shelf. Velocity of vapour pressure
transporting to the condenser is important for drying rate. Vapour flow simulation in
chamber shows increasing rate of sublimation with increasing flow velocity due to increased
pressure gradient between chamber and condenser. Vapour flow velocity was greatly
reduced to average of 0.02 m/s in choke flow condition when 𝑃𝑖 ~ 𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 . CFD also showed
that vapour pressure is unevenly distributed in the chamber leading to formation of ‘dead
volume’ in some parts of the product chamber.
This study also demonstrated the ability of TVIS technology as an efficient non-invasive
and real time PAT tool for characterisation of mannitol in terms of freeze-drying relevant
parameters. TVIS profile 𝐶 ′ (0.2𝑀𝐻𝑧) shows the glass transition Tgʹ of mannitol at -32 oC
and a recrystallization to new polymorph few minutes after the Tgʹ event. It was observed in
this study that a low concentration of mannitol when mixed with sucrose (e.g., 3% + 1% w/v
man-suc or 2% + 1% w/v man-suc) does not crystallise on freezing, but crystallised to β and
δ-form (depending the position of vial on the shelf) during reheating period. However, what
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we do not know yet is whether freezing the solution for a longer time (e.g. more than 4 h)
can cause mannitol crystallization for the above concentrations.
In conclusion, THz showed some promise in that an approximately linear relationship could
be found between the absorption line at 1.15THz and water vapour concentration. However,
it limited by difficulties in the alignment of the transmitter and detector which then limited
the pathlength that could be realised in practice. The major limitation of the IR laser in its
application in the vacuum chamber is that it was strongly affected by vacuum, absorption by
other gas molecules and vibrations from the neighbouring instruments. It can be concluded
that the attempts to develop the novel approaches to vapour sensing failed to deliver a
satisfactory outcome. The most significant finding of this study (and the contribution to
knowledge) was the successful application of TVIS technology to identify mannitol glass
transition, Tgʹ, crystallization and polymorph transition within original container in subambient temperatures. Results showed that annealing is highly recommended in a
formulation involving concentration of mannitol less than 4% or mannitol-sucrose in close
ratio to instigate both complete crystallization and transition of polymorph to the more stable
forms.
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8 FUTURE INVESTIGATION
In the proof of concept experiments, the major limitation in the application of THz-TDS for
measurement of water vapour in the head space of vials is short pathlength. The
optimum/longest pathlength established in the investigation was 20 cm, which can only be
enough for laboratory investigation. It is recommended that a further investigation in a
longer pathlength, e.g., 2 meters or above (synonymous to industry application) is
performed. This can be possible by additional lenses such as Tydex THz lenses (TYDEX
company can further advice).
The first recommendation in the application of laserIR/THz for water vapour measurement
in vacuum chamber is to create barrier between the vacuum environment and the beam
source/detector by using plexiglasses or equivalent.
Although, in proof-of-concept works it advisable to use low-cost laser modules which are
available in range of wavelengths in the market, example, 405 – 532 nm, 635 – 780 nm, 808
nm, 850 nm etc, it may be worth considering better water vapour absorption window such
as 1870nm (1.87micron); although scarce in the market, they are very expensive £4000 –
£5000. In this study, we have selected 980 nm which falls into the IR water vapour
absorption window of 884 – 990 nm given its availability.
Or more realistically, making a design of cavity mirrors to increase laser path 5-10 fold to
magnify absorption level.
The average of 10% disparity between Optidew measurement of VP and the calculated VP
was attributed to three likely causes, namely: 1) gap between sensor and ice interface (~6
cm), 2) absence of baffle in the chamber to evenly distribute vapour pressure and 3)
instrument (factory) limitation. It is therefore recommended that a new experiment is
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designed where the gap between measured ice surface and Optidew sensor is reduced to ~1
cm to rule out doubts. On the extreme, the chamber design can be modified to insert another
form of humidity sensor and installation of a fan in the chamber for an experiment that can
confirm the other factors.
In the CFD simulation of vapour flow mechanism, flow velocity threshold and choke
development, the geometry of the dryer was suggested to have greatly impacted the total
flow outcome. It follows that in the current design, the evacuation port and the condenser
are located at the bottom of the product chamber and the shelf has covered up to 97% of the
effective duct leaving a very small space (~3%) as the vapour flow path through which the
vapour flows into the chamber. The constricted effective duct flow path (venturi effect) can
cause a gradual built up of water vapour in the ‘dead volume’ of the chamber, leading to
failure in pressure control. It is therefore recommended that different freeze dryer designs
(not physical designs but CAD) be made such that the evacuating port or the duct should be
located on different parts of the chamber to mitigate the effects of the shelf as a blockade to
vapour flow.
What we do not understand and proposed future study for mannitol crystallization
investigations: given that XRPD measurement was performed at the end of the freeze drying
cycle, it is unclear whether the mannitol crystallization detected by the XRPD analysis
occurred during primary drying step (-25 °C) or freezing or annealing step. At what
point/temperature does the crystallization occur? This would help us conclude whether it is
TVIS sensitivity that is resolute enough to detect the low degree of crystallization in freezing
step or not for the studied formulations (i.e., 4%+1% w/v man-suc and 3%+1% w/v mansuc) .It is therefore recommended to carry out a study (without annealing) where freezing
and primary drying steps are performed at the same temperature (-40 °C).
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9 APPENDIX

9.1 BDS experiment reports
The TVIS result is supported by an investigation carried out using Broadband Dielectric
Spectrometer (BDS). BDS (Novocontrol) is capable for measuring dielectric properties of
various materials in wide frequency and temperature range. It has interesting feature of
measurement at lower frequencies than 10 Hz unlike TVIS whose lowest frequency of
measurement is 10 Hz; this BDS feature favours the dielectric measurements of glass walls.
TVIS results (Figure 9.1) showed real part capacitance profile Cʹ (100 kHz) with its
corresponding temperature of the event during the reheating period of a freeze-dried
formulation comprising mannitol and sucrose in the ratio of 3:1. Temperature was recorded
from the TC vial placed adjacent to the TVIS vial considering their temperature equivalence.

Figure 9.1

TVIS profile showing response of the real part capacitance at 100 kHz during
reheating of a solution of mannitol and sucrose (3%:1% w/v) in freeze drying cycle
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The results show transition temperature, Tg’ of mannitol-sucrose combination at –31 oC
which is slightly higher than their individual Tgʹs. This was expected considering the
literature which suggested two transition temperatures (-32 and -25 oC) for mannitol
(Cavatur et al., 2002). There is no clear indication of TVIS response to the crystallization
event before -25 oC in the reheating process. It can be suggested that the Tg’ process in this
curve has been accompanied by the crystallization of mannitol in the same event or TVIS
sensitivity could not detect the low degree of crystallization of mannitol as found in XRD
(data not shown). However, current BDS results have demonstrated a recrystallization event
at -25.6 oC as shown in Figure 9.3.
In this investigation, TVIS vial was filled with a solution of mannitol and sucrose (3% +
1% w/v man-suc, 2% + 1% w/v man-suc) with fill factor 0.7 and frozen to -40 oC, then
reheated to -25 oC to study the behaviours of mannitol and compare with previous TVIS
results in chapter 5 and 6 of this report.

Result from BDS experiment is shown in Figure 9.3 which confirms the event as reported
in the TVIS results. At -35.6 oC, the C’ (100 kHz) show onset of inflection which peaked at
-30.8 oC indicating mannitol Tg’, however, the C’ (100 kHz) goes down with another
developing process which is suggested to crystallization event of mannitol at -25 oC.
According to literature, mannitol transition temperature is -32 oC but result has shown a
slightly higher temperature -30.8 oC suggesting the effect of 1% sucrose in the solution.
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BDS process protocol for 2%:1% w/v man-suc

At 100 kHz, BDS result shows a peak denoting Tg’ which when zoomed could show a
smaller peak of the crystallization event (Figure 9.3).
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BDS temperature and capacitance profile at 100 kHz demonstrating thermal
behaviour of mannitol in its solution with sucrose (3%:1% w/v) during reheating
period

Figure 9.3 is a good example of how CʹPEAK can be used to study physico-structural
properties of material with respect to temperatures of event. Capacitance being independent
of temperature in high frequencies and or in ice condition can easily be used to identify any
behavioural property of material in that frequency. Comparing with TVIS result in Figure
9.1, BDS shows a similar result, however there is evidence of higher sensitivity in the BDS

result considering the scales used in the graphs.
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-35.6 oC

Figure 9.4

BDS profile for temperature versus capacitance plot during reheating of solution of
mannitol and sucrose (3%:1% w/v) for temperature predictions of thermophysical
events

Plotting the capacitance against temperature (Figure 9.4) is a way of estimating the peak
position in relation to temperature, therefore the exact temperature of glass transition
property of the formulation was determined. The inflection from -35.6 oC means that glass
transition property of a material is not (very) spontaneous, it takes up to 10 minutes to get to
the peak, i.e., end of the transition.
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BDS profile during reheating period for 2%:1% w/v man-suc indicating events of
mannitol- sucrose transition temperature (4.86 h) and crystallization (5.2 h) at
temperature holding time

Figure 9.5 (left) shows that glass transition Tgʹ of 2%:1% w/v man-suc formulation occurred
at -30.5 oC 12 minutes before the end of reheating at -25 oC. However, in the right-hand side,
is an indication of crystallization event 8 minutes into the temperature holding time. Series
of TVIS experiments have showed that the real part capacitance indicates event of Tgʹ of a
material (endothermic process) by an upward step while crystallization (exothermic process)
is indicated by a downward step.
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TVIS profile during reheating period for 2%:1% w/v man-suc indicating events of
mannitol-sucrose transition temperature (5.7 h)

There is a great degree of similarity between TVIS and BDS results for 2%:1% w/v mansuc as reported earlier in the one of higher concentration of mannitol (3%:1% w/v man-suc).
The higher sensitivity of BDS sensor is still evident in terms of Tgʹ peaks, moreover Tgʹ
peaks for 2%:1% w/v man-suc are smaller (Figure 9.6) than Tgʹ peaks for 3%:1% w/v mansuc.
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BDS temperature vs real part capacitance C’ (100 kHz) for 2%:1% w/v man-suc
plotted to identify the peak of the solution Tgʹ

Comparison between Tgʹ events in solutions of 2%:1% w/v man-suc and 3%:1% w/v mansuc during reheating periods in BDS measurements shows that the event happened a little
bit earlier in the formulation containing higher percent of mannitol (Figure 9.8). It is
observed that glass transition occurred a minute later in the lower concentration of mannitol
which amounted to ~0.3 oC additional temperature in 2%:1% w/v man-suc formulation
(Figure 9.8).
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BDS spectra for comparison between Tg’ events in solutions of 2%:1% w/v man-suc
and 3%:1% w/v man-suc during reheating periods of each experiment

Figure 9.9 shows that the formulation with higher concentration of mannitol completed the
glass transition event earlier and before the end of reheating period unlike the lower
concentration of mannitol whose transition period encroaches the temperature holding
period (-25 oC). It was also observed that the crystallization peak which shows up earlier in
the higher percent formulation of mannitol was more obvious than that of the 2%:1% w/v
man-suc. The area under the Tgʹ curve of 3%:1% w/v man-suc is smaller reducing the time
of completion of the event suggesting that 2%:1% w/v man-suc does not have enough
material for the event to occur leading to the sluggish process, increasing time to complete.
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BDS data for comparing crystallization behaviours of two formulations: 3%:1% w/v
man-suc and 2%:1% w/v man-suc. Crystallization for lower mannitol concentration
formulation occurred after reheating period (the holding time (-25 oC) with 10 min later
than that of the higher concentration)

9.1.1 Summary of finding

I.

3:1 man-suc showed evidence of crystallization at -25.6 oC (just before the final
reheating temperature of -25

o

C, whereas the 2:1 showed an evidence of

crystallization at a later time (10 min later with a longer crystallization time) during
holding time). In order in 2:1 ratio, crystallization did not occur within reheating
period instead it occurred at a sustained temperature -25 oC.
II.

C' (100 kHz) peak height for 3:1 ratio is higher than the lower concentration of
mannitol when plotted with the same scales
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There is 6 minutes delay before the Tg' in 2:1 ratio (though with a lower temperature
by 0.3 oC)

IV.

Although the XRD result for both formulations show beta-polymorphs, their degrees
of sucrose suppression are not the same. 2:1 ratio experiences a higher degree of
suppression due to closer quantity or ratio of the excipients involved

9.2 Design Story by Photos/Drawings

Sketched design of Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer with dimensions of its parts
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2

3

4
Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer is in the building process: 3 – Shelf with inlet and outlet pipes
attached to one endcap; 4 – Vial loading tray with edge guard.
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Shelf construction indicating the dimensions, vial hexagonal arrangement and the serpentine
milling pattern.
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A symmetrical view of the fully loaded Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer showing the positions
and arrangement of sensors, shelf, inlet pipe for heat exchange fluid etc.
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Completed Multiplex PAT freeze-dryer in its operational status showing different units of
the compact including temperature control bath, pressure control unit and parameter
recording interfaces.
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Group photo on the occasion of ‘DMU's Showcase of Pharmacy Research and Innovation’
– Individuals from left: Dr Ahmet Orun, Lecturer DMU; Prof Geoff Smith, Lecturer DMU;
Dr Mark MacAllister, Senior Scientific Director Pfizer; Longinus Ogugua, PhD researcher
at the Leicester School of pharmacy, DMU.
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